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University of Southern Mississippi
as much as anything. I’ve always wanted to further my education and get a master’s degree. Shortly after my father died I’d
looked into programs at such diverse places as prestigious Columbia, Drake, Northern Iowa, South Dakota State, and the
University of Alaska. None of those came to fruition, and I spent most of the first decade after getting my B.A. just taking the
bare minimum of courses needed for renewing my certificate.
Then in 1990 I took a lengthy vacation all over the American South. On that trip one of my favorite areas was the Gulf
Coast region between New Orleans and Biloxi. The following fall I got a flyer in my mailbox at school about an honors
program at the University of Southern Mississippi called the Honors Program in Graduate Education. If I hadn’t have just
completed that trip, I probably would have just discarded the flyer. Instead I read it in detail. Southern Miss is essentially
Mississippi’s UNI. It was founded as a teacher’s college, and while it’s expanded in countless directions, training teachers
remains central to its mission today. Being a rather isolated college in a state perceived as backwards, USM was looking for
ways to add diversity and outside influence. The SPGE was a program to bring some of that to the school. They wanted to
attract educators from outside Mississippi—and particularly those from outside the South. The goal was to have discussions
about what did and didn’t work in education nationwide, so that the best methods could be used to raise Mississippi schools
from their perennial place at the bottom of the ladder.
To help bring in teachers from outside the state, they put together a very attractive program. USM would allow
candidates to earn a master’s degree in just two intensive summers, with no time on campus and not even any other work
during the academic year. This was back before the age of internet classes, and at the time every master’s program I’d
looked into either required at least one spring or fall semester in residence (which is pretty much impossible for a practicing
teacher) or would take three or four summers—usually with additional readings and other assignments during the academic
year. By doing an extra-long (ten-week) summer session and allowing students to take as many hours in summer as they
would during a regular semester, USM came up with a much more reasonable program. They then sweetened the pot by
allowing teachers accepted to the SPGE to pay the in-state rate for tuition (at the time something like $400 a semester), which
meant I could get a master’s degree in Mississippi for a lot less than it would cost at Iowa State or UNI.
Things weren’t quite as cheap as they sound. Room, board, and transportation would greatly inflate those figures,
and I spent at least as much money being a tourist as being a student. What’s more, this was right at the time when federal

financial aid programs had been cut to a bare minimum. The amount of financial aid available to an adult who was gainfully
employed was essentially zero, so I was responsible for paying my way myself. I made the mistake of financing the degree on
a credit card—whose high interest takes almost literally forever to pay off. Having the master’s degree did increase my salary
at Garrigan, though, and it allowed me to work as an adjunct professor at the local community college—something I’ve done
regularly for the past fifteen years. While I was foolish in paying for it, I certainly don’t regret getting the degree, and it’s kind
of fun to be the only person in northern Iowa with a degree from Brett Favre’s alma mater.]

Summer, 1991
I didn't take an actual vacation this year. Instead I was a student, enrolled in fifteen hours of graduate courses at the University
of Southern Mississippi. In a way, though, going to school out of state was a lot like a vacation. Indeed I think I may have spent more
time on the beach and in New Orleans than I did in class. So, when Sister Dolores asked me at Garrigan's opening liturgy whether I
was writing a travelogue this year, I thought about it and figured this summer's activities would certainly be as interesting as most of the
trips I had taken. Keeping in mind that there are nearly eleven weeks to condense into one flashback, here's this year's essay on "What
I Did on My Summer Vacation" …

Thursday, May 30, 1991
Algona, Iowa to Mount Pleasant, Iowa
I got up early this morning, finished my grades, and then spent some time putting finishing touches on cleaning up my
apartment. It was strange, and in some ways sad, to think that this was the last time I would see the place for a long time. It was
enough to make me feel more than a bit apprehensive [the longest I’ve been away from the place before or since].
I packed the last stuff in my car and wondered one more time if I was packing far too much or not nearly enough. It's an odd
situation to have to sort through a house-full of possessions and pick just a handful to use for a summer. When I was in college before I
would never have dreamed that I would ever become so materialistic that I would own all this stuff—and now here I was finding out that
most of it was about as unimportant as I thought it was back then.
Eventually I finished packing and went out to school. I said my good-byes to everybody out there, threw my room together
quickly and carelessly, and went through the rest of the end-of-the-year routine. Finally it was time to really be on my way.
I bought gas at the 4-Sons station in Algona (actually it’s called the “Handy-Shop” now [and it’s since changed to Kum ‘n’
Go]), and set my trip odometer to zero, so I could record the exact mileage to Hattiesburg. I then set out on my journey.
I drove eastward past flooded fields to Mason City and then southward to Waverly. From almost the moment I left Mason City
the flooding stopped, and the crops were up and looked healthy. I stopped briefly at a Wal-Mart store to pick up a few supplies I had
forgotten [interesting to read, since in the past decade I’ve stepped inside a Wal-Mart no more than half a dozen times] and
then drove southward to Cedar Falls. Highway 218 is a mess in the Waterloo area right now. They're building a freeway through the
city, and at the moment 218 is one detour after another. I avoided this by driving past U.N.I. and then following the new highway 20
freeway east. [218, 20, and the Avenue of the Saints freeway through Cedar Falls all seem as if they’ve been there forever now.
I’d almost forgotten just how annoying it was while they were under construction.]
I drove east to Independence and then headed
south to Rowley, the town where my mother was born. I had
seen Margaret and Steve on Memorial Day at the cemetery
where my parents are buried, and the topic of our
grandmother's grave had come up. I don't think I'd visited it
since 1968—the year she died—and it was certainly not out
of the way on this trip. I pulled into a neat little cemetery and
proceeded to look for the proper stone. Steve had told me
about a grove of trees that was supposed to be a landmark,
but his directions would have described almost every grave
in the place. Eventually, though, I did spot the name "Miller",
and with just a bit more work I found "Willard" and "Edna
Miller Fishel"—as well as all kinds of distant relatives I had
heard of, but never really knew who they were.
My brother Paul has been doing a lot of genealogy
work this past year. He has traced the family back literally

Edna Fishell’s grave
hundreds of years to New York and New Hampshire, and eventually back to Europe (basically England). Sometime I’d like to wander
around upstate New York and find the graves of those pioneer ancestors. The cemeteries are probably sandwiched between shopping

centers now, but it would be fun to imagine what things were like in the 1700s. That’s a period in history I never cared much about, but
I think I could see things from a different perspective thinking about my ancestors living through it.
I left the cemetery and drove southward to Cedar Rapids and then followed the beautiful new expressway around Iowa City.
Then it was southward to my old hometown of Mount Pleasant.
Driving south from Iowa City it became instantly clear just how important of a manufacturing and distribution center Mt. P. has
become in these past few years. It seemed like solid truck traffic both directions all the way from I-80 south to Mt. P. Wal-Mart has its
northern states distribution center in Mount Pleasant, and I saw no less than twenty Wal-Mart trucks just in this fifty-mile drive. I also
saw trucks for Goodyear and Motorola, and endless trucks that were obviously carrying stuff to supply all the factories in Mt. P. A friend
of John's (who is moving from New York back to Iowa) had heard that there are now several times more jobs in Mount Pleasant than
people. It appears to have replaced Burlington as the major employer in southeast Iowa. Mt. P. has always been a prosperous and
progressive place, but things certainly have changed since I left.
I arrived in Mt. Pleasant about 4:30 and checked in at the new Super 8 Motel. It's part of a major development strip along
Highway 218 north of town. The hotel is directly in front of the Wal-Mart complex, and I could see from the parking lot just how large of
a thing the place is. Later I drove past it, and the building alone is a full half mile long. Trucks surround all four sides, and more truck
trailers are parked all around the building. There have to be close to a thousand trucks there all together. I read later that Wal-Mart
employs nearly 3,500 people in Mt. P. alone. I can only imagine what things must look like at the real company headquarters in
Arkansas. [Wal-Mart at the time was not yet the world’s largest retailer, but they were RAPIDLY expanding throughout
America. When the Mt. Pleasant facility was built, it served all the stores north of Wal-Mart’s traditional market—and area that
at the time stretched from New York to Washington state. There are now dozens of distribution centers all over the country,
and today the Mt. Pleasant facility basically serves Iowa and Illinois. With Wal-Marts practically everywhere these days,
though, it’s still as busy as ever.]
They’re playing musical chairs with the banks in Mount Pleasant. Hawkeye has moved into the building that used to be
occupied by the savings and loan. Henry County Bank is now primarily at its downtown location, with a tiny office in the new Hy-Vee
store. Both the old Henry County bank headquarters and the old Hawkeye bank are owned by something called “Valley Bank, N.A.”
According to the radio they also have multiple locations in Burlington, Ft. Madison, and Keokuk—so obviously they bought up a bunch
of marginal banks.
I was going to try to look up a few people in Mount Pleasant, but no one I cared about was home. I did run into a girl I once
knew though, … a classmate of mine at Lincoln who moved away to Tennessee. She's back in Iowa now, working as a night manager
at the new Hardees. (By the way, after having nearly cornered the market on fast food in Mt. P., the two Hardees locations are finally
about to be challenged by a new McDonalds out by the factories north of town.) …
I drove all around Mt. Pleasant—even more than I did last summer. The thing that struck me most was how few homes were
for sale. In Algona it’s hard to find a block that doesn’t have at least one home for sale; when I left there were five for sale just on the
two-block-long hill I live on (although, on a positive note, three of them sold over the summer). [That calmed down after the farm
crisis lessened, but with the shaky economy these days, everything’s for sale again.] In Mt. Pleasant, though, the only realtor
signs are on homes in undesirable locations (along Highway 34, for instance, or next to a factory). There are whole new neighborhoods
of new homes that didn't exist ten years ago, and parts of town are starting to get so many apartments that they look like Iowa City.
Mt. Pleasant is also one of the few places I have seen in recent years that truly has a healthy downtown. Lots of new business
has located there. Restaurants, especially, seem to be multiplying. There's a new Subway and a Baskin Robbins—both right on the
square—and there are two new Asian restaurants and a taco place. The stores seem really healthy, too. For instance, Penney’s
closed its store, but they turned the building into a boutique mall. As far as I could tell, there was only one empty storefront anywhere.
In Algona it seems as if downtown is just for lawyers and brokers. People still shop and eat in downtown Mt. P. [These days they
mostly seem to eat there. The restaurants have continued to proliferate, but there’s not a lot of real shopping left.]
Most impressive of all, though, is the new Henry County Health Center. They had remodeled the old hospital about the time I
left Mt. P., but things have gone way beyond that. The old hospital has been entirely torn down and replaced, and they entirely closed
off White Street and built a new section (surrounded by formal gardens and fountains) across it connecting the hospital to the clinic. It’s
an enormous structure—to my mind far more than they need in Henry County—but it makes quite a showpiece for the town. [I’ve got
to say it really rather bothers me how pretentious the construction is for most medical facilities. We’ve remodeled the local
hospital and clinic in Algona numerous times, with very little seeming to be gained by the construction and renovations. If
they’d actually put in better facilities, it would make sense, but all these cosmetic improvements strike me as one of the
reasons no one can afford health care.]
Overall, though, Mt. P. is a good example of the old cliché that the more things change, the more they stay the same. The
overall feeling you get is of freshly sand-blasted elegant brick buildings, tree-lined streets, and friendly people who like the mix of small
town and city they find here. A lot has changed since I grew up here, but it’s still very much my hometown. [I still enjoy going back to
Mt. P. from time to time, but I’d be hard pressed to call it my hometown these days. I really don’t know anyone there, and
there have been enough more changes to make it seem rather unfamiliar.]
I couldn’t help but wonder how it is that Mount Pleasant can enjoy such progress and prosperity while so many towns are in
such pathetic shape. It’s been years since Algona attracted any new industry or business; lately the battle has been to keep what we
have—and we’ve been losing. Really, though, Algona isn’t that much different of a town than Mount Pleasant. I would think that we

could make the same kind of push for community development. There weren’t a lot of special deals made to attract the industry in Mt.
P.; the factories are in the city limits, and they pay taxes like everyone else. The biggest incentive was probably a strongly non-union
labor force. We worry so much about the farm economy in Algona, but no one ever seems to realize that the solution is to make our
town independent of the farm economy. We worry about kids moving away, but the solution is really pretty easy—we have to give them
a reason to stay. They made that work here—at my high school reunion I found that nearly everybody lived in southeast Iowa; about
the furthest that any number of people had gone was Cedar Rapids. I hope we can get some serious work done on re-building the
economy in north-central Iowa. If they can do it down here, we can certainly do it up north.
[Like most of Iowa, Algona’s economy has changed quite a bit since 1991. That was right about the end of
dependence on agriculture, simply because anyone who wasn’t well established in farming had gone bankrupt. Those who
were left almost all got off-farm jobs to provide cash income when crop and livestock prices were down. We have attracted a
number of new companies, some of which are quite good jobs. However. our kids continue to leave. I’d bet less than a fourth
of those I teach will continue to live here as adults. Most remain in the Midwest, but they’re more likely to be in Minneapolis
or Chicago than Algona.]
While I was driving through Saunders Park, it was interesting to see a car from Mississippi parked by the shelter house. I could
only hope it would be a good omen for things to come. [That was strange. You just don’t see Mississippi cars in Iowa.]
After driving around town and seeing all the sights, I watched The Simpsons and a bit of other television and then went to
sleep early. Day 1 had gone pretty well.

Friday, May 31, 1991
Mount Pleasant, Iowa to Union City, Tennessee
I left Mt. P. around six this morning, stopped briefly at Hardees, and then headed south on Highway 218. I fought traffic south
of town, as a steady stream of commuters drove to work. Finally the traffic thinned out; and I drove through familiar hills down to
Keokuk, crossed the Mississippi River, and entered Illinois. [They recently finished four-laning 218 south of Mt. Pleasant as part
of the Avenue of the Saints project. As so often happens when new four-lanes open, these days it seems as if there’s no
traffic at all.]
I don’t know how many times I have been in Illinois. (Since I was born there, it probably is literally countless.) Almost every
time, though, I have the same reaction to the roads. On this trip I coined the term "Ill-annoying" for them, though I wonder if even that
isn’t generous. Illinois is one of those places where all the highway money gets funneled into expressways—which leaves the twolaners in pathetic shape [not that most of the interstates are al that great either, mind you]. To compound the problem, Chicago
dominates things so much in this state that almost all the down-state roads—even the interstates—are just left to rot [and those in
Chicago are so busy that they can’t get the attention they need].
I fought potholes and narrow, curbed roads [I think they’ve finally gotten rid of the last of the curbs in Illinois] as I headed
eastward to Carthage and Macomb. I found that the worst feature of the Illinois highway system is that they have yet to bypass most of
the towns along the route. Not only that, but they seem to have chosen the longest possible route through each town. Macomb has
fewer than 20,000 people—many of whom were gone, as the local college was not in session. Still, it took me nearly half an hour to
wind my way through this ridiculous little backwater.
Once I finally made it past Macomb, I stopped briefly in Beardstown to have breakfast at the local McDonalds. [This day is
not at all atypical for me while traveling. I often have multiple breakfasts—sometimes skipping lunch or dinner, sometimes
not. I do like fast food breakfasts.] The waitress there had the thickest Southern accent I had heard in a long time—and this in a
place that's still in the northern half of Illinois [technically, though anything south of the Quad Cities is getting WAY downstate].
Then again, when I think of how the newscasters talked on the "Tri-State" TV stations in Hannibal, Quincy, Kirksville, and Ottumwa, it's
not really all that much different. (In fact, the "Tri-States" seem to have a thicker Southern accent than any I head in Mississippi.)
The one exception to the bad roads was Springfield. Illinois appears to have poured quite a lot of highway funding into their
capital. From my point of view, I almost totally avoided the city on an enormous, empty beltway. I had remembered some more things I
needed to pick up, but I never got close enough to a store to bother with it.
South of Springfield, I went through Vandalia and Centralia, places whose names started giving me that Southern feeling.
Southern Illinois does seem like Dixie, too. It’s very hilly and wooded, a much more attractive landscape than in the northern part of the
state. The people talk like bad country singers, and everyone seems to drive a pick-up and live in a mobile home. The women have
enormous hair-dos and caked-on make-up that make them look like cheap prostitutes. What's more, there is a much higher percentage
of Black people than you see further north [in the small towns, that is—there are plenty of blacks in Chicago, Rockford, Peoria,
and Rock Island].
*****
I stopped for a bit at an ancient shopping center in the city of DuQuoin, another of those nothing places (pop. 6,500) that took
forever to get through. I picked up some socks and a pair of thongs [a term that dates me—people invariably call them “flip-flops”
today, and “thong” has a different meaning entirely] at the local Wal-Mart—which was so run down, it looked as if it ought to be

historic—and then had lunch at a Subway outlet. It intrigued me that the waitress just assumed I would want mayonnaise on my
sandwich. Up north they ask you about the various condiments, but she piled on the mayo until my ham and cheese became ham and
grease. I made a mental note to be very specific in my request if I found myself eating at a Subway later this summer. [Both
Southerners and Easterners seem to assume mayonnaise, a condiment I find unpalatable, is essential to all sandwiches.]
Rather oddly, the largest city in southern Illinois was also the easiest to get through. The road wound through Carbondale
(27,000) just as much as it did through every other nothing little town, but the entire town seemed to be deserted. This may be because
Carbondale is mainly a college town (and I saw all of the campus) and the students were probably on break.
Just south of Carbondale is Makanda, where Senator Paul Simon comes from. You may remember that he ran for President a
couple years ago. To show how absurd junk mail gets—after contributing to his campaign back in 1987, I have gotten "personalized"
Christmas cards from the Simons every year since. I almost had the devious feeling that I should stop by for supper; after all, they seem
to think I'm a friend of the family. Reason got the better of me, of course; but even if I had stopped, the Simons were probably in
Washington. [Senator Simon has been dead for years now, and I still get Christmas junk mail from his political associates.
I’ve given money to his successor, Barack Obama, but that doesn’t seem to have “endeared” me to his family in quite the
same way.]
Carbondale marks the start of "Little Egypt", the triangle where the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers come together. I have never
figured out how this area got that name. It's heavily forested hills certainly look nothing like the Sahara. There are three things that
come to mind. First, it’s hot here—miserably hot, if you ask me. Second, as far as I could tell the people are all of African descent—
Senator Simon has to be about the only White person down here. Finally, some stupid settlers named all the towns here after places in
the near East, and those town names seem to have been extended to the area as a whole.
[I checked several sources while revising this, and all of them sort of talk around the origin of “Little Egypt”. There’s
also no clear consensus on exactly what the boundaries of the region are. Something I did find while researching, though,
was that an under-the-table agreement allowed legal slavery at the southern tip of the “free” state of Illinois. The slaves were
brought in to work in salt mines, and their presence accounts for why there are so many black people there today. ]
Little Egypt has to be one of the poorest places in America. The homes here look like they belong on an Indian reservation. As
I drove through here, it reminded me a lot of the Delta region I went through last summer.
Eventually I got to Cairo (pronounced with a long "a" sound—and a twang). This is a city that saw its better days generations
ago. Today most of the buildings are boarded up, and lots of teenaged boys seem to be just "hanging out" with nothing to do. I tried to
imagine James (or any of the kids I teach) doing this. While Garrigan kids can certainly get bored, and while they can get into their fair
share of trouble, it just isn't the same thing. In Cairo boredom and trouble seem to be chronic diseases. [To Algona’s credit, they’ve
made a big push to provide things for kids to do. There’s a lot more now than there was in the early ‘90s, and they always
seem to be working to improve opportunities for youth.]
I wound my way through Cairo and eventually made it to the confluence of the rivers. Legend says that if you toss a coin into
the water at the confluence, you will return to the place again. Last summer I threw a penny into the Ohio, and here I was now proving
that legend true. That, of course, wasn’t my reason for coming back to this pitiful little city (although it did amuse me); it just happens to
be right on the most direct route from north to south.
I gave a shout of joy as I crossed the Ohio. It seemed to take forever to cross Illinois. South of Cairo is Kentucky. I crossed this
state in less than an hour—not surprising, since it's exactly forty miles wide at this point. Unfortunately, Kentucky's roads seemed
identical to Illinois', with the added bonus of rickety old bridges.
Around 4pm I entered Tennessee. The road suddenly became a lovely new expressway, which I followed for fifteen miles to
the town of Union City, my destination for the night. I found the Super 8 motel and settled in for the evening.
Union City is a one-industry town. Goodyear makes most of its radial tires here, at a plant that would dwarf the Wal-Mart
facility in Mount Pleasant. I have no idea what Union City was named for (my bet is that it goes back to the Civil War), but it might as
well have been named for the United Rubber Workers. Between their union hall, their credit union, their lawyers and doctors, and their
members-only store, they seem to run the town.
I had dinner at Shoney's, a Southern chain restaurant that has recently added a location on Merle Hay Road in Des Moines. I
don't suggest you eat there. Every time I have eaten at Shoney's, I've found it overpriced and disappointing; my lasagna tonight was no
exception. I paid $9.50 for tasteless food and indifferent service. It was, however, the only restaurant near the motel that sounded in
any way appealing.
The cable TV at the motel had an interesting channel. It was called the “Brain Channel” or something like that. The entire
station showed nothing but for-credit television courses, twenty-four hours a day. Having been a long-time fan of the telecourses on
public television, it was intriguing to see an entire channel set aside for that. [I don’t think they even have telecourses these days;
online “virtual” colleges like the University of Phoenix have replaced them.]
I read in the local phone book that the Union City area is a major nesting area for eagles. I can't say I saw one, but it got me in
the right frame of mind for the rest of my journey—the eagle is the official mascot of the University of Southern Mississippi.

Saturday, June 1, 1991
Union City, Tennessee to Meridian, Mississippi
[It’s interesting to contrast this trip, when I just sort of leisurely made my way south to Hattiesburg with the following
year, when I rushed down there as quickly as possible. Stopping in Meridian, which is about two hours away from
Hattiesburg—and out of the way to the east, too—really is pretty silly.]
I left Union City comparatively late this morning. Leaving town on a two-lane road, I realized that Tennessee, too, has a long
way to go in modernizing its highway system. I don't pretend that Iowa is ideal by any means, but even our county roads have level
grass at the side of the road. These days almost every U.S. highway has a true gravel shoulder. On U.S. 45 in Tennessee, though,
there are inches at the side of the road before a steep drop-off. What's worse is that all of Tennessee seems to be urban. They show
towns on the map, but you can't really tell where one ends and the next one begins. It's like driving through a housing development the
entire time. There are farms in the background (mostly tobacco fields), but there are houses, mailboxes, and traffic everywhere. [This
is universally true in Tennessee. Only the interstates seem to have rural sections. There’s pretty much general settlement
along every two-lane road in the state.]
Just a few miles down the road from Union City I stopped in Rutherford to see the last home of Davy Crockett. They weren't
open (which was OK; that way I didn't have to pay the admission), but I saw the cabin and its grounds. I always pictured Davy Crockett
in a woodsy, hilly setting. It's flat as a pancake in western Tennessee, with hard, red clay under those tobacco fields.
I drove south to the city of Jackson, a place Steve and Terry had considered moving at one time. I bought gas there and then
headed southward for about fifty more miles until I hit the Mississippi line.
Rather oddly, the road became better when I entered the poorest state in the Union (or should I say the Confederacy).
[Mississippi has almost universally good roads.] For a while the highway in Mississippi was four lanes, and when that petered out,
at least we had a good wide two-lane road, even if there still was no shoulder. (In fact I would have to wait for Texas before I saw
another shoulder anywhere but an interstate.)
“Adopt-a-Highway” is a big deal here, and they seem to have lots of stretches adopted—though it doesn’t seem to have all that
much effect. I was astounded last summer by all the litter I saw all over the South, and none of it had gone away in a year. Nothing
makes me support Iowa’s deposit law more than traveling to a place that doesn’t have one. I saw beer cans everywhere along the
roads—cans that would be worth a fortune in nickels in Iowa, but which bring in a mere twenty-two cents a pound in Mississippi. I don’t
know how many cans there are in a pound, but it’s a lot more than the four or five that would bring in the same refund back home.
Before long I made it to Tupelo, a place which to my mind is the redneck capital of the universe. A couple of those "fundy"
religious shows on TV come from Tupelo, and the town was the sight of numerous lynchings during the Civil Rights movement. More
recently "60 Minutes" visited a group of mercenary survivalists here. You can see how I formed my opinion.
I must say I was pleasantly surprised by the place. They have a gorgeous new shopping mall (it’s interesting that, while there
aren’t a lot of malls in the South, those that do exist are frequently elegant [mostly because they’re brand new]), a pleasant
downtown area, nice parks, and beautifully wooded residential streets. The people seemed friendly, too—even if I was waiting for them
to pull out a sub-machine gun and blow me to bits.
Oh, by the way, you may know Tupelo best as the birthplace of Elvis Presley. I avoided Graceland last year, as it was far too
expensive. His home in Tupelo, on the other hand, costs only a buck to get into. It's a nice little white two-room house with sparse
Depression-era furnishings. Elvis' father took out a forty-dollar loan to pay for it. Today they surely take in more than that in an hour
from the tourists.
At Tupelo I got on the Natchez Trace Parkway, a modern highway maintained by the National Park Service that follows an old
trading route from Nashville to New Orleans. Tupelo is almost exactly the half-way point, and it serves as the park headquarters. I made
a brief tour of their visitors' center and then started down the road. I had followed the parkway last summer from Jackson to Natchez,
and it's not much different up here—a gently curving road through the woods. The 50 mph speed limit is no way to make time, but it did
make for a relaxing drive.
A couple of hours later I got off the parkway at the town of Kosciusko [which happens to be Oprah Winfrey’s hometown,
though not a lot of people cared at the time]. I turned onto a state highway, which looked a lot like the parkway. My overall average
speed was probably lower, though, because I had to go through town after town. I stopped for gas and something to drink at a Junior
convenience store in the town of Philadelphia. This was the last gas I bought on my way down here—gas for the whole trip cost about
$35 [sad that I can pay that for one fill these days], with the car getting about 42 miles per gallon. I then made the short jaunt
eastward to the city of Meridian, today's destination. I drove all the way through the city and eventually made it to the east edge and yet
another Super 8.
The motel was at one end of a long strip of businesses along an access road to Interstate 20. None of the restaurants around
the motel seemed interesting, so I set off walking along the access road to see what I could find. I walked, and I walked, and I walked. I
didn't realize it until I looked up at a sign along the interstate, but I had walked from well beyond Exit 154-B to the other side of Exit 151
without really noticing where I was. Figuring three and a half miles was enough of a walk, I settled on having dinner at Wendy's. As it

turned out, I spend most of my time at dinner mopping my from my face the sweat that had accumulated during the walk. I went through
a full dozen napkins just trying to make myself look presentable. Don't tell me it's not humid in Dixie.
I walked back to the motel, breaking up the trip by stopping at a supermarket at about the halfway point. Once I got to my
room I turned on the air conditioning full blast and hibernated in the refreshing cool. I read through the stuff I had sent for from the
Hattiesburg Chamber of Commerce, watched a bit of TV, and eventually dozed off.

Sunday, June 2, 1991
Meridian to Hattiesburg, Mississippi
I got up very early this morning and then proceeded to move in slow motion. I had been told that my dorm at USM would not
be open until noon, so there was no point in hurrying to leave the motel. So I decided to have a leisurely sit-down breakfast.
First, however, I had to become re-acquainted with the Southern weather. When I opened the door to my room at around 7:30,
it was like a steam-bath. By the time I walked just a couple of blocks to the interchange, I was dripping with sweat. I discovered over the
summer that the biggest difference in the weather between Iowa and Mississippi isn't the temperature, or even really the humidity
(although it is slightly more humid in Mississippi). What makes the South truly unbearable (at least for someone who likes winter) is that
it doesn't really cool off at night. The high each day is rarely much above 90 (which is cooler, if anything, than it is up here), but it also
doesn't get much below 75 at night.
I had breakfast at a Southern institution, the Waffle House. This Atlanta-based chain of little coffee shops has locations all
over the South. If this was a typical example, then I’m amazed they manage to stay in business. Not that they didn’t serve me a
“typical” Southern breakfast: indeed that was precisely the problem. Typical Southern breakfasts are pretty disgusting. At the Waffle
House I had a ham and egg platter that featured undercooked eggs floating in a sea of margarine with salty gristle on the side. On a
separate plate were hash browns that seemed to have more oil than potatoes and cold toast piled high with margarine. (I passed on
the grits.) With that I had a six-ounce can of orange juice (they actually served it in the can) and one cup of coffee that the waitress
never refilled. She did, however, leave me five tubs of “Koffee-Lyte” and a handful of packages of saccharin. Over the summer it
became clear that fake cream and fake sugar were essential ingredients in coffee for most Southerners. It intrigued me that after
drenching their entire meal in lard, they then put diet products in their coffee—as if a teaspoon of sugar would make a difference after
all that fat. I was also amused that the main ingredient in the “diet” cream was coconut oil, probably the least healthy fat known to man.
[I’d learn with time that Waffle House really isn’t all that bad of a place. The trick is knowing which locations to
patronize, what to order, and when to go there. The when is almost the most important thing, since Waffle House is much
more pleasant when business is slow than when they’re busy. You also have to be in the mood for a true cultural experience,
because that is what your fellow customers will bring you at Waffle House. It’s also invariably true that nice-looking Waffle
House locations will have both better employees and a better class of customers than those that look like dives. As for what
to order, they do much better with meat than with eggs, and their omelets are better than “overs” (standard fried eggs).
Getting the hash browns “covered” (with cheese on them) camouflages the grease and also makes them tastier.]
After leaving this little culinary nightmare, I went back to the motel and killed some more time. I watched "Mass for Shut-Ins"
and "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" on TV (What a combination!) and eventually figured it was late enough to start packing my stuff into
the car. Since I had merely picked at my Waffle House breakfast, I stopped by McDonalds for some “real” food before finally heading
out of town.
There are two ways of driving the hundred miles from Meridian to Hattiesburg—Interstate 59 and old U.S. 11. Since I was
trying to kill time, I chose the old road, which was dull, but not terribly unpleasant. This region is called the Pine Belt, and Hattiesburg is
its main town. It is utterly flat land covered with dense, if scraggly, woods. There’s no cotton or tobacco here. In fact, it looks more like
northern Minnesota than what my brain still thinks the South should look like. There are many kinds of trees in this forest, but by far the
most common are "flash pines". These are very tall and straight (the size and shape of lodgepoles) and on the surface they have that
Scotch pine look you see in artificial Christmas trees. When you look again, though, you see that the needles and cones are abnormally
large. In fact, they are downright huge. It almost looks as if they've been deformed by some kind of tree cancer. I saw these in the
Florida panhandle last summer and was puzzled by them there. This summer I never did really get used to them. It's disturbing to see
trees that look so unusual.
I found out later that almost all of this forest has been planted. Mississippi was nearly deforested in the late 1800s to supply
lumber for Midwestern cities. (Two different professors talked about how Mississippi lumber built Chicago twice—both before and after
the fire.) Apparently there was originally a much more mixed forest that tended heavily toward oak. [You can still see the last
remnants of this forest between Jackson and Vicksburg.] This was replanted primarily in pine, which today is used mainly for
paper products. The paper companies appear to use better forestry management here than in some other places I have been. I didn’t
see the kind of clear-cutting I saw in British Columbia and Ontario. It may be that our government forbids it, or it may just be that new
planting grows more quickly down here. […Or it may be—and is—that they clear-cut areas far enough away from the road that
the general public doesn’t notice it.]
There’s not much to see besides the forest. In fact, this has to be one of the dullest drives anywhere in America. (Later in the
summer I took the interstate over the same route, and it's not much more interesting [“much” is stretching it—there aren’t many
truly interesting roads in Mississippi].) Any towns I went through had dried up decades ago. What was left of them was absolutely

silent on Sunday morning. Here and there people had carved out a bit of woods to make a home. The homes did not look povertystricken, but they did come across as rough and trashy.
Eventually I made it to Laurel, the only place of size (25,000) between Meridian and Hattiesburg. From Algona to here I had
not made so much as a wrong turn. Somehow, though, I got completely lost in the middle of “beautiful” downtown Laurel. On Sunday
morning there wasn’t even much of anyone I could stop to ask for directions (not that I would have been likely to, anyway). I just kept
driving and driving, seeing the sights of this dumpy little city. Eventually I got to the interstate and exited again at the south end of town.
South of Laurel is the state reform school, which stretches for over a mile along Highway 11. It intrigued me that they still call it
"reform school" in Mississippi. I'm not even sure where the reform school is in Iowa, but I'm willing to bet that Human Services has
invented a more pleasant name for it than that. [The same complex in Ellisville also holds the state welfare hospital, a former
psychiatric facility that now mostly provides long term care for indigent elderly patients.]
Before long I reached my destination: Hattiesburg, Mississippi, the self-proclaimed "hub of the Pine Belt". In case anyone
reading this should entertain thoughts of visiting Hattiesburg, let me at least advise you against entering town on U.S. 11 [from the
north]. After skirting two different refineries, Highway 11 dumps out on what is definitely the wrong side of the tracks. Hattiesburg has
about 50,000 people, and from the highway you’d swear they all live in either shacks or public housing. The whole east side of
Hattiesburg contains some of the oldest, most run-down housing projects I've seen anywhere. I must say my mind did a double-take
just adjusting to the concept of finding housing projects at all in a town of 50,000. Des Moines (with four times that population) has
slums, but it doesn’t really have projects. [Actually it does—I ended up getting lost while trying to find the botanic center on a
recent trip there and found out that low rise public housing lines both sides of I-235 northeast of downtown.] You have to go to
a really big city (like Chicago or Detroit) to find that in the Midwest. Hattiesburg is a college town, and I kept trying to picture this
neighborhood in Iowa City or Ames or Mankato. Somehow it just didn’t fit.
It became clear as I was driving along why this neighborhood is so run down. Thick in the air was that paper mill smell that my
mind associates with small towns in Canada. Scott makes paper towels and toilet tissue in Hattiesburg, and the scent of rotting pulp
literally chokes this slum. Compounding the mill odor is a chemical plant that literally backs up against some of the apartments. I was
never certain what they made there (I heard both gasoline additives and pesticides). It doesn’t matter, though; I still wouldn't want a
chemical plant literally in my back yard. I became thankful later that what little wind there is in Hattiesburg invariably blows from the
west. USM was at the west end of town, so most of the time we had relatively fresh air. [The sulfur smell of the paper mill was
pretty omnipresent, but I did get used to it after a while.]
Most of the local people don't really seem to mind these highly polluting industries. If you press them, they'll point out that
Hattiesburg (and south Mississippi in general) is far more prosperous than the rest of the state. They see the mills and refineries as
goldmines for the local economy. I can't say I agree, but then again if Mississippi actually wants this kind of industry, I suppose that's
probably good for the rest of us. The publishing, insurance, and food processing we have in Iowa seem a lot tamer to me. I must avoid
being too judgmental or hypocritical, though. After all, it's not like Iowa doesn't have more than our share of problems with pesticides
[nor like hog lots are exactly odor-free].
The slums of Hattiesburg seem to have big-city problems. I saw prostitutes, drug dealers, and people just standing around with
nothing to do. Backwards old me was taken aback to see stuff like that in Barcelona and Atlanta. It was an even greater shock to think
of it in a place I was going to spend an entire summer. Anywhere I ever lived before, people kept their illegal stuff indoors, away from
where everybody could see. [That’s not totally true. A lot of people did drugs VERY publicly in Mt. Pleasant.] Here crime seems
to be treated as just a part of life. The thing I hated most about Hattiesburg was that almost the entire time I was there, I could hear
sirens wailing in the background. They were there when I first went out the door in the morning, and they kept up well into the night.
The papers and TV talked about gang violence and drive-by shootings—not something I think of worrying about in a place not much
larger than Mason City or Ft. Dodge.
[The university, about five miles west of where I’d entered Hattiesburg, was in a much nicer part of town, and while
crime is a problem throughout the South, the area around USM was comparatively safe. Those sirens really got to me,
though. I’ve spent days in Chicago and Los Angeles and heard fewer sirens than I did in Hattiesburg.]
Eventually the slum apartments gave way to abandoned warehouses and scrap metal dealers. Then I crossed the tracks
(literally) and was into downtown. This wasn't much nicer, though. In my opinion, Hattiesburg would do well to just bulldoze the whole
business district and start over again. Downtown Hattiesburg makes Algona look lively. [I’d find that was true of pretty much every
downtown area in the South. There are two types of downtowns in the South: those that have been completely abandoned
and those that have been “restored” as historic districts (but still are without real business). ALL the business in the South is
on tacky suburban strips.]

I drove west for two miles until I finally
came to the University of Southern Mississippi. I
easily found Wilber Hall (which overlooks U.S. 49
at the eastern edge of campus), parked in a fire
lane (like everyone else seemed to be doing), and
went to check in. It didn't take much time at all to
go through the paperwork, but it seemed to take
forever to unpack my poor, over-loaded car and
carry things upstairs.
I was in Room 316 of Wilber Hall. During
the year Wilber is called "Panhellenic" and houses
the sorority girls of USM. Third floor is the Delta
Gamma house, so I guess you could say I was an
honorary "D.G. big brother" for the summer. Wilber
had to be one of the first high-rise dorms (built in
1961), and it is definitely showing its age. While the
custodial staff does an excellent job with day-today maintenance, everything looks well-worn. The
building itself seems to have some major cracks
that made me wonder about its structural integrity,
and the furniture was carved with the initials of
Wilber Hall – University of Southern Mississippi
thirty years worth of people's boyfriends. Then
there were the elevators. When they worked they 1creaked and moaned as if the cable would break any second. Much of the time,
though, they were simply out of service. Fortunately, being on the third floor, it was nearly as quick for me to use the stairs. I told Paul it
was like living in a Russian building. Everything was acceptable (barely), but it was all in disrepair.
My room was strictly functional—and
barely that. It is the only dorm room I've ever seen
that didn't have a sink. We not only had to go down
the hall to shower or use a toilet; we had to leave
our room to get water for any kind of purpose.
Beside the door there were two enormous closets
with a tiny chest of drawers inside each one.
Beyond these were two tiny built-in desks, each
with a shelf above and a small bookcase at the
side. The desks were so low that I could not sit
there without jamming my knees. Behind each
desk was a mirror—set at an entirely improbable
level. If I stood the mirror was aimed right at my
waist; if I sat it was aimed right in the middle of my
chest. I know the room was designed for girls, but I
can't imagine it being much more convenient for
them. There were two extremely soft beds (one of
which had a broken frame, and one of which had
springs coming out of the mattress), two steel
chairs, and a wastebasket. Most of the wood
surfaces in the room were covered with flowered
contact paper—long since peeling. The tile looked
as if it hadn't been waxed in years. The Venetian
blinds were stuck open, so I barely felt the whisper
Desk and closet area (note the old Apple computer)
of air conditioning that came through my vent.
Room 316 – Wilber Hall
There was also a crack in the plaster beneath my
window large enough to let in light and heat. To top things off, two roaches danced across the floor to greet me. I couldn't help but think
that Bartlett Hall at UNI, which was built between 1913 and 1921, was still in far better shape than this place.
Rather than pouting about the room, I abandoned it and went to find my orientation session. Here I met Dr. Paul Peddicord,
the kindly old man who built the S.P.G.E. (Summer Program in Graduate Education) from nothing to the largest program of its type in
America. He greeted us and gave us a few basic instructions on registration. He also told us (and was basically right) that we would
probably feel upset and overwhelmed the first couple weeks, but that if we stuck thins out we should all do fine.
After orientation I walked across campus to see Dr. Herschel Peddicord (Dr. Paul's brother, and a gruff old coot), who was my
advisor. He couldn’t have cared less about advising me, so it's a good thing I already had my schedule pretty well worked out before I
took off. He kept repeating over and over again what a hard major math ed. was—as if I was going to change majors on the spot. He
also kept stressing that I should be sure to take a class called "Math for Inservice Secondary Teachers"—because, "you'll want it". I had
already decided to take the class, but I was tempted to drop, since I don't care much for being told what I want. After pressing him, I

think the real reason he was so set on that course is that it is comparatively easy. They like to brag about the success of people in this
program, and those of us in majors like math tend to spoil things for them.
Afterwards I went out to explore the area around campus. It's nothing
special (basically two rather run-down shopping strips), but it looked like
heaven compared to the rest of Hattiesburg. I had lunch/supper, and then
went back to try to make my dorm room more appealing. I moved around what
furniture would move, re-built the beds (so I had one decent one and one
unacceptably bad one), put some posters on the wall (and especially over the
crack under the window), fixed the blinds, and doused the place in Raid.
I also set up my computer, tape player, and TV/VCR—perhaps the
essentials of the modern college student. I never would have dreamed of
needing any of them when I was in school before, but they took up
comparatively little of the space among the junk I hauled along. I found out
that the dorm had free cable TV, so I hooked things up and flipped through
over forty channels—only to find absolutely nothing of interest. I paused
longest on a shopping channel that was featuring baseball cards. That sticks
Bed area – Room 216, Wilbur Hall
in my mind because shortly before I left I spent hours and hours helping
(one of my students) write a paper on that topic. (It was one of those things that would have gone much faster if I had some the work; it
took time to teach him how to do it himself.) Eventually I got things arranged the way I wanted and went to bed.

Monday, June 4, 1991
Hattiesburg, Mississippi
This is the last day I will have a specific daily diary for a
while.
The main event of the day was trying to get myself
registered. I say "trying", because it was more of an effort than I had
thought it would be. I got up in time to be at the Registration area just
shortly after eight. I got the basic paperwork taken care of easily and
then went up to the window to have the clerk enter my classes on the
computer. She did some magic with her keyboard and then told me to
have a seat. Eventually another clerk called my name. When I came
to get my registration, she said, "I'm sorry, but you have an academic
hold." It seemed hard to believe that I could be on probation when I
had no hours at USM (and a 4.00 in all my other graduate hours), so I
asked her to look into things. She made it clear that this wasn't her
job and that she was doing a special favor [which is the standard
way clerical people act in the South], but she did manage to punch
about three keys on the computer. That seemed to be of little help,
though. Finally she asked me if I had gotten my shots. My reaction
was "what shots?", and it soon became clear that this was the
problem. The state of Mississippi now requires that new students
entering "school" have a measles/mumps/rubella vaccination. This
applies to little kids entering kindergarten, but it also applies to
children of the '60s entering graduate school. I know I had both the
measles and the mumps when I was in kindergarten in Michigan, and
I know I had an MMR vaccination after we moved to Iowa.
Unfortunately, the SPGE officials had not told us of this rule, so I had
nothing with me to prove that I had been vaccinated. Until I had that
proof, I could not register.
The woman referred me to the Student Health Center. There
I joined a long line of people in the same position as me. Almost
everyone seemed to be in their upper twenties (the rule didn’t apply
to people born before 1960), and we all joked about how silly it was
Administration Building – USM
to be vaccinated against diseases we all had twenty-five years ago.
Eventually my turn came. I was directed to a closet-sized treatment room, where a nurse read an endless list of diseases or
allergies that could good up the vaccination. I don't know what would have happened with the registration if some allergy had prevented
me from getting the shot. Fortunately I was able to answer "no" to all her questions, so the shot was safe for me. She rammed the
needle in my arm and assured me that it would be stiff and tender for about a week. She didn’t lie.

I was grateful to pay the clinic six dollars for the privilege of a certificate stating
that I had been properly immunized. I took the certificate to the Office of Graduate
Admissions (in yet another building), where they made a notation on my computer
record that I had gotten my shots. I then went back to Registration (where there was, by
this point, a major line) and eventually managed to register for real.
In addition to registering I got an ID card (a plastic photo card with a magnetic
strip on the back that is vital for everything on campus), a meal pass (which simply
meant activating the magnetic strip to serve as admission to the cafeteria), a parking
permit, a mailbox, a calling permit (which permitted me to dial my life away to make
long-distance calls), and books. The books alone skyrocketed the cost of what I thought
was going to be a relatively cheap summer. For five classes I ended up spending
nearly $300 just for the required materials. Adding a new backpack and a few requisite
USM souvenirs instantly sent my credit card soaring into uncharted territory.
In the afternoon I got myself better oriented with where everything was on
campus and around the area. I relaxed a bit, and eventually I phoned Paul and
Margaret to let them know I was alive, went to my first class (where we did little more
than ice-breaker games), and then came home and went to bed.

Tuesday, June 5 – Tuesday, August 6, 1991
Hattiesburg ... and other places in Mississippi and
Louisiana
It would be tedious and pointless to try for a day-by-day account of what went
on all summer. Instead, let me try a topical description.

The Classes
This was, of course, the main point of the summer. I took fifteen hours of
credit in a ten-week summer session. At first school seemed a lot harder than it had
Amusing sticker on fallout shelter
the first time around. I wasn’t sure if this was because I was simply out of practice
sign outside Wilber Hall
(which is most likely the reason), if it was because this was an honors program, or if it was because in summer everything goes twice
as fast. Whatever the reason, Dr. Peddicord was exactly right in saying we would likely feel overwhelmed at first. When I wrote and
called people back home, I complained about the work and wasn’t sure just how I would do academically.
In the end I got used to the work (which is not to say it got all that much easier) and did fine. In fact, I finished the summer with
straight A's. I'm not entirely sure that's deserved. Frankly I did far less work to earn those grades than other people I got to know who
received lower marks. It helps that I've always been able to write well. My education courses, especially, required lots of formal writing,
and I gave the computer quite a work-out churning out papers for them. I'm also not afraid of difficult math, and that more than anything
accounted for my being top of the class in both of my math courses. It's not so much that I got everything right, but I was at least willing
to make a stab at even the hardest problems.
The class I cared about most was Number Theory. It was by far the most difficult class, and I felt a lot of pressure to do
extremely well. … The class met from 8 to 10 every Tuesday and Thursday. It took nearly twice that long, though, for me to re-copy
my notes so they made any sense at all. The basic point of the class was to prove rather trivial properties about the natural numbers.
(For those of you who don't deal with them everyday, that's the numbers you count with: 1, 2, 3, 4, ...) The properties we worked with
were utterly pointless, but I sharpened my skills in mathematical proof immensely. It's been nearly ten years since I had to work a proof
that took more than a couple minutes to do. Some of our assignments required three pages just for one problem. (The longest was a
five-page proof, with eighteen different sub-cases.) We were told the first day that the grading scale called for 87% and above for an A,
and 50% to pass. By the end of the second class, all of us were wondering about just how possible the 50% was. I gave it my best
shot, though, and in the end things worked out okay.
Homework was the biggest problem. We had from five to thirty problems due each Thursday, each worth about ten points.
Doing them was both annoying and almost fun (in a challenging sort of way). If I were someone who budgeted my time better, I would
have done a problem or two each day, and never had too much to worry about at a time. Being the procrastinator I am, I did virtually
everything on Monday and Tuesday—hurriedly finishing up the most difficult problems on Wednesday night. That did seem to work for
me, though; I ended up with 95% on my homework, and (largely due to the professor's generous partial credit on tests) I got 98%
overall. That's the grade I'm proudest of—even though there's almost nothing in that class that has much to do with anything I teach.

Main public entrance to USM (with a typical classroom building at the back)
Hardy Street – Hattiesburg, Mississippi
The best thing about Number Theory was the professor, Dr. Gary Walls. He was casual, but also strictly business—which is
how I try to come across in my classes. He also challenged us to the limit, but he always made it seem possible for us to get things.
Walls is well-known in mathematics research. (I looked up some of his articles on abstract algebra later, although they're way beyond
anything I've ever studied.) It's to his credit that he is also an excellent teacher. [Dr. Walls liked me, too. He offered me an
assistantship to stay at USM and get a doctorate in mathematics. I never really seriously considered accepting it, since I
really like high school teaching and a Ph.D. is pretty much useless at the high school level.]
My other math professor, Dr. Robert King, was not nearly so gifted a teacher. Several of us took to referring to him as "Dr.
Sominex"—a reference to his "thrilling" delivery. Every Tuesday and Thursday from 10-12 (in the same room as the Number Theory
class), he just rambled along in a monotone, basically just reading the book aloud. I probably would have enjoyed the course (Math for
Inservice Secondary Teachers, the one my advisor was so concerned I take) if I had taken it independent study. It covered a number of
interesting topics that could be used to enrich my own classes. The material was interesting, but in lecture format the course as a whole
was dull beyond belief.
`
[The remark about it being in the same room as Number Theory brings up a pet peeve of mine—the fact that colleges
(like the hospitals I complained about earlier) seem to be forever building unnecessary space. Every campus I know has
dozens if not hundreds of rooms that sit empty most of the time. This was one of two classrooms the math department ever
appeared to use, even though the building had at least ten other rooms available. Even this room was empty most of the
week, as were the vast majority of the classrooms all over campus. In my alumni mail, though, I’m always reading about all
the wonderful new buildings USM has constructed. When the space they had wasn’t being used, I really do wonder why they
needed more.]
It was interesting that "Dr. Sominex" was extremely paranoid about how we would evaluate him. My bet is that some of his
previous students had given him painfully honest evaluations in the past and that his tenure or a promotion may hinge on it. I do know
that he had been on the staff at USM since 1959, and he's still just an associate professor. In the end the summer passed without us
having any opportunity to evaluate him (although we did do an evaluation of Dr. Walls).
High School Curriculum is the other yawn-and-snore class—this time due to both the material and the professor. Those of us
who teach in Iowa have dealt with curriculum in our inservice sessions for years now; this course really didn't present much that went
beyond that. It was taught by Dr. Becky Owens (one of those people who thinks her name is "Dr."—if you know what I mean). A woman
sitting next to me described her as "the walking bibliography". Everything that came out of her mouth was attributed to someone she felt
was an authority [which pretty much proved that she wasn’t an authority herself]. In one session, for instance, we learned that one

"expert" said there were seven advantages to being involved in student activities, while another person had a list of eight such
advantages, and yet another saw only three advantages. (She cited no one who saw any disadvantages to activities.) Basically all
three were saying the same thing, of course [and what they were saying was little more than common sense], but we had to suffer
through everyone's most recent article. While this class was probably the easiest, it was also my least favorite.
Curriculum was a night class, as was Foundations of American Education. The "Foundations" title is misleading, though.
Really that class was a seminar on current issues in education. It was interesting, but not terribly useful. Almost everything was geared
to big urban schools with mostly minority students. It was hard to relate a lot of that to Garrigan.
The professor (Dr. Donna Garvey) almost never taught anything herself. Instead she had different members of the class
present various topics to the class. That appears to be a very popular method these days, but I can't say I care much for it myself. It
was almost impossible to tell what the professor felt was important and what she found irrelevant. Our final test included a lot of topics
that the presenters had just brushed over quickly—ones that she apparently found vital.
To my way of thinking, the best thing about the education classes was the research papers I wrote for them. I wrote one about
parental loss (based both on my own experience and my dealings with my friend and student, James), another on equal opportunity
and individual differences, and yet another on education for the gifted (which, surprisingly, was not just a carbon copy of the stuff I
wrote for the course I took in that a few years back). [I’d go on a few years later to get a full certification in gifted and talented
education.] Finally, I wrote an encyclopedic treatise (it was basically graded by length) on how to incorporate writing into the
mathematics curriculum. It was based largely on ideas I already use (though hardly to the extent the “experts” recommend), and it
should be quite helpful whenever we get around to incorporating the infusion areas into our school curriculum.
The one problem with writing these papers is the format they require at USM. Everyone here [in the education department]
swears by the APA (American Psychological Association) method of documentation, which has to be designed so people can say their
work has been cited. It features parenthetical notes with the author's initial, last name, and date of publication. (Everything I learned
from the MLA format—like the pages, for instance—is irrelevant.) It also forces you to document absolutely everything, almost like a
junior high research paper. According to the APA, it's wrong for a paper to include original thought. That's almost a direct quote from
their style manual (W.G. Campbell, S.V. Ballou, & C. Slade, 1990), and the concept really bothered me. I have an aversion to
plagiarism, even when it is properly documented. I was always taught that the point of a paper is creative analysis; it shouldn't be just a
re-hash of what others have already said. I debated with myself for a long time, but in the end I decided to write things pretty much the
same way I always have—a more formal style than this diary, but with the emphasis on original content. Fortunately, the professors
seemed to like my work.
The fact that articles in educational psychology journals are also written in APA style led me to a rather amusing problem. At
one point I needed to figure out how to cite an author who had cited himself in his article. The problem didn't appear anywhere in my
$20 style manual (which I had practically read from cover to cover), although it has to come up frequently, as educators seem to be
forever citing themselves. After all, otherwise they might have to publish original thoughts—and we can't have any of that now, can we?
There is one last class I must mention. It was entitled simply "Research", and it met on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at
11:00am. We didn't actually do any research in the class. Instead we learned a lot about the research method, plus some terminology
and statistics that are necessary to reading and understanding the research that others have done. Dull as that may sound, it was
probably my favorite class. Dr. Charles Davidson was a wise-cracking good old boy who could "cut through the crap" (he'd probably say
it that way himself) and make the most involved topics seem simple. He obviously loves his subject, and his enthusiasm really inspired
the class. It also helped that my two best friends were in that class with me.
[While I’ll break the forced transition by inserting a new paragraph here, I should also mention that Research is the
class I’ve used the most since grad school. That’s because almost every semester I’ve worked at Iowa Lakes Community
College I’ve taught Statistics. Having gotten my B.A. before Statistics was considered mandatory for both math and
education, I never took a course with that name. I learned the basic principles of it in Dr. Davidson’s Research class, though,
and I learned it in a way that made sense to me—which I can in turn use to make it make sense to those I teach.]

Friends
… Which is a wonderful place to force a transition. I had more fun this summer than I've had at any time since the last time I
was in college. The biggest reason for that is probably that I made some good friends that I could enjoy just goofing around with—
something I've never really had in Algona. [While I wouldn’t say I have no friends, I still don’t know people here that I’d hang
around with in the way I did down in grad school.]
My two best friends by far were Roy, a good ol’ boy from rural Arkansas (who now teaches math and sex education at a
Department of Defense junior high in Germany) and Sandra, a professional artist who now teaches gifted kids in Homosassa Springs,
Florida. The three of us met by default while trying to do a project, but we ended up becoming "The Three Musketeers". I was also very
close friends with each of them individually. We have in common that we are all quite serious on the surface, yet very fun-loving (but not
devious) underneath. We went out to plays, movies, restaurants, bars (which isn’t quite what it sounds like in conservative Mississippi),
the beach, and all over New Orleans. We also ate together, studied together, and seemed to spend most of our free time together. I
became wonderful friends with both of them.

Sandra, Sandra’s son Tony, and David Burrow
in front of the Royal Café in New Orleans

Our group spanned the age range. At 28, I
was definitely the baby of the group. (In fact, I was
one of the youngest people in the S.P.G.E.) Roy
was 34, but Sandra could easily have been my
mother—and could have been Roy's too, if she'd
led a wicked childhood. … Sandra has led what
might be called a soap opera life. She reminded
me a lot of my mother's penpal in Australia who
was forever writing unbelievable stories—all of
them true. Sandra grew up as a minister's child in
Indiana (the same "small town" that rock singer
John Cougar Mellencamp came from [Seymour]),
and scandalized her family by becoming a cocktail
waitress in Honolulu. For years she lived in San
Francisco, supporting herself by doing paintings of
the Golden Gate Bridge for tourists and what she
called "real" art on the side. … In addition to the
places already mentioned, she has lived in
Michigan, Ohio, Washington state, Oregon, British
Columbia, Kentucky, Illinois, Nevada, Missouri,
New Jersey, and Connecticut. She has children
ranging from my age to a college sophomore. The
youngest, Tony, came to Mississippi for a visit. We
took him to New Orleans, and both he and we had
a wonderful time. [Sandra has since moved back
to Hawaii (this time to the big island). … After
doing a few more tourist paintings, she’s now
essentially retired and spends her time
traveling the world. …

Roy was also an interesting character. For the first twenty years of his life he had never been more than an hour's drive from
his home in a little Ozarks backwater (his description) near Fayetteville. He partied his way to a 0.5 GPA in his freshman year at
college, but then proceeded to build it back up to over a 3.00 before he graduated—which is quite a feat after starting so low. After
college he taught at an alternative school in Dallas before working for the Department of Defense. He is shy and single, and describes
the kids he teaches as his family—which sounded pretty familiar to me. …
I made some other friends, too. Among them Tom and Gary were science teachers from Jacksonville, Florida. I was amazed
at the sort of schedules you get in big-city schools. For almost twenty years now Gary has spent his entire day teaching only Marine
Biology, while Tom teaches nothing but advanced placement physics. [While I sometimes complain about all the preps I have, I
honestly think teaching the same class all day would get very boring.] Bobbie and Connie (both male) taught at a tiny little town in
what they called the "red-neck woods" of northern Alabama. Connie was the entire science department, and Bobbie taught K-12 P.E.
and was the head coach in almost every sport. Angie was a good friend of Sandra's who was originally from Iowa City and now teaches
upper elementary students in the Mariana Islands of the mid-Pacific. To me she looked like a walking ad for the Peace Corps, exuding
fulfillment in helping Third World children (although the Marianas are technically a part of the USA). Linda was a principal at a Catholic
elementary school in Lake Charles, Louisiana. It intrigued me that she was a divorced lay person. It intrigued her that Iowa should have
so many Catholic schools (her entire diocese has only one high school, and they are thinking of closing that) and that our tuition should
be comparatively low (it’s $2500 for elementary students in Lake Charles). [Seventeen years later, we’re still under $2000 for high
school, with elementary about half that. That’s because decades ago the Diocese of Sioux City made a decision that the
churches would subsidize Catholic schools as their primary mission. Most of my salary comes out of the offering plate at St.
Cecelia’s.]
Over the course of the summer I got to know lots of other people who came from literally all over the place. It surprised me that
there were actually very few people in the summer institute from Mississippi. We had a group photo taken one weekend, and they told
us exactly what the breakdown of places was. The number one state was Florida, followed by Alaska (there were twelve people from
the town of Soldotna, alone). Several of the Alaskans actually drove all the way down; I don't know when I've seen so many Alaska
license plates as I did in Hattiesburg. Louisiana, Arkansas, and North Carolina also had major delegations. There was also a bunch of
st
Canadians here (27 to be precise), who invited the rest of us to a big Canada Day celebration on July 1 . Supposedly seven provinces
and both territories were represented, and when I met people from Labrador and Baffin Island, I believed it. I also got to know people
from such diverse places as the Virgin Islands and Lebanon. [“Got to know” is stretching it. I did meet them, but that would be
about it.]
There were only eight Iowans in the SPGE, plus a number of former residents of the state. As far as I could tell I was the only
one (Iowan, that is) from west of I-35 or north of highway 30. There were also a handful of people from Minnesota, but I never met any
of them. I did meet one annoyingly happy couple (who always dressed in matching outfits) [Can you say “whipped”?] who used to
live in nearby Fairmont, Minnesota, but have since moved to Arkansas. They couldn’t understand how I "could stand to live in a place
like Iowa". I felt like telling them that if they disliked the Midwest so much, we're better off to have them in Arkansas, but of course I was
too polite for that.

I really enjoyed meeting these people over the summer—perhaps more than anything else I did. That’s certainly what I’ve
missed most since I’ve come back. I don’t dislike Algona, but it certainly seems as if I have basically no social life here. I like my coworkers, but I can’t really say that most of them are friends. In fact these days I’m probably closer to almost every student I teach than I
am to anyone on the faculty at Garrigan. [That’s no longer true. These days I do consider several faculty members, many of
whom are former students, to be friends.] Shy old me was far from a social butterfly this summer, but I definitely had fun getting to
know people.
Talking with all these people from around the country, it was fascinating to find out just how screwed up education is in various
places. All over the South "accountability" is the watch-word. They live by tests, and teaching to the tests is expected. Throughout the
South the states set the curriculum that every school must follow, and in many places they even prescribe the methods for teaching it. I
would hate to be bound to something like that. I like having the flexibility to change when things don’t turn out as planned. [Of course
we’ve been moving in that direction nationwide ever since. Fortunately, in Iowa at least, the movement has been at a snail’s
pace.]
Nothing made me happier to be teaching in Iowa, though, than hearing about the MITAI (the Mississippi Instrument for
Teacher Advancement and Improvement), which every teacher in the state must pass annually. It involves passing a test in educational
methodology and/or hundreds of hours (literally) or inservice, proving achievement among their students to the satisfaction of their
supervisors, and being observed and found competent by an official from the state education office. Failing any one of those three
areas will de-certify a teacher for life. In reality, nobody ever loses certification, but you can imagine what could happen if there were
some personality conflicts with the administrators. Almost everyone from Mississippi I spoke of thought the MITAI name was
appropriate; they said going through it made you want to drink a mai-tai.
I was also shocked at how few rights teachers seem to have in the South. In several of my classes we discussed what
teachers can and can't get away with in the classroom and what they should and shouldn't do. Most of the Southerners take it for
granted that teachers essentially should never express their own opinion—especially if those opinions might be in any way construed
as controversial. They carry it as far as to say that a teacher should not give public support to a political candidate. I got a laugh trying
to imagine the ISEA saying that. Everyone in Dixie seemed to be paranoid about being sued or being fired. Most schools reserved the
right to terminate people for no good reason, and I was truly astounded that almost no one seemed to think that was wrong.
For all they put up with, Southern teachers are paid next to nothing. The base salaries are fairly high, but salary schedules as
we know them are basically non-existent. What’s more the concept of percentages for activities is almost unheard of in the South. Lots
of people coach or direct activities out of the goodness of their hearts; others get flat rate payments, usually no more than a few
hundred dollars. My friend Bobbie from Alabama is a head football and head basketball coach with fifteen years of teaching experience,
yet he earns less than I do. Costs are less in the South, but that's still pretty sad.
There are also a lot of rather strange merit pay schemes running around—most of them based on high test scores on the
National Teacher Exam and/or improvement in student scores on state-mandated achievement tests. My friend Sandra was denied a
bonus because she couldn’t show that the scores of her gifted students had gone up; they were already so high that it was next to
impossible to improve them.

A Typical School Day
Compared to the school year, I slept fairly late most days. On Tuesdays and Thursdays (when I had “Number Theory” at 8:00)
I would get up shortly before seven. Other days I would sleep until eight (or sometimes even nine), since I didn't have to get to class
until 11:00. [I’m normally up right at six during the school year.] I would usually put on a pot of coffee in my room (which was a
major undertaking in a room with no water), and I took a leisurely shower while it perked. I passed on the food-service breakfast, which
was about as disgusting as most of the other Southern breakfasts I encountered. If I had eaten their re-fried grease every morning, I
would have put on fifty pounds over the course of the summer.
I usually watched a bit of TV on the little portable set I brought down while I finished up any last-minute preparations for class.
Then I got everything together and left my room.
I would go to class and then have lunch (with Sandra and Roy on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday; with Tom on Tuesday and
Thursday) in the Commons, a big central cafeteria that served the entire campus. The food was relatively varied, and usually quite
good. Their choices were heavy on regional cuisine (red beans with blood sausage, crawfish jambalaya, and stewed turnip greens, for
example), but there was also a lot of pasta (which was invariably excellent) and Mexican food. If all else failed, they had a deli bar
where I could always pick up a ham and cheese sandwich and a bowl of chili. I could also fill up on dessert. They had assorted ice
cream novelties, and about twice a week they made hot cobblers that were out of this world [probably even more fattening than
breakfast, but yummy]. The Garrigan kids would be envious that you can go back as many times as you want for additional servings
at the USM food service. [Shortly before this was written, a group of Garrigan students held a “lunch strike” to protest that
portions were insufficient. That created A LOT of ill will between certain students and an administration that would like to
believe ours is a school with no problems. That ill will persists to this day. The main organizer of the lunch strike went on to
become a very successful musician, the lead singer of the nationally-known a cappella group Tonic Sol Fa. His group often
performs benefit concerts in Algona, but when they do the concerts are always in the public school. That’s because our
principal made it very clear that Shaun Johnson was not welcome to come back to Garrigan after graduation. With the fiftieth
anniversary of our school coming up, they can get beyond that.] What’s more, the original portions tended to be as much or more

than I wanted. It costs $3.50 per meal, with a minimal discount for having a semester-long pass. Considering that a fast food meal can
easily approach five dollars these days, that's pretty reasonable.
After lunch I would usually check on my mail. All
mail at USM goes to the "Hub", an official post office (with its
own private zip code) wholly operated by the university. It is
also known as "Southern Station", since "Southern"
(pronounced in drawl approximately like "sun") is the most
common colloquial name of the college. The Hub consists of
a maze of hallways that house over ten thousand lockboxes.
Mine was Box 5677. After working the combination I would
peer in, most often finding nothing. I did get some mail,
though. Over the course of the summer I got a couple of
letters each from fellow teachers Pat Twait and Mary
McCall, one from Sr. Janet Goetz (who was vacationing in
Arkansas), and a card from James. I got a series of cards
from my brother Paul and sister Margaret who were going to
summer school in Madrid. Most of these were shots of the
Minneapolis skyline they had picked up at the airport before
leaving and had mailed at various stop-overs. One of them
The Hub
had gone through a cancellation machine so many times
that everything was obliterated but my name and the zip code. Somehow it got delivered anyhow.
Aside from that, about all I got was junk mail for the woman who had rented the box before me. Much of it was truly bizarre.
She regularly received catalogs that would make Frederick's of Hollywood seem tame. They featured the sort of sexual aids that Dan
Fielding on "Night Court" would know about, but that were in another world for me. (I won't lie, though; I did, of course, glance through
them before throwing them out.) I kept trying to imagine what sort of woman "Constance Thayer" must have been. Somehow her name
just didn't fit the kind of mail she got, and Mississippi is such a conservative state (the local TV station moved "Saturday Night Live" to
2:00am because of complaints that at 11:00pm it was corrupting the morals of the young) that it was hard to picture these catalogs
being addressed to anyone down there.
Almost every afternoon I would take walks to various places around Hattiesburg. Most local people thought I was insane to do
this; Southerners rarely leave air conditioning during the heat of the day—if ever. The heat got to me at first, but I soon learned how to
deal with it. I always wore a T-shirt together with a regular shirt. The layers may sound hot, but the T-shirt absorbed sweat and actually
made things more comfortable. I also learned quickly to carry a washcloth or rag with me everywhere I went. This is mandatory in the
South; you use it to mop your face about every minute. Old-time Southern gentlemen would carry elegant handkerchiefs for the same
purpose, but I found a terry washcloth was more absorbent. Finally, I never went outside without a baseball cap. This did two things. It
kept my face (and the bald spot on top of my head) from being instantly sunburned. More importantly, it absorbed sweat, keeping it
from running all over my glasses.
Once I was properly prepared, I rather enjoyed my walks. I would walk anywhere from one to six miles at a time, seeing
various sights around town. Several times I went to the local zoo, which was neglected and in disrepair, but was interesting
nonetheless. Other times I would walk the twenty-five blocks down Hardy Street from the college to downtown and back, observing the
many different neighborhoods I passed through en route. On other occasions I would walk to either of the two nearby malls or to the
enormous Wal-Mart store on the outskirts of town. Sometimes, too, I would just start out with no particular destination and end up
wandering through the neighborhoods near the college.
The worst thing about walking is that the people in Hattiesburg are downright rude to pedestrians. If I walk out to K-Mart in
Algona, I will invariably see people waving and smiling at me. Many of these people know me (it’s rare to go to K-Mart without
encountering at least a handful of students or their parents), but even those who don't know me aren't rude—they just politely ignore
me. In Hattiesburg it was not uncommon to hear people in passing cars yelling vulgarities. One kid on a bicycle tried to knock a grocery
bag out of my arms; I was proud of myself that he failed. It's almost like molesting pedestrians is a local sport. It was really annoying.
Fortunately, though, the west side of Hattiesburg is relatively safe; it’s not as if I were going through those projects on the east end of
town.
One other annoyance was that Hattiesburg (and the South as a whole) has virtually no sidewalks. They pride themselves on
low taxes in Dixie, and there is a correspondingly low level of community services. [Away from campus there literally were NO
sidewalks in the whole city.] That gave me the choice between trampling people's lawns or walking in the street. Since the motorists
were so rude, I invariably chose the grass.
In addition to the walks, my afternoons were usually spent studying Number Theory. Most often I would sit out in the sun in
front of the library and watch people go by as I worked. Again, the locals thought I was a madman to brave the heat, but to my way of
thinking, that was far more enjoyable than being cramped in a little cubicle in the library. What's more, for the first time in years I was
able to get a decent tan.
More frequently than I cared to, I would wash clothes in the huge "Panhellenic Laundry" behind the dorm. I've never been a
fan of sweaty clothes, so I typically went through more than one outfit in a day. When I went to the laundry, I pretended to play "slot
machine"—putting a $5 bill into their money changer and getting $4.95 in quarters and dimes. [The college had to make a fortune

shorting people a nickel each time they got changed.] Then came the real gamble: trying to find washers and dryers that were
actually in working order. The laundry was enormous, but (as with so many things at USM), everything seemed to be in disrepair. [If I
was lucky, I’d arrive just as someone was transferring their clothes from the washer to the dryer. If a machine had worked for
them, there was about a 90% chance it would still work for me.]
I had supper any of a wide variety of times—from 4:30 (when they first opened) to 6:30 (when they closed). There tended to be
far less of a crowd (and a more interesting mixture, heavy on foreign students) at these times. Sometimes I ate alone, sometimes with
Sandra or Roy or both. Occasionally I would skip supper because lunch was more than filling enough for the day. Almost every day
there would be a thunderstorm around dinner time.
[Southern Mississippi (and the adjacent areas in all the Gulf Coast states) have very tropical weather. The heat
evaporates water all day, which builds up into tall clouds. Sure as clockwork, between 4 and 6pm it’s time for a quick storm.
That keeps things wet and starts the cycle all over again. Southern weather forecasts almost always say there’s a 30%
chance of rain on any given day. It’s more like 100%, but most of the storms are over quite quickly.]
On Monday and Wednesday nights I had classes. The other nights I normally did homework in my room. I would usually work
at the computer with the TV or music on in the background. When I would reach a mental block, I would take a break to either read the
Hattiesburg American (which I picked up almost every day) or to work out with some weights I had brought with me. I usually stayed up
until around midnight—later if I seemed to be making real progress with my studies. The routine was basically the same after I got back
from my Monday night class. Wednesdays I would either go out somewhere with Sandra (and sometimes Roy) after class, or I would
hurriedly finish up my Number Theory assignment that was due the following morning.

Entertainment
Theatre was the biggest form of entertainment this summer. I saw more plays this summer than I've seen in ages. [Seeing all
those plays got me interested in drama again. I’ve since gone to a bunch of shows in Chicago, Minneapolis, and Des Moines.]
The trio of us bought season tickets for the Southern Arena Theatre's three shows, and Sandra and I went to a couple of other shows
around town besides.
USM summer stock uses the same cast for three different shows that keep alternating, with a different play each night. We
saw "Bus Stop", "The Importance of Being Earnest", and "An Inspector Calls"—all of which were excellent. In addition to being well
acted, they had elaborate sets designed for theatre in the round. There were some interesting tricks to make the shows work in a tiny
theatre, like seating part of the audience in the diner for "Bus Stop". [“Bus Stop” overall was one of the nicest shows I’ve ever
seen.]
Sandra and I also went to what I felt was a rather weak production of "Pirates of Penzance" at USM and an excellent musical
revue at William Carey College, a small Baptist college at the south end of Hattiesburg. It was an outstanding show, in a dinner theatre
setting, that featured a journey across America in song—with stops in New York, Hollywood, Nashville, Detroit, Disneyland, etc. for the
music in the unique style of those places. It seemed like an idea that could easily be adapted for a high-school pops concert, and
someday I may suggest it to our choral director. [All these years later, I’m still on the mailing list for William Carey’s theatre.
About twice a year I’ll get a flyer highlighting what’s coming up.]
It intrigued me that while at USM anything goes as far as theatre attire is concerned, the Baptists truly dress to the nines for a
show. Sandra wore a stylish dress, and I had on rather trendy pants and a sport shirt. I debated about wearing a tie, and thank
goodness I did. We may have been fashionable, but we were definitely the most underdressed couple in the place. Everyone else
seemed to be dressed like George and Barbara Bush with prim dresses and conservative business suits. I was wearing black and red,
and Sandra was in purple. We definitely stood out in the sea of navy blue and grey, and I think we both felt more than a bit selfconscious. Interestingly enough, though, the same clothes that were so out of step with the Baptists fit in perfectly well at the theatre at
USM.
In addition to the theatre, I also went out on the town a few times—either as a couple with Sandra, as a threesome with her
and Roy, or with various larger combinations of friends. Here we learned just how conservative of a place Mississippi is. I was rather
shocked when I (of legal age for ten years now, and balding) was carded when ordering a rum and coke. [I was also carded buying
beer at a Winn-Dixie store in Hattiesburg.] We were also amused that the bars close here at midnight, and they literally take away
your drinks at that point—finished or not. That's how it works in the Bible Belt, though—and even at that Hattiesburg is locally
considered an utter den of iniquity since it chose to make alcohol legal at all. All of the neighboring communities are dry. [I’ve noticed
that’s relaxed a bit in intervening years. Mississippi still has dry and wet counties, but these days a lot more are wet than dry.
That makes things a bit less hypocritical—since it used to be that all the dry county residents would just head down to
Louisiana, where they’d find all the booze they wanted dirt cheap.]
Without meaning to dwell on alcohol, the difference in cultures was also clear at a dorm-sponsored mixer. I had been an
undergrad at what was then proud to be Iowa's biggest party school (back before UNI decided to try for an academic reputation), where
booze (and invariably other drugs) flowed freely—even at official university functions. Coming from this background, it was a bit of a
shock to attend what came across as a grade school birthday party—with cookies, lemonade, and quiet party games. The guys back in
Bartlett at UNI would have laughed hysterically at such an event, and I must say that even in Hattiesburg it was far from a "happening"
party. The real problem, of course, is that UNI and USM went overboard in opposite directions. At UNI even the college administration
seemed to think that it was impossible to have a good time without booze; at Southern they appear to ban not only alcohol, but also that

sense of letting loose and being a bit wild that I expect at a college gathering. It’s certainly possible to have fun without alcohol, but
USM seemed to think that fun—with or without booze—was sinful.
Related to this, there were two main groups among the graduate students—and I wasn’t in either of them. The majority were
deadly serious about their studies. They never left campus and generally spent their days in the library and their nights and weekends
at their computers. The idea of enjoying themselves seemed alien to them; they would never have thought of treating summer school
like a vacation. For all the work these people did, though, they seemed overall to get significantly lower grades than I got.
A smaller group (almost all of whom were men) totally blew off school. They reveled in the fact that booze was legal in
Hattiesburg, and they spent the summer in a drunken haze. After the bars closed, they went back to their dorm rooms, watched TV,
drank beer (the university has no policy against legal adults drinking in private), and swore until the wee hours. These people, most of
whom were in their thirties, didn't seem to have grown up much since high school. It bothered me that most of these guys were married,
yet they always seemed to be trying to pick up girls. I wondered just how much they planned to tell their families about the way they
spent their summer. I also wondered if these people (all of whom were in education) felt any responsibility at all to be role models for
the kids they teach. It seems to me that we can hardly expect students to behave any better than those who teach them.
*****

Day Trips
While the rest of campus spent their weekends buried in either books or booze, for me Saturday and Sunday were a time to
get away. Sometimes by myself, sometimes with Sandra and/or Roy [pretty much always in my car, oddly enough], and sometimes
(twice to be exact) with larger groups, I explored the countryside of Mississippi and Louisiana. Hattiesburg is conveniently located a
hundred miles or so from the Gulf Coast, New Orleans, and Jackson [and Mobile, Meridian, and Baton Rouge too—that’s why they
call it “the Hub City”]. I put literally thousands of miles on my car, mostly driving in two-hour spurts to and from those places. En route
I saw virtually everything there was to see in the area.
The Gulf Coast was one of the highlights of my vacation a year ago, and Hattiesburg's proximity to the coast was one of the
things that made me come here for school. As the summer progressed, I decided that I would make a pretty good beach bum. I used to
laugh at John and Janet for taking those "sun and fun" tours to places like Fiji [and I still think I’d be bored stiff on a cruise], but it
really is a wonderful escape to just walk along the shore or sit in the sun reading. I sometimes fantasized about having a nice lowpressure job like picking up the trash that washes up along the beach.
I often went to the beach to study. No one in the
dorms seemed to understand this, but warm white sand
seemed a far more pleasant setting for reading hundreds of
pages of educational psychology than the USM library or my
dorm room. Dull reading is just more pleasant in the sun …
Other times [more often, honestly] I would just
spend the day beachcombing. No place was better for that
than Ship Island, an especially beautiful stretch of sand just
south of Gulfport. I spent a full day there, and I thoroughly
enjoyed myself. All the Mississippi barrier islands are part of
a national park, so they have no commercial development.
Ship Island is the only one you can get to easily, and even
that's no small task. It's a 90-minute ferry ride, and there are
only two ferries a day. The good part about that is that it
means there's only a couple hundred people on the entire
island at any one time. There's a lovely "classic beach" on
the island, complete with umbrellas and all. There are also
seven miles of virtually deserted beaches where I spent the
entire day wandering. I saw enormous turtles and all kinds
of other foreign animals. The middle of the island (which is
The deserted north shore of Ship Island
less than half a mile wide) [and has since been fully split
Gulf Coast National Seashore
by Hurricane Katrina] is a dense swamp with some of the most gorgeous wildflowers I've seen anywhere. The only bad thing about
visiting Ship Island is that my feet, of all things, managed to get a wicked sunburn over the course of the day. The rest of me was fine,
but my feet were literally blistered by the sun. It took over two weeks for them to heal—and trust me, there’s nowhere more painful to
have a sunburn than on your feet. [Since then the age of tanning spas and “all over” tanning has dawned, and I’ve heard people
of both sexes talk about burning more sensitive and private areas, which I gather would make the burn on my foot seem mild
by comparison.]
Every town along the coast has its own stretch of beach, and each has its own personality. Over the course of the summer I
spent time on almost every beach on the coast. Aside from Ship Island, I liked the beaches at Pass Christian (pronounced Chris-CHAN)
best, because they were quieter and less full of litter than the others. I also liked Long Beach, where the beach is lined with mansions
that are called "summer cottages" by their millionaire owners. The travel books say the best beach is in Waveland, home of NASA's
rocket engine test center. The beach there is OK, but a major problem is that there is no legal parking along the beach in Waveland—
so you can't really enjoy it unless you’re a local. Gulfport, the largest place on the coast, is industrial and doesn't lend itself well to

tourists. Biloxi, the traditional center of the coast, is overdeveloped and a bit seedy. The place is a big hang-out for high school and
college students, and it was a bit too rowdy for me. The travel books don't even mention the area east of Biloxi (near Pascagoula and
Ocean Springs). I went there once and found out why. The coast is swampy and infested with mosquitoes and flies; after spending an
hour there I was surprised I didn't come down with malaria.
The biggest problem on any of the beaches is trash. Ship Island was the only place that wasn’t polluted by an incredible
amount of litter, and even it had lots of trash that had washed up after boaters had dumped it. It's incredible what you find along a
beach. One day toward the end of summer I spent an afternoon just picking up trash along an empty stretch of beach in Pass Christian,
and I was amazed with its variety. There are the requisite pop and beer cans and cigarette butts, of course, but I also found lots and
lots of perfectly decent clothing that people had abandoned. (The littered underwear certainly sent my mind to wondering.) I also found
lots and lots of plastic bottles (from detergent, motor oil, etc.) that boaters had dumped. Then there were the fireworks. The whole
Coast seemed to have gone wild on the Fourth of July, and there was fireworks litter strewn everywhere.
I found a lot of fast food trash, but here I made an interesting discovery. Styrofoam is not nearly so big an enemy to the
environment as we may be led to believe. All the articles you read make it seem as if styrofoam never decays. In fact when it is
exposed to salt air along the Mississippi coast, that #6 plastic turns brown and basically melts down to where you barely notice it. In
fact in a relatively short time, it blends in with the rest of the sand. The styrofoam wasn’t nearly as bad as the other types of plastic—
and they were far better than the broken glass beer bottles that were also littered along the beach.
[I spent quite a bit of time looking into the environmental issues related to polystyrene (the official generic name,
since Styrofoam is a registered trademark of Dow) when doing this revision. There’s very little unbiased material available on
the subject; it’s pretty much all done by either chemical companies or environmental groups. That’s even true in
contradictory paragraphs in the “polystyrene” article in Wikipedia. Environmental groups contend it takes 900 years for
polystyrene to degrade in nature. They don’t give any real evidence for that claim, though, and my casual observation
showed it just isn’t true. It does appear that salt and heat speed the degradation process, which presumably means fast food
trash decays quicker on the Gulf Coast than in Siberia. There may be some nasty substances released when polystyrene
decomposes, though different sources vary wildly both on whether anything toxic is released and just how dangerous
miniscule quantities of the potential toxins (like the amounts you’d get from a foam cup) are. The biggest danger appears to
be from wildlife eating discarded polystyrene before it degrades. There’s nothing inherently dangerous in eating the stuff.
The problem is it makes them feel full so they don’t eat any real food and end up starving themselves—sort of the ultimate
diet food.]
I spent the better part of an afternoon (at
least four straight hours) working on picking up
trash on one little stretch of beach in Pass
Christian. I can't even imagine what a task it would
be to clean up the whole coast.
Aside from the beach, the main place I
spent my time was in New Orleans. Early in the
summer the college sponsored a group excursion
to New Orleans, and I went back there eight or nine
times over the course of the summer. New Orleans
is just about the most fun place I've ever been to [a
statement I still totally agree with], and I enjoyed
almost every minute I was there. I became very
familiar with the city and was quite comfortable
driving there. I found New Orleans surprisingly
easy to get around in—far easier than Minneapolis,
for instance. The people seem to drive politely and
at reasonable speeds, and there are either
expressways or major streets leading to every point
of interest. [You do want a good map, however,
as NONE of the roads in New Orleans goes
straight.]

A street entertainer juggles fire – Spanish Plaza, New Orleans

I had become so confident in driving in the Big Easy that I sent a letter to Paul and Margaret saying that I actually enjoyed it.
No sooner had I sent off the letter than I proceeded to go down to New Orleans and get involved in an accident. Fortunately there was
no real damage (to either the car or me), but it certainly gave me quite a scare. I was stopped at a red light on U.S. 90 when a Chevy
Suburban behind me didn't stop. I felt a strong impact (in fact, I hit the steering wheel—which bothered me; I thought those flexible
seatbelts were supposed to tighten up on impact), but this happened in a neighborhood [South Claiborne in New Orleans East, an
area that was pretty much obliterated by Katrina] where I didn't really feel I could get out of my car to check what happened. (In fact,
I didn't feel all that safe inside my car.) The car worked, so I kept going when the light changed. The Suburban instantly turned (in front
of oncoming traffic) and was lost in the side streets. I tried to look for a license number, but they don't have front plates in the South,
and I couldn't catch the rear plate as they were turning.
It was over an hour later before I finally got to a place where I felt safe pulling off—at a Dairy Queen just beyond the endless
shacks and housing projects, just over the line into Mississippi. (In case you ever happen to be in New Orleans, don't leave the

interstate anywhere east of the French Quarter; there's nothing to see [even less since the hurricane], and it's not a nice place.) To
my surprise and relief I could find absolutely nothing wrong with the car when I looked around. I was preparing for a long battle with the
insurance company, but I've driven thousands of miles since, and the only thing I can find that is different is that I now have to close the
door harder to get it to latch properly. (Otherwise the buzzer squawks at me as I drive.) Thank God for good bumpers!
Even the accident didn't spoil the fun of New Orleans, though. I went back there the very next weekend, and before long I was
driving around with the same confidence as before—as if nothing had ever happened.
My favorite thing in New Orleans was the zoo. I don't really care much for animals, but I like zoos, and New Orleans has just
about the nicest zoo I've seen anywhere. [I’ve seen a few more since, and I’d still rank New Orleans #1.] It's enormous, and all the
animals are free to roam over acres of land. Most of Louisiana looks like a jungle, and it's fun to see wild animals in a place that really
does look wild. They also have a huge swamp area in the zoo, with alligators and such like. I took to parking at the zoo (which was easy
to get to and had free parking) and taking the streetcar to other parts of the city.
I also visited Chalmette National
Park (where the Battle of New Orleans
took place), wandered all over the French
Quarter, strolled through Audubon Park
and the campuses of Loyola and Tulane
Universities [I’d return to Loyola twice
with quiz bowl teams in coming years],
saw the elegant homes of the Garden
District, and crossed the Mississippi on
the Canal Street Ferry (a trip I do not
recommend).
Another
interesting
attraction was the "Mardi Gras City Grand
Prix", which the city was hosting the first
time I was there this summer. I wasn't
about to pay $35 to see it from a
grandstand seat, but it was fun to catch
glimpses of it as I walked around.
Over the course of the summer I
ended up exploring almost every inch of
the French Quarter—most of it several
times. One excursion was particularly
New Orleans Grand Prix
interesting. Sandra and I spent an entire
day visiting art galleries along Royal Street. It was especially interesting to see these with Sandra, as she personally knew several of
the artists and was at least familiar with almost all of them. I had never heard of any of these people, but she was able to tell me small
tidbits about their personal lives, which made their work much more interesting.
Two of the artists particularly impressed me. Neimann (one of the ones Sandra knew personally) lives in Mexico and has his
own unique style. All of his paintings look on the surface like multi-colored ocean waves. On close inspection, though, there are
hundreds of extremely detailed scenes hidden within the work that appear to tell a story. I found looking at his paintings almost like
staring at clouds. I also liked Yamako, a Japanese-American artist. My favorite painting of his was the interior of a subway car. It
looked like a time exposure photograph, with blurred movement throughout the scene. Somehow I felt drawn into the painting, as if I
were right there riding in the car. It’s one of the nicest works of art I have ever seen.
I was in awe of how much professional artists charge for their work. We saw paintings and sculptures ranging from hundreds
of dollars to hundreds of thousands of dollars. (The subway scene was $85,000.) Almost everything we saw was excellently done, but
it's hard for me to even conceive of spending so much money. I could almost imagine paying such prices for a Picasso or a Rembrandt
(though Lord knows I'd never be able to do that myself), but it seems absurd to spend that kind of money for the work of a living artist
I've never heard of. Sandra told me that New Orleans really wasn't a good place to judge prices. According to her, artists will sell similar
work in different places at vastly different prices. In America, New Orleans is right up there with New York and San Francisco as one of
the most expensive places to purchase art. She said you could purchase similar work in less touristed places for about a third the price
they charge in New Orleans. Even those prices would seem horrible to me, though.

While the art was expensive, the galleries themselves were
free. The same cannot be said of the Louisiana State Museum—one
of the stupidest things I have ever wasted my money on. The thing
that attracted us there was a special exhibit entitled "The Social
History of the American Alligator", which turned out to mostly be hall
after hall of stuffed gators. The only thing of much interest was a wing
depicting the history of Mardi Gras. Aside from that, there were a
bunch of horrible portraits and busts of people who weren't even
locally important and some scratched up antique furniture.
Food is another important reason for visiting New Orleans.
Among the places I ate were the Hard Rock Café (which surprised
me by serving excellent food at comparatively cheap prices), an
exquisite little bistro on Royal Street (the Royal Café [which sadly
no longer exists post-Katrina]), a combination hot dog and praline
emporium, and a wonderfully fun little bar and grill whose entire floor
was covered with the shells of free salted peanuts they serve all their
patrons. [I forget the name of that place, but I saw it featured on
Food Network years later.] I also patronized countless street
vendors and fast food places, including the "Pizooria" at the zoo.
One other interesting thing I did in New Orleans was to drive
across the longest bridge in the world. The Lake Ponchatrain
Causeway from New Orleans to the northern suburb of Covington is
twenty-six miles long. In the middle of it you can’t see land in any
direction. There’s no reason I’ll ever take it again, but it was fun to
do—once.
[It’s actually debatable just which of the Louisiana
bridges is the longest in the world, though most likely that
honor goes to something near New Orleans. The real problem is
the definition of “bridge” and in particular whether a bridge has
to span open water or whether it can traverse swampland.
Swamp bridges on I-10 and I-55 are longer than the Lake PonchMardi Gras float – Louisiana State Museum
artrain Causeway, but they’re not normally considered “bridges” because they aren’t over open water. To me the most
impressive bridge in the New Orleans area is the Ponchartrain crossing between Chalmette and Slidell on I-10. This is a REAL
bridge that ocean-going vessels can pass beneath. At seven miles, it’s actually one of the shorter spans in distance, though.
The Slidell Twin Spans were knocked out by Katrina, as was the main connection between New Orleans and Baton Rouge.
The causeway (which is actually a bridge, in spite of its name) survived Lake Ponchartrain’s storm surge, though, and for
quite some time after the hurricane it was the primary route in and out of New Orleans. …By the way, I did go back over the
causeway, but only because Margaret was down there with me, and she wanted to do it.]
One final note on New Orleans—a little bit of trivia I found out while I was there. Did you know that, as the Mississippi flows
past Jackson Square in the heart of the French Quarter, it is flowing due north? Once it finally gets itself straightened out, it then flows
pretty much east from New Orleans to the Gulf. The eastward flow didn't surprise me, but for a southbound river to be turned around
180 degrees that close to the end seemed quite an oddity.

LEFT: Our guide in Vicksburg with her parasol
RIGHT: Costumed actors re-enacting the Battle of Vicksburg

In addition to New Orleans, the university sponsored a group excursion to Vicksburg and Jackson. We had a delightful tour of
the battlefield at Vicksburg. Our tour escort was a charming little old belle in a pink parasol who at age 86 set a pace that most of the
group had trouble keeping up with. Her grandfather and some uncles had fought at Vicksburg, and both of her parents lived in the town
while it was under siege. She knew every detail of the place, and her stories were fascinating. I had enjoyed the park when I visited it
last year, but her tour was definitely more fun than just driving around and reading the signs.
Later in the day we visited a junky little museum in
Vicksburg that was housed in the former county courthouse.
What interested me most were the four outhouses that
surrounded the building. The guide said they were
constructed for symmetry, but it didn't take long to figure out
that in front of the building were "White Men" and "White
Women", while "Colored Men" and "Colored Women" were
in back. I should add that the old colored toilets have been
boarded up; these days everyone uses the ones in front. It's
sad to think, though, that it is only within my lifetime that the
change has happened.
Later on we saw the state agriculture and forestry
museum in Jackson. The place is a lot like Living History
Farms, but it's all set to be around the year 1930. It gave me
a feeling for what things must have been like when Daddy
was growing up. Also there was a museum of agricultural
aviation (crop dusting and the like), which was surprisingly
interesting.

Old-time crop duster
Mississippi Agriculture and Forestry Museum – Jackson

In the evening we went to Jackson's planetarium. We actually didn't see much of a star show (about ten minutes worth), but
they showed three short movies on the round planetarium ceiling that were interesting. It was also good to sit back in the soft chairs
after a long day on my feet.
On the trip back to Jackson we entertained each other by telling stories of various types. I was especially intrigued by a girl
from Galesburg, Illinois, in our van who told that old story with the immortal punch line, “Silly rabbi, kicks are for trids!” It was the exact
same story we told each other on camping trips when I was little. I almost considered telling “The Great Green Ape of Thursday”, but I
figured she had already heard it. [Honestly, I don’t think I could tell either of those stories these days. I barely remember the
punch lines.]
I went back to Jackson several times on my own. Its major attraction for me turned out to be shopping. Jackson is a wonderful
place to shop—too good, actually. I spent far more than I should have, justifying everything by what bargains I was getting. I was
shocked at how cheap things were. Clothes, especially, were extremely inexpensive. There were things that would cost over a hundred
dollars in Algona that I could pick up in Jackson for thirty dollars. I asked around and came up with two reasons for this. First, garment
mills are the single largest industry in Mississippi. Even such things as the snooty Z. Cavaricci pants, which most of the kids think are
imported from Europe, are actually sewn by poor Black people in Mississippi. (In fact, Z. Cavaricci has a mill near Hattiesburg.) There
are some garment outlets in Mississippi, but even those companies that don’t have outlets tend to sell things cheaper locally than they
do elsewhere.
The other reason for the low prices is that fashionable clothing seems to be priced at what the market will bear. The actual
cost of garments is almost nothing, so virtually everything you pay is profit. That means that merchants can be extremely flexible in
pricing. The boys at Garrigan are perfectly willing to pay eighty or a hundred dollars for pants, so The Buckle is more than happy to let
them pay it. Almost no one in Mississippi can afford to spend that kind of money on clothes, so prices are accordingly lower. Even so, it
was hard to believe that they could charge such radically different prices.
A year or two ago I would never have imagined myself buying Z. Cavaricci pants. (In fact, I joked about them in last year’s
travel letter.) However, when I found they were made in Hattiesburg and I also found I could buy them for what I’d pay for Bugle Boys
at home, they became my souvenir from Mississippi. To their credit, they are extremely well-made clothes [surprisingly so,
actually—they lasted for years, and I wore them from time to time long after they were no longer fashionable], and they are
probably worth what I paid for them. … And by now I’ve gotten to where I no longer feel a little dumb walking around with a little white
patch on my fly.
While I'm on the topic of shopping, I should mention a chain of stores unique to Mississippi called Hudson's. This isn't in any
way related to the chain of ritzy department stores of the same name, the eastern companion to Dayton's [which soon after this was
written became Marshall Field’s and is now Macy’s]. Rather, it's the antithesis of a ritzy department store. Hudson's takes bargain
hunting to its extreme. The chain salvages the stock that is left over after disasters and liquidates it in barn-like stores at rock-bottom
prices (from half to 80% off the ticketed price). Every Hudson's has a different stock; it depends on what sort of place had a fire or flood
recently—one store had almost all shoes, another was mostly hardware, and yet another was filled with the entire contents of a
Mexican supermarket. Perhaps most amusing was a store with two full aisles with nothing but condoms. (I had to wonder who would
trust contraceptives that had been through a disaster.) Locals consider Hudson's a Mississippi institution, and shopping there was
certainly an experience. I had never even imagined such a place existed.

There can be pitfalls to shopping there, though. Sandra found a bargain on a dress at Hudson's, and she brought it back to her
dorm with her. When she modeled it for the other women in the dorm, they complimented her on it, but one asked, "What's that thing
hanging there?" Only then did she realize that the dress had one of those security pegs that beeps if you shoplift. Hudson's doesn't use
those pegs; this one had been placed there by the original store where it was for sale, before whatever disaster struck. The thing was
designed so she couldn't remove it herself without ripping the dress. In the end she managed to exchange it for another dress, but she
certainly got more than she bargained for.
Finally, on the topic of shopping, there's the grocery stores. Southern supermarkets are always enormous, and they seem to
have the stupidest names. The biggest chain in Mississippi is called "Jitney Jungle" [which I think got bought out by Safeway], with
"Piggly Wiggly" close behind. Even "Winn-Dixie" (which always carries the subtitle "The Beef People") and "Delchamps" (French for
"countryside" and always given the slaughtered pronunciation "dale-CHAMPS") seemed like amusing names to me. I browsed through
several supermarkets and picked up a number of regional specialties. Mostly I got a variety of boxed rice and bean dishes [basically
Hamburger Helper with different spices—since Cajun cuisine has exploded nationwide, they’re now available everywhere], but
I also got a huge supply of Community coffee. Headquartered in Baton Rouge, Community is the coffee of the South. [Actually it’s
the coffee in Louisiana and the southern part of Mississippi and Alabama. Before the Katrina diaspora it was only available
within about a 200-mile radius of Baton Rouge.] They market an old-fashioned blend of coffee and chicory [New Orleans blend,
and precisely what they serve at Café du Monde and the other French Quarter institutions] that is strong and flavorful, almost like
European coffee. I fell in love with the stuff last summer, and bought six pounds of it to take back with me now. [That’s become a
tradition every time I’ve been South since. I invariably stop in at a Gulf Coast supermarket and load up on Community coffee.]
Amid all this shopping, I also became quite familiar with the automatic tellers of the South. Last summer I had trouble getting
money on most of my vacation. In Mississippi and Louisiana, though, the Gulf Net system is connected to the same network as Shazam
in Iowa. I'm not sure if that's good or bad, but it made it easy to get cash; the problem was having the cash to be able to get.
It probably sounds as if all I did was shop, but most of the time when I wandered around I just saw what there was to see.
One weekend I made a marathon drive to nowhere in particular—mostly to places with strange names (like Yazoo City) up in the dirtpoor Delta region in northwest Mississippi. It was interesting to drive through the Delta, because there has been a lot of superficial
change thee just since last year. The federal government has pumped a lot of money into the region, and today it looks more like an
Indian reservation than a Third World country. A lot of the shacks have been bulldozed, and I saw brand new public housing and brand
new mobile homes all over the place. There were also new clinics in each county in the Delta. Even now, though, there still isn’t much
in the way of business. There are county seat towns without a convenience store or a fast food outlet, for example. You’ve got to have
money for business to survive, though, and the government push doesn’t seem to put much money into any actual people’s hands. It
would take either land reform or major industrialization to do that, and neither one seems very likely. In one town I saw an enormous
industrial park with just one site occupied—by a hazardous waste incinerator. [Ask Mississippians today and they’ll tell you the
savior of the Delta was casino gambling, which began shortly after I graduated from grad school. Tunica has mushroomed
from a backwater county seat to a major city with branches of all the Las Vegas casinos. Why anyone would want to go to
Tunica to gamble, I have no clue—but then they’ve got a huge casino in Emmetsburg these days, so I suppose you can attract
people to gamble anywhere.]
Over the summer it seemed as if I drove every road in southern Mississippi and eastern Louisiana. That would be an
exaggeration, of course, but I did see a lot. All in all I found rural Mississippi very dull. Almost every road in the state is a tunnel through
the forest [surprisingly much the same as northern Minnesota]. I found it disconcerting to drive for miles and miles without seeing
farms or farm houses. The concept of urban and rural are very different in Iowa and Mississippi. Here the entire countryside is sparsely,
but generally, settled. Because of that there is a rural population to support business in the towns. In Mississippi the rural areas are
mostly unsettled, and it was weird to drive through them.
Overall I liked Louisiana a lot better than Mississippi. It's somewhat (though not much) more prosperous, and (despite all the
business with David Duke we’ve heard about since I got back), the people come across as a lot friendlier. Also Louisiana is dominated
by Catholics, rather than Baptists, so the attitudes and morals are different. Most Louisianans lead quite conservative lives themselves,
but they will tolerate almost anything. Since that's pretty much where I come from in my own attitudes, I found this pretty easy to relate
to. Most Mississippians are scandalized by their next-door neighbor. Many times I heard the state referred to as "Sleeze-iana", and
"Gomorrah" is a fairly common [and not entirely undeserved] Mississippi nickname for New Orleans.
In addition to the people I liked Louisiana because the countryside is more varied and interesting. Most of the state is natively
swamp, and to me swamp is a lot more fun to drive through than a pine forest. Not everything is swamp, though. A large part of the
state has been drained and is used for farming. I saw almost every imaginable crop—from the same corn and soybeans I was used to
at home to such Southern staples as cotton and tobacco. Also, for the first time in my life, I saw sugarcane (which looks like the yucca
you see in the desert) and rice (which is grown on little levees in vast fields that are flooded with irrigated water). The farms make the
countryside look more prosperous, and I frankly felt safer driving when there were houses along the road.
One of the most interesting things in Louisiana is what they call the Old River Project, northwest of Baton Rouge. The
Mississippi River is the lifeblood of Louisiana, and today most of the water of the Mississippi is walled between enormous levees
designed to preserve the current channel (so the major ports at New Orleans and Baton Rouge don’t become obsolete) and to keep it
from flooding. West of the main channel, though, is the Old River, a former path of the Mississippi that now dumps into the Atchafalaya
Swamp. The Old River is now used for flood control. In years when the Mississippi is running high (1991 was such a year) as much as
a third of its water is diverted to the Old River. Here a series of dams and levees contain it until it can be slowly absorbed into the
swamp. Louisiana highway 15 runs beside the old river. Often it goes on top of the levees or over the dams, offering a spectacular view
of the countryside. It's slow going, as the road follows every little meander of the river, but it made a delightful little drive.

Church
This summer, for just about the first time in my life, I went to church while away from home. Actually I went to mass. There's
almost no such thing as a Congregational Church in the South. New Orleans, for example, has one U.C.C. [which I’d find out later is
a heavily gay church]. Other "mainline" Protestants here seem to be split two ways. Either they are Bible Belt conservative (most
Methodists) or they are ultra-liberal (many Presbyterians). There aren't very many of either of those, either. The only real choices were
Southern Baptist and Catholic. My own religion is highly eclectic, but Southern Baptist I'm not. I was at least familiar with mass from my
years at Garrigan, and the Catholic liturgy is essentially the same anywhere.
I went to three different churches. St. Thomas, next to the USM campus, looked like [and was] a poor college church. They
had straight chairs instead of pews, and the décor was minimal to say the least. They are in the process of building a new church, and
almost anything will be an improvement. What intrigued me most was that almost all of the congregation was people in the community,
rather than college students. I once went to St. Stephen’s at UNI with my roommate Gary, and the only people there were students. I
got the idea that in Cedar Falls “real” people went to “real” churches and students went to the college church—pretty much the same
distinction Methodists make between “real” churches and Wesley Foundations. In Hattiesburg, though, the college church is a real
church—even if it doesn’t have a real building.
St. Thomas used the same Oregon Catholic Press missalettes that the churches around Algona use. They also sang the same
hymns (“Gather Us In”, “Glory and Praise”, “One Bread, One Body”, etc.) that we frequently sing at Garrigan, and like Catholics
everywhere they seemed to instinctively know how many verses to sing without being told. [I wish we still did use the St. Louis
Jesuits’ book those hymns are from; the ones we sing these days are much more boring.] The priest was lively and interesting.
He had been born in Ireland, and his brogue certainly stood out in Dixie. It intrigued me that the altar boy rang the bells at the
consecration. The only time I've ever seen that was on TV when the Pope said mass on Christmas. I didn’t think any real churches did
it, but apparently it’s quite common in the South. [It’s become more common up north as Pope Benedict has attempted to push
things back a century or so.] Another little quirk was having the entire congregation join hands for the Lord's Prayer. Oddest of all,
though, was how many people did not take communion. Probably a third of the congregation (including whole families) participated in
mass, but did not go up for communion. I don't know what everybody's reasons were (perhaps they, too, were mainline Protestants lost
in the churches of Dixie), but I certainly didn't feel alone.
One Saturday I went to mass at St. Louis Cathedral in New Orleans. St. Louis bills itself as the oldest continually active parish
in North America—although I find it hard to believe that there was no place in Florida or California or Canada (Quebec or Newfoundland
in particular) that beat it. It's a lovely old church, though, and I enjoyed the service. The cathedral parish consists of a hunk of the
French Quarter and a bunch of public housing projects, and today most of the potential parishioners are either rich gay people or
destitute Blacks. Very few of either attend the Catholic church, and virtually everyone in the congregation when I was there was a
tourist.
St. Louis Cathedral used a very different missalette, one published by some company in Ohio. It was obviously much more
conservative than the O.C.P. materials. While the O.C.P. has altered the words to almost every old Protestant hymn, this misallette
kept the original language intact. The overall liturgy was very similar, but at a few crucial points the language tended to be more
conservative. There were no sung responses printed in the misallette, yet every response was sung. The music was at least familiar;
the same “Mass of Creation” that we have recently used at Garrigan. I don’t care a lot for those responses (I liked the more upbeat
ones we used before [the Mass of Glory and Praise by the St. Louis Jesuits] better), but at least I recognized them.
I also went to mass at the Church of the Holy Name on the campus of Loyola University in New Orleans. The congregation
here was a mixture of students and community people, and the church was by far the most liberal I attended—which was no surprise at
a Jesuit college. Everything in the mass was non-sexist (they used the same words Ann Jackson used to say when she was at
Garrigan), and the homily had a social justice message that had very little to do with the readings. This was also the only Catholic
church I have ever been to that used a hymnal rather than misalettes. [I’ve since been to several others that did, usually published
by the same company that did the cathedral’s missalette.] I was especially intrigued (though I'm sure it was an oversight) to find
that the hymnal did not begin with a polite, but stern message saying that Protestants were not welcome to share in communion. (I
also noted that the hymnal didn’t have an imprimatur.) What’s more, unlike in Hattiesburg, almost everyone here did seem to go up for
communion; then again, I would assume that most of the students at Loyola (and certainly those who go to mass) are Catholic.
Holy Name is one of the most gorgeous churches I have ever seen. It is much more beautiful than St. Louis Cathedral, and I
personally think it would rival some of the great churches of Europe. [It’s less pretentious, but certainly as nice.] Vertical lines
dominate the architecture, and inside you really get a feeling of ascending to the heavens. The statues, windows, and woodwork are
spectacular, and the whole place exudes reverence. I like almost all old churches, but this one was especially lovely.

Other Events & Notes
Lots of other things, both important and irrelevant, happened over the course of this ten-week summer session. I've mentioned
most of the important stuff, but there are a few things left to be said. I've been thumbing through an appointment calendar I kept over
the summer and a scrapbook where I shoved little reminders of various things. The next few pages should take care of most of these
side topics.

We had a group picnic for everyone in the SPGE in the middle of June. We all went to Lake Sehoy, a wilderness area north of
Hattiesburg that is owned and maintained by the university. I dreaded going to the picnic (I hate big group events), but I didn't have too
bad of a time. The food (barbecued ribs) wasn't bad, and they didn't force us to play volleyball or any of those other dumb things I was
dreading. This was my first real chance to get acquainted with a large number of the students who weren't in the same classes I was,
and I met people from all over everywhere.
I also found out two interesting facts about the SPGE at the picnic. The first is that it really is a fairly selective program.
Apparently they turn away almost two-thirds of their applicants. More than a thousand apply each year, and only about 350 are
accepted. I have to say that honestly surprised me—especially since there were quite a few people in the program whose academic
qualifications seemed a bit questionable to me. I wondered just who the people were that didn’t get in. The other fact is that I lucked
out in applying when I did. We found out that Dr. Peddicord was leaving (actually he was officially taking early retirement, but at the
same time accepting a position at another school). Since he basically was the SPGE, there were some serious questions as to
whether they would continue the program in the future. We were assured that everyone who had entered would be allowed to continue
and graduate under the current rules, but they will probably either discontinue the program or vastly limit the enrollment in the future. [I
can’t seem to find any information on the program on the USM website, so I assume it no longer exists.]
While I personally had very few dealings with Dr. Peddicord, the man is revered by many in the program. This became clear
when they sold T-shirts and sweatshirts to those of us who participated. The back of the shirts featured a world map and a list of the
different places that the SPGE students had come from. On the front (in an ugly and unbalanced design) was the USM logo, the letters
“SPGE”, and the motto “In Peddicord We Trust”. I think it’s one of the most hideous designs I’ve ever seen—but, of course, I did buy
one [and it hangs in my closet, almost never worn, to this day].
Another item I notice in my datebook is a library project I did for my Research class. This was the project where I got to know
Sandra and Roy. It is also one of the most useful assignments I have ever done for any class. We had to locate and photocopy thirty
different reference materials in the university library. The assignment included some materials on microfilm, at the reserve desk, in
bound periodicals, in university documents, in computer databases, and almost every other reference source we would ever be likely to
need. Having been a math major as an undergraduate, I was probably inside the UNI library less than a dozen times—and most of
those visits had nothing to do with research. I no more knew how to request an item on microfilm or how to do a computer search than I
knew how to do brain surgery. This assignment gave me experience and confidence, and I used a lot of what I learned in doing
research for the papers I wrote. [It was, of course, only a few years after this that the advent of the internet would change
libraries almost beyond recognition.]
One thing that’s interesting about the USM library is their photocopy system. In order to copy materials, you buy a card with a
magnetic strip on the back. You insert the card into a special reader on top of the photocopier, and it turns on. The card initially allows
you to make $1.00 worth of copies, and each time you make a copy, the machine debits five cents from your account. You can add to
the value of your card by going to a special vending machine. You insert your card and then feed dollar bills into the machine. Each
time you do, it records another dollar’s worth of copies on the magnetic strip. Over the course of the summer I went through over ten
dollars in copies—which isn’t hard to do when you’re copying from educational journals. (… And one thing about a do-it-yourself
system, no one cares about copyrights.)
Looking through the scrapbook, I came across a bunch of fast food trash. I kept the stuff mostly as a reminder of the strange
and different fast food that exists in Mississippi. My meal ticket only worked on weekdays—which was fine with me, since I skipped
town almost every Saturday and Sunday anyhow. In my journeys I encountered all kinds of interesting eateries that are unknown up
north.
Two such places are hamburger chains called Indy's and Rally's. Indy’s (headquartered in Biloxi) seems to exist only in
Mississippi, while I saw Rally’s (headquartered in Slidell, Louisiana) is limited to Louisiana and Arkansas. Their names suggest cars, so
it's no surprise that both are exclusively drive-through restaurants [double drive-throughs, somewhat like Be-Bops in Iowa]
(although I once walked up to the drive through window at the Indy’s next to USM). Their only sandwiches are hamburgers, and they
are some of the greasiest, most disgusting hamburgers I ever saw. Indy's did have two items I liked, though. They served banana
shakes—which tasted nothing like bananas, but had a very rich almost French vanilla flavor. They also had an item called "apple tots"
made of deep-fried, batter-dipped apple pie filling, heavily sprinkled with cinnamon sugar. It's the ultimate junk food, but it was definitely
delicious. [I’ve never seen apple croquettes on the menu anywhere else, and they really were quite good.]
Another regional chain is Krystal, which is based in Chattanooga and appears to have outlets all over the South. Krystal’s
lunch and dinner menu features tiny bite-sized cheeseburgers that seem to have more mustard than cheese. They're good, and each
one is cheap; but it takes three or four to make a meal. [No, really it takes two. Three or four is what they suggest, but it’s really
more than you need.] I mostly went to Krystal for breakfast, though. Their egg and meat items made me nauseous, but they served
blueberry muffins that were out of this world. They had a crumbly topping and were dripping with butter and honey. Like the apple tots,
they had absolutely no nutritional value, but they were a wonderful way to start the day.
Ward's and Sonic are the South's answer to A&W. Sonic claims to be "America's Drive-In", although I’ve never seen one north
of Cairo, Illinois. [Sonic has expanded dramatically in the past few years. They’re even in Minnesota and Wisconsin now,
though how they survive in the winter I have no clue.] They are horribly expensive, and I never knew what I was supposed to do
with that tray they attached to my window when I was done eating. [Apparently you’re supposed to push the call button and wait
for the girl to come back and get your tray.] Ward's wasn't a drive-in, but they did feature old-fashioned root beer in chilled mugs.
The one thing I liked at Ward's was their breakfasts. They served a ham and cheese biscuit almost like the ones Hardees serves in the

Midwest. (In the South, Hardees doesn’t seem to think cheese exists [still true, and that’s weird].) They also served hash browns
that were almost crispy—a definite rarity in Dixie.
The last fast food place I'll comment on is Popeye, which advertises "the taste of New Orleans" and has outlets along the Gulf
Coast and also (strangely enough) in Chicagoland. [They’re actually a nationwide chain with their headquarters in Los Angeles.
They exist in inner city neighborhoods across the country, and almost everywhere in Louisiana and Mississippi.] Their dinner
menu is exclusively "Cajun fried chicken", which I avoided entirely. I did have breakfast there once, though—which was more than
enough. First, I had the unique experience of being the only white person in the place, even though the restaurant was in the almost allwhite neighborhood next to USM. Most of the menu items were things I had never heard of, and everything was served with
complimentary grits on the side. I ended up settling for a ham and egg platter. When I got it (after a long wait) it seemed as if they
hadn't even cooked the eggs. Not only were the yolks runny; even the whites were not fully set. They had managed to smother them in
grease and almost totally blacken them with pepper, though. I thought about returning them, but there was a long line at the counter.
The rest of the meal—a salty hunk of lard, greasy hash browns covered with Tabasco sauce, soggy danish, pulpy orange juice, watered
down coffee with grounds floating in it, and (of course) slimy grits—tempted my tastebuds almost as much as the eggs. I had to wonder
if black people actually liked this stuff, or if they somehow felt they weren't welcome at places that served "real" food. (I don't think I ever
did see a black person at Ward's.)
This fatty Southern cuisine seems to have an effect on the local residents. Iowans are certainly not the thinnest people on
earth, but we are truly anorexic compared to most people in Mississippi. It intrigued me, though, that weight seems to have a lot to do
with income level in the South. Rich people (both young and old, both black and white) are, on the average much thinner than poor
people. I saw an example of this when USM hosted cheerleading camps this summer. One evening Roy and I spent dinner gawking at
the people who were, presumably, the cutest girls in their respective high schools. After a while we could tell almost instantly where a
girl was from, just by how heavy she was and how she cared for her hair. Rich schools (with names like Petal or Oak Grove or
Northeast Metro—the rich part of Jackson) had cute cheerleaders with fashionable blonde curls, while poor schools (like Purvis or
Belzoni or Bogalusa) had enormous cheerleaders with dark hair cropped close to their face. They looked all the larger in their skimpy
costumes. We wondered, half jokingly and half with concern, what would happen if those girls did pyramids as a part of their routine.
(By the way, the only black cheerleaders we saw were from Medger Evers High—the wrong side of the tracks in Jackson—and from
Christ the King in New Orleans.)
Cheerleading was only one of numerous camps the college sponsored during the summer. They had every kind of sports
camp imaginable. Every week three or four groups of kids would invade campus for special training in football, basketball, soccer,
weightlifting, horseback riding, archery, volleyball, track and field, or baseball. They also had computer camp, marine biology camp,
forestry camp, space camp (in conjunction with the NASA facility on the Coast), drama camp, band camp, and a special camp just for
drum majors. (What’s more, every Tuesday and Thursday incoming college freshmen and their parents showed up for a day of
“Preview: Southern Style”.) I had never known so many summer camps existed--and none of them had anything to do with camping.
[Using the word “camp” for an event where the accommodations are in a dorm still seems strange to me.]
They also had a special camp for gifted teenagers. The kids spend all day, everyday, for an entire month in an intensive study
of one subject. Sandra and I spent one Saturday morning visiting the different classes. I was especially interested in their math
project—where junior high students were learning geometry and advanced algebra. I couldn’t help but wonder, though, what happened
to those students when they returned to their regular schools. The instructor said that some kept them accelerated into high school, but
most simply threw them back into the regular track. That seemed like an incredible waste.
The camps have to be a goldmine for the university. These kids (or more likely their parents) paid from $200 to $1,000 for the
privilege of spending a week or two in a dorm that would otherwise be empty. They eat the standard food service fare, and they are
supervised and instructed mostly by college undergrads who earn minimum wage for their work. In addition to the registration fees, the
kids spend a small fortune on T-shirts and other souvenirs at the campus bookstore, and they drop any extra money they might have in
vending machines and video games—all of which are owned and operated by the university. Student fees at USM are extremely low,
and I got the feeling that much of the cost of my education may have been financed by kids at the summer camps.
*****
There's three other things I should mention in these random ramblings. First, at the end of July I participated in a special
workshop called Project Wild. This is a program that trains teachers to incorporate conservation and ecology into all fields of the
curriculum. I had a lot of fun at the workshop, and I learned quite a bit; although I can't say that much of it is directly adaptable to my
own classes. [I actually have done a couple of activities based on the program, which is one of the most interesting inservice
sessions I’ve ever done.]
Also, just before leaving USM, Sandra and I (together with nine other SPGE students) were inducted into Phi Delta Kappa, a
special honor society in education. It's really not as much of an honor as it seems, but I was certainly pleased to be invited. Sandra was
particularly delighted. It turns out that her grandfather, who was a professor at Indiana University, had been one of the founders of the
organization. I can’t claim the same pedigree, but I must say I'm a bit prouder about this membership than such stupid honoraries as
"Purple Arrow" or "Chimes" at UNI.
The final thing is sort of stupid, but it's what everyone noticed when I got back to Algona. My hair grew lighter over the
summer—partly from spending so much time on the beach and partly with some help. It’s a very common thing for people (guys and
gals alike) to do in the South. For some reason Sandra, Roy, and I ended up discussing it, and on a whim we all decided to gradually
add some highlights. It surprised me that while the change was very gradual over the summer, when I got home everyone noticed a

pretty dramatic difference. [These days practically everybody colors their hair. I’d be hard-pressed to name either a student or
co-worker under age 40 who doesn’t. It was still the coming thing in 1991, though. I still lighten my hair a bit, though these
days the main purpose in doing that is to disguise the creeping gray.]

Finals Week – August 3 – 7
As August came it was time for finals and an end to this summer. The summer ended with one last week that combined fun
with tests. The Saturday before finals I went to New Orleans one last time. I then spent Sunday at my computer finishing my final
project for my curriculum class.
In my rush to finish the curriculum project, I never really had time to study for my Number Theory final. I was dreading this,
since in the last week of class we had covered four chapters—after covering only one all the rest of the summer. Fortunately the final
(which I had bright and early Monday morning) went into no more depth than we had done in class. In fact, I found it a surprisingly easy
test, at least compared with the rest of the course. I ended up with 204 out of 210 points on the test. In the end Dr. Wells curved the
test—basing the scores on a possible 200 points—so by his scale I got more than 100% on the final. Considering how I felt going into
that class, I was certainly pleased with the outcome.
My only other "final" on Monday was a farce in the curriculum class. We were required to attend, but there was no actual test.
Instead we turned in our projects, listened to one last presentation (and, as the kids would say, I’m sure everyone paid close attention—
NOT [I’d forgotten the fashion of appending “not” to sentences—and if I never hear it again, I’ll be happy.]), and had pizza and
pop. While I wasn’t going to complain about not having a test, it did bother me that after a whole summer, I really had no idea how I did
in the course.
Tuesday morning I took my other math final. It was largely an essay exam on the history of mathematics. That came as a bit of
a surprise, but it was no real problem. It amused me that after boring us to tears all summer, "Dr. Sominex" seemed to reward us by
being absent for the final.
That afternoon I took my final in Research. All of Dr. Davidson's tests were multiple choice tests, where we filled out
"Scantron" answer sheets. The tests weren't exactly hard, but they were tricky. They were designed so that if you didn't know your stuff,
you would miss the questions. Fortunately for me, his was one of those classes where the lectures were far more important than the
book. I've never been able to learn much from reading, but I listen well and take notes effectively.
Unfortunately, Dr. Davidson’s tests caused real problems for some people in the class. … Some … would keep debating with
themselves and changing and re-changing their answers instead of just trusting their instincts. … Others … had read the book too
thoroughly, and there were several places where the book disagreed with Dr. Davidson. The tests, of course, were based on his
interpretation of things—not the one found in the book. [That’s a fairly common problem in almost every college class.] … Those
that picked the book’s answer … were invariably wrong.
*****
Tuesday night Roy, Sandra, and I took a break from academic pursuits. We all went to the movie "Robin Hood" and later we
went out to Cuco's, a combination bar and Mexican restaurant near campus. Roy was leaving the next morning (heading for Arkansas,
Seattle, Washington, D.C., and eventually back to Germany). We wished him well and had a pleasant evening reminiscing about the
summer. None of us wanted the summer to end. We had become extremely close friends, and even though we would probably be
meeting again next year, it was sad to have to say good-bye.
I spent most of the day Wednesday packing and cleaning my room. In the midday I made trip after trip down the fire escape
(which was technically illegal, but nobody cared) out to my car, and back up, carrying boxes and bags filled to overflowing. I was
amazed that I could stuff so much into my car. I had brought far too much stuff with me, and it seemed as if I was taking twice as much
back home. Somehow, though, I managed to get it all to fit.
The check-out policy at Wilber was bizarre. [That’s an understatement!] We were only allowed to check out at times that
were convenient to the resident assistant. I was hoping to leave early the following morning, but my R.A. had told me she would not be
available until 9:00am. She also wouldn't allow me to clean out everything and check out the night before, and then just leave my key
as I left. It turned out the only real choice was to check out during the day on Wednesday, get a motel for the night, and then take off
from the motel the next morning. I finally left Wilber about 2:00 and got a room at the Motel 6, about a mile north of campus. At $20.95,
the Hattiesburg outlet is in a three-way tie for the cheapest Motel 6 in America. It was, however, a surprisingly pleasant motel with a
quiet, clean, and comfortable room. I resented having to pay for a motel room, but $20.95 beat forfeiting my $50 housing deposit for
improper check-out.
My only remaining final was Wednesday night, and this was the one that concerned me most. We had been assigned almost
two thousand pages of reading in "Foundations of American Education". While I had skimmed all of it, every time I tried to read anything
in detail, it all just seemed to blur. I had paid close attention in class, but the final was supposed to be primarily about the readings. To
force myself to study, I spent most of the afternoon by myself at a Krystal restaurant near the Motel 6. I took my Foundations books and
notes and spent hours outlining the major topics. I still didn’t know much of any details, but at least I had the basic concepts down.

The Foundations test was by far the hardest of my finals, but in a way I lucked out. It was all essay, and I've always been able
to do well on essay tests. (Just call me Mr. B.S.) She also gave us a choice of questions, so I was able to avoid the topics I knew the
least about. I spent over three hours writing, but I was pretty certain I had done a good job in the end.
After the test I had a late supper at the Waffle House next to the Motel 6. Surprisingly, while I had hated the food at the Waffle
House in Meridian, this was a delicious meal. I had a ham and cheese omelette, with toast and very crisp hash browns with cheese
sauce. The only real problem was the waitress. Partway through the meal her boyfriend came into the restaurant, and she seemed to
forget that there were any customers in the place. Not only did she forget to give me more coffee or to check to see if everything was
all right; she never even brought my check. I had seen her write it up and place it on the counter in back, and after waiting an eternity, I
snuck behind and got it to take up to the cashier. Needless to say, I didn’t feel cheap for leaving no tip.
Sandra and I had arranged to get together one last time before we left, and at about ten o'clock we met at Cuco's. She had a
couple rum and cokes, while I had the classic New Orleans drink—a hurricane (an extremely strong rum punch that locals say "blows
you away" like its namesake). [I might as well be honest here and say Sandra had more than a couple rum and cokes, and I had
a couple of hurricanes—which would be more like four or five ordinary cocktails. We both were feeling good by the time we
left.] Rum is the drink of New Orleans, and the Hattiesburg bars all play on their proximity to New Orleans.
Our bartender at Cuco's this night, as well as most of the four or five other times we were there, was Scott—a USM undergrad
who had just turned twenty-one, but already had a wife and child. He flattered all of us by assuming we were much younger than we
were (he never really did believe that Sandra had a son his age—and, of course, she's actually got kids far older than him, too) and he
was more than willing to strike up an intelligent conversation—not the “How ‘bout them Hawks” [or more likely “Golden Eagles” or
“Saints” in Hattiesburg] you hear in most bars. We talked about our various lives, and it was especially interesting for me to hear
about the trials and tribulations of bartending. This night Scott was complaining about people who paid for their drinks with coins. We
joked with him and threatened to come back the first night we were there next summer and buy a round of drinks with nickels. Scott
was amused, and he responded by writing out a coupon for us on the back of an old guest check. It said (all the problems with spelling,
punctuation, and capitalization are his alone):

-----Cupon----GOOD FOR FREE
Round of DRinkS
SummeR of '92 ONLY,
FROM SCOtT AT
Cuco'S.!
IF AND oNLY if You AtTEMPT TO PAY
IN NicklES BEFORE REDEmPTioN!

I kept the "cupon", and I've been saving up "nickles" ever since. I seriously doubt that Scott will still be working at Cuco's next summer,
but if he is, we will be prepared.
We left the bar before the midnight curfew and said a very long farewell. Neither of us really wanted to leave, but we were both
planning to take off early the next morning. Eventually I did go back to the motel and Sandra returned to her dorm (they were nicer
about check-out at Hillcrest). I watched a bit of TV and finally wandered off to sleep.

Thursday, August 8, 1991
Hattiesburg, Mississippi – Texarkana, USA
Since I still had a bit of time before I had to be back in
Algona, I decided to take a round-about way home. I left the Motel 6
about 6:00am, had breakfast at that same Krystal where I had
studied, and drove up Highway 49 to Jackson one last time. (By the
way, locals always refer to the state capital as “Jackson, Mississippi”;
you almost never hear it without the state following. I don’t know
why. It’s not like anyone would confuse it with another Jackson;
every Southern state has one, but all the others are much, much
smaller.)
I headed west from Jackson and crossed the Mississippi at
Vicksburg and then headed north to the Poverty Point Historic Area. I
had visited Poverty Point (an ancient city that was home to one of the
earliest civilizations in the Americas) on my vacation last summer. I
had noted that they had a series of trails, but I didn't take the time to
hike them at that point. I decided that today I would take whatever
time I needed to hike the trails at Poverty Point.
The stupid thing about this decision is that arrived at Poverty
Point around 10:30am, and I left around 1:00pm. I ended up hiking
all the trails at the hottest time of the day. I really did enjoy the hikes,
though. I saw both undisturbed mounds and recent archaeological
excavations. I also followed two nature trails that passed through
forest, swamp, and prairie. While I was forever wiping up sweat, I
really did have an enjoyable time.

Trail market – Poverty Point, Louisiana

Archaeological excavation site
Poverty Point, Louisiana
Just past Poverty Point is the town of Transylvania, which displays a bat on its water tower and exists primarily to sell
souvenirs to passersby. I was taken in, and I ended up buying a Dracula T-shirt [which I don’t remember ever wearing and don’t
have today], a mug [which soon broke], and some postcards. I also bought some Pepsi and a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle ice
cream bar—the only kind they had. Mine was in the shape of Leonardo; I don’t know enough about them to care about that, but it
amused me. It was, of course, lime flavored.
I drove northward from Transylvania on U.S. 65, the same highway that goes through Mason City. I went through Lake
Providence (a nice little community that combines a farm town with a resort) and then crossed into Arkansas just south of Eudora. I
picked up state highway 8 (one of the poorest excuses for a road I've ever seen) and drove west to Hamburg, where I joined U.S. 82 for
the rest of the day.
Highway 82 is billed as scenic, and it's not an unpleasant drive. It goes through Crosett (pronounced like the thing you do to a
"t"--"CROSS it"), a company town that lives and breathes paper. Then it wends its way through El Dorado (duh-RAY-duh), which
happens to be Dr. Davidson's hometown. With apologies to him, there are few places I've ever been to that look more poverty-stricken
than El Dorado. It's one of the most ugly, disgusting towns I've ever seen. The whole place seems to be either boarded up, shot up, or
both. "Poor white trash" is about the only way I can describe the people here, and I have no idea what any of them do for money.
Mostly they seem to just hang around drinking beer all day. There seems to be no real industry, and I’m not sure there ever was much
in the way of any business. I went through town on the business route, hoping to stop somewhere for coffee or pop, but there was
nowhere I'd have felt safe stopping. El Dorado isn't one of those places I'd say must have been nice in its day. It doesn't look like it ever
really knew good times; nor does it seem to hold out much hope that things will ever get better.
West of El Dorado is Magnolia (four syllables: "mag-NO-lee-uh"), where the headquarters of the Heifer Project charity is
located. My Uncle Bill has been very actively involved with Heifer Project, and my father went down to Magnolia with him a couple of
times before he died. I remember my dad talking about wanting to retire down there. After seeing El Dorado, I couldn’t imagine what

must have been going through the man's mind, but Magnolia was surprisingly different. It's really quite a prosperous community, set in
mixed forest and farmland. There's active business both downtown and on the edge of town, and the houses seem quite well kept.
I stopped for coffee and ice cream at McDonalds in Magnolia. I was wearing my Hawkeye baseball cap (now full of sweat
stains), which was becoming quite a conversation piece. Earlier in the day, in Transylvania, someone had noticed it and told me they
had friends in Perry. Here in Magnolia the McDonalds clerk asked if I was from Iowa and told me she had "relations" in Clinton. It was
convenient that Steve’s wife, Terry, was from there. Another customer at McDonalds asked if I knew where Morning Sun was. He could
hardly believe that I had grown up just south of there, in Mt. Pleasant. He had apparently worked at a packing plant in Morning Sun
before being transferred to Arkansas and was engaged to a reporter from the Mount Pleasant News. (…Another way Mt. P. has
changed—when I was growing up, the News really didn’t have reporters [and I’m betting even now she would have been THE
reporter, rather than A reporter].
A little ways past Magnolia I crossed the Red River. I couldn't help but sing a chorus of "Red River Valley", and I also couldn't
help but notice that the geography changed almost immediately. I was no longer in the South, but rather at the eastern edge of the
West. [That is true. While it was in the Confederacy, Texas (which the “Arklatex” area around Shreveport might as well all be
in) is very much a western state rather than part of Dixie.] The forest thinned out rapidly, and the Arkansas hills gave way to high
red plains. Instead of logging trucks, I saw oil wells and cattle. I was still half an hour from Texas, but I might as well have already been
there.
The people here drive like Texans, too. That is to say they drive on the shoulder. Most roads in Arkansas (like most of the
South) have no shoulders. West of Magnolia, though, there are paved shoulders that are every bit as wide as the roadway itself. There
are signs that say “DO NOT DRIVE ON SHOULDER”, but all the locals ignore them. They treat the road like a four-lane highway.
Slower traffic (which means everything 65mph or under) is supposed to use the shoulder, while everybody else speeds down the road
itself. If someone is trying to pass you, you’re supposed to pull off on the shoulder to let them do it. They get very rude if you don’t. I’m
sure the locals understand and like the system, but I hated it.
My destination tonight was Texarkana, that city that
straddles the line between Texas and Arkansas. Technically there
are two cities here, but no one differentiates between Texarkana,
Texas, and Texarkana, Arkansas. The Super 8 Motel was on the
Arkansas side, but I could see Texas out my window. I checked into
the motel and then went out to explore.
Texarkana is a nice little city that could be a medium-sized,
middle class city absolutely anywhere in America. It has a downtown
that’ struggling, but still managing to get by, a variety of suburban
strips (some nice, and some tacky), and residential neighborhoods
ranging from elegant to slightly seedy. It also has that unique feature
of being in two states at once.
State Line Avenue is the main street in Texarkana. This is
about the only place where you can tell you're on a border. Most
noticeable is that Bowie County, Texas, is dry, while Miller County,
Arkansas, allows booze. Both sides of State Line Avenue are lined
with business, but all the liquor stores, bars, gas stations, and
supermarkets are in Arkansas. The Texas side features discount
stores, banks, and fast food joints.
State Line Marker
[Texarkana would figure prominently in the news in the
Old City Hall – Texarkana, USA
coming year, as two of the three candidates who competed in
the 1992 Presidential election came from the Arklatex region. Eventual President Bill Clinton hailed from Hope, Arkansas,
which is just east of Texarkana, while independent Ross Perot (who split the conservative vote and was one of the reasons
Clinton won) lived on the Texas side of the bi-state city.]
I had dinner in Texarkana at a fast food place (actually it was more of a slow food place) called "Whataburger" [THE fast food
place in Texas]. I was amused that anyone would choose such a ridiculous name and even more amused by some of the items on the
menu. I ended up having a meatball fajita (I figured when in Texas, …). I had to wait forever for it, but it really was delicious. The
meatballs (which were made with onion, pepper, and a steak sauce) were grilled, and the tortilla was stuffed with assorted vegetables
and served with fiery salsa. [I’ve eaten at Whataburger a few times since. They’ve expanded somewhat and now have locations
as far east as Alabama and as far west as Arizona. They don’t have a bad menu, but my main comment would be that they
always seem to be exceedingly slow. It’s similar to Culver’s, where everything is made after you order it, and some of the
items (like this fajita) are fussy to prepare. Whataburger is also EXTREMELY overpriced. On a trip I made with the quiz bowl
team a few years later, the players took to calling it “What a rip off”.]
After supper I walked around town a little more. I then walked back to the motel, watched a bit of TV, read a pile of
newspapers I had bought throughout the day, and went to b1ed.

Friday, August 9, 1991
Texarkana, USA – Lenexa, Kansas
I left Texarkana before sunrise. It rained as I drove down Interstate 30 (which they treat as a six-lane highway—four lanes,
plus shoulders), driving for the first time in Texas. It was just getting light when I reached Mount Pleasant, Texas, where I turned off
onto U.S. 271. I then drove on to Paris, where I stopped for breakfast at another Whataburger.
Dinner at Whataburger was enjoyable (at least the Tex-Mex version of it), but breakfast was utterly disgusting. Their only
entrée is called “Breakfast on a Bun” and features a greasy sausage patty, a heavily-peppered fried egg, and onions—all on a
hamburger bun. I took a couple of bites and then threw it out. Most of the customers seemed to be drowning their food in catsup and
Tabasco sauce. It might have been better that way, but I’ve never cared much for either sausage or hamburger buns—and the two
together just made my stomach turn. I did enjoy their pecan danish and their five-cent coffee (which was the point of stopping there to
begin with), but it’s that awful sandwich that sticks out in my mind. [The major fast food places all do good breakfasts, but pretty
much any time I’ve stopped at a lesser known chain for breakfast, I’ve been disappointed.]
I drove north from Paris to Hugo,
Oklahoma, where I got on the Indian Nation
Turnpike. The road was absolutely empty, and I
was in the right mood for a little bit of craziness, so
I joined the locals in driving as fast as my car would
go. I found out my little Colt would do a steady
85mph without any effort at all and would go over
90—and higher on a downhill stretch. [It actually
topped and maintained 100 without much
problem. That’s MUCH better than my present
car, which struggles to do the legal speed of 75
in South Dakota.] I wasn’t going to press my luck
for long, though, and before long I was driving
somewhat closer to the speed limit.
I got off the turnpike and stopped for gas
at McAlester. This time the clerk had relatives in
Sioux City. I got on U.S. 69 (the same road that
goes through Garner and Ames) and headed north
to Muskogee. I drove onward from there to the
town of Vinita, where I stopped for lunch.
Indian Nation Turnpike, Oklahoma
Vinita is one of those places that rings a bell for the Burrow family. Almost twenty years ago my sister Margaret took a group
of her Spanish students to Mexico. My mother and my brother Paul went along on the trip. On the way back they ran into a blizzard on
the Oklahoma Turnpike, and their bus got stranded in Vinita. My mother told stories about a pleasant little hotel that put them up—
mostly in the lobby—and a little café that served them hot chocolate in the middle of the storm. She would also tell us every detail about
the friendly people she met there. (My mother could strike up a conversation with Godzilla and say he was friendly.) I had thought of
Vinita while watching "Bus Stop" this summer (there are remarkable similarities in the plot), so I decided the town was a "must see" on
the way back home.
Vinita today is small-town anywhere. It reminded me a lot of Maquoketa, where John and Janet live. The town’s main claim to
fame is its location on Old Route 66, almost exactly halfway from Chicago to Los Angeles. They’re trying to push tourism hard, and
they really play up the connection to this highway that no longer exists. The town itself has about 5,000 people, and it's about as typical
of a county seat as you could ever expect to find. The people are friendly and wholesome, and almost everyone seems to enjoy living
here.
I saw the building that had to have been the hotel where Margaret's group had been stranded. The ground floor is law offices
today; the rest is vacant. There was also no café downtown, but I did find a Hardees that I was delighted to find served the same menu
they do in Iowa. (I had been waiting all summer for a Hardees ham and cheese sandwich.) I had a leisurely lunch (watching people
and imagining how my mother would describe them) and then set off again.
I went west and then north from Vinita, eventually picking up U.S. 169—which I could have followed all the way back to
Algona. I crossed into Kansas at the town of Coffeyville. They must have had a tornado through here not long ago; everything in town
is brand new. I was surprised at how many blacks there were in southeast Kansas. It's the only place I've ever seen prosperous black
farmers. I saw the same farm equipment on the road I’d have seen in Iowa, except that the drivers were black.
I headed westward from Coffeyville, stopping briefly near the town of Wayside. This was the site of the "little house on the
prairie" where Laura Ingalls Wilder lived. There's not much to see (a reproduction of a rather generic log cabin, an old schoolhouse, and
a barn—none of which was there when Laura was), but now I can say I've been there.

David Burrow’s overloaded Dodge Colt, by Laura Ingalls Wilder’s “Little House on the Prairie” – Wayside, Kansas
I followed highway 75 (the same road that goes through Spencer [actually that’s wrong—it’s highway 71 that goes
through Spencer; 75 goes to LeMars and Sioux City]) to Independence, Neodesha, and Burlington, before joining interstate 35 at
the town of Olivet (twin name of the town I lived in back in Michigan). [It surprises me a bit that I didn’t describe this drive at all,
since I remember it to this day as really very beautiful. This part of central Kansas is heavily wooded (at least compared to
the rest of the state), and the road was lined with wildflowers practically the whole way.] From there I drove onward to the
Kansas City area.
I had found New Orleans and Jackson surprisingly easy to drive in. Kansas City was quite the opposite. I never got anywhere
close to downtown, and I don't think I ever want to. The song may say that "everything's up to date in Kansas City", but their roads are
truly archaic. For quite a while two interstates ran together, with just four lanes available for traffic. To their credit, they’re trying to add
more lanes (which I’m still not sure will be sufficient), but the construction only made the congestion worse. It also meant that the exit
for my motel was closed. I had to take another exit and negotiate my way on streets back to where I wanted to be.
I stayed at the Super 8 in Lenexa, Kansas. [When I originally wrote this AND when I did the first revision, transferring it
from Appleworks to Microsoft Word, I put the name of the town as “Lexena”. I’d never heard it pronounced, and apparently
dyslexicly made sense of the letters in my brain. It is apparently luh-NEX-uh.] Lenexa is one of those places that basically didn't
exist twenty years ago. Today its main purpose for existence is to be the main distribution center for the J.C. Penney catalog.
According to the chamber of commerce literature in my motel room, the largest industry is actually UPS (with nearly 5,000 local
employees), but it’s easy to see that the two are pretty closely connected. [These days a lot of the packages I get from
Amazon.com come from Lenexa, so apparently warehousing and shipment are still a major industry.]
Lenexa is adjacent to Overland Park, perhaps the most "typical" suburb in America. Years ago public TV did a documentary
on shopping malls and chose as its model the Overland Park Mall. The mall was just three blocks (and an enormous parking lot) from
the Super 8. I killed some time there. It could have been the clone of Burnsville Center in Minneapolis or The Empire in Sioux Falls.
There was absolutely nothing to give it any kind of personality or interest. That's probably why the TV people chose it; it's about as
generic of a mall as you can get. [That’s the problem I have with malls in general. Most try hard to avoid any personality or
anything that would give them a sense of place. It doesn’t really matter if you’re in Kansas City or Buffalo or Anchorage or
Miami—a mall is pretty much a mall.]
One thing that intrigued me was a Hy-Vee store at the mall. If you’re from the Midwest, you know Hy-Vee is an Iowa-based
grocery chain with stores in almost every county seat town. [For some strange reason, they still haven’t expanded into northeast

Iowa. That always seems strange to me whenever I visit Margaret over in Decorah.] They’re nice supermarkets (almost always
the best—and most expensive—store in town), but not really anything special. In Kansas City, Hy-Vee is elegant. They have carpeted
aisles and subdued lighting, and all the food tends toward gourmet. [It’s pretty much identical to Dominicks in Chicago.] They
even had a “personal shopper” available to make purchases for you when you don’t have the time … for an additional 10% fee. [HyVee has since upscaled almost all its Iowa stores, though most are still not quite to this level. There’s one in Ankeny that’s
pretty much identical, though, and the stores they’ve recently built in the Twin Cities are on the same model, too.]
I drove all around Overland Park looking for somewhere interesting to eat. Everywhere seemed either too upscale or too
crowded or both. I ended up settling on a trendy Italian place with a cutesy name I don't remember now (and it's probably for the best).
The homemade pasta was excellent, but their sauce tasted like Chef Boy-ar-dee. Any spice at all would have helped it.
While driving around Overland Park I came to an area called “Corporate Woods”. This looks like the part of Chicago out by
O’Hare [or like Bloomington, Minnesota or West Des Moines or any of hundreds of other ‘90s office parks]. There’s mile after
mile of miniature sky-scrapers housing the regional offices of almost every Fortune 500 company you could name.
I ended up at another, much more interesting mall—Metcalf Center. This was like a combination between “yuppie heaven”
and those Hudson’s liquidators in Mississippi. I’ve never seen a mall with such a wide variety of stores. I stopped in at a fancy coffee
store and bought some elegant beans for myself and Margaret, and then headed back to the motel to settle in for the night.

Saturday, August 10, 1991
Lenexa, Kansas – Algona, Iowa
I left Lenexa around 7:00am, drove around the beltway (which was much less crowded on a weekend morning), and headed
west on the Kansas Turnpike. I don't know how many times as a child we headed west across Kansas and my father took a miserable
old highway (U.S. 24) to avoid paying the toll. The toll was steep, but I enjoyed driving on a pleasant highway. [Actually, that was just
one of the ways our father was cheap. The stretch of the Kansas tollway between K.C. and Manhattan had to have cost well
under a dollar back then (it was right at a dollar in the early ‘90s), and given what gas for a car/trailer combo or a motorhome
would cost, that would have been trivial—even by the standards of the day. I’m betting my dad just opposed toll roads on
principal. I’ll gripe about them myself, but there are times when they really are the best option.]
I stopped briefly at a service center by Lawrence, where I had breakfast at a Hardees. Enormous signs here thanked Hardees
for maintaining its restrooms at the service area. Because of budget cuts, Kansas has closed all of the rest areas on its non-toll
interstates. These would probably be closed, too, if there weren't money to be made from burgers and biscuits.
I drove on to Topeka and bought some gas. It was much cheaper in the city than on the turnpike. On a whim I bought a
lottery ticket from a vending machine (I’d never seen one before) and won $2.00. I rarely buy lottery tickets, but I’d swear that overall
I’ve won nearly as much as I’ve lost. [We now have lottery vending machines in Iowa, too, and I must say I think the idea is silly.
They all say it’s illegal for anyone under 21 to use them, but there’s nothing whatsoever to keep that from happening—and a
lot of minors do play the lottery. People got up in arms about cigarette vending machines, but they seem to think there’s
nothing wrong with machines for the lottery. To me it’s pretty much the same thing.]
I took U.S. 75 north from Topeka into Nebraska. (If you look at a map, you'll see that by following my whims, I ended up
making the mark of Zorro across Kansas [something I wouldn’t do now that gas is at four bucks a gallon].) I then turned onto state
highway 4 and headed westward to Beatrice (bee-AT-rus). I stopped at Homestead National Monument, west of Beatrice, where the
first land field under the Homestead Act was claimed over a century ago. They have a very interesting museum on pioneer times, a
very dull recreation of a log cabin, and a wonderful system of trails through the prairie grass. The trails are modern, but even so you get
the feeling of what things must have been like when the early settlers crossed this sea of grass. I spent nearly two hours hiking through
the park.
I had lunch at Taco John’s, drove north to Lincoln, and then took the interstate eastward to Omaha. I followed the west bank
of the Missouri River north to Blair and crossed on a rickety old bridge (that is in the process of being replaced) into Iowa. [I’d
forgotten they used to have a bad bridge there; the new one is wonderful.]
I stopped for about an hour at DeSoto National Wildlife Refuge. The claim to fame here is a sunken steamboat that didn't
make the bend in the Missouri. They dug it up a few years back and have an excellent museum showing everything they found. More
interesting to me, though, are their nature trails—which wind through forest, swamp, and prairie. The bugs were horrible, but I enjoyed
the hike nonetheless.
I bought gas one last time in Missouri Valley. I was back in Iowa now, and needless to say, I paid the highest price on the trip.
I had paid as low as $.989 near Jackson, but now that I was back in Tax-land the price was $1.239. (That’s not quite fair—after having
been back a while, it became clear that Mo. Valley had just about the most expensive gas in the state.) [It’s also interesting that
these days Iowa has some of the cheapest gas anywhere—thanks in large part to ethanol subsidies. If I were to make the
same trip southward today, I’d likely be celebrating the “cheap” gas in Iowa (though NOTHING is truly cheap these days)
rather than cursing our taxes.]

I should say one thing on the topic of gas. Since prices didn’t vary much from station to station, I amused myself by buying a
different brand of gas each time I needed a fill over the summer. I kept track of my purchases in a little notebook in my car. Over the
course of the summer I bought gas at 4 Sons, Dickey’s Prairie Home, Casey’s (in Hillsboro, Illinois), Bull-Mart, Junior, Fast Lane,
Charter, Delta Express, Speedway, Louisiana Express (which is probably related to Delta Express, but has a different name), Chevron,
Racetrac, Shell, Stuckey’s, Pump ‘n’ Save, Unocal 76, SpeeDee (actually an oil change place, not a gas station), Jitney Jungle (the
supermarket chain, which sells gas too), Timesaver, Conoco, Citgo, EZ Mart, Apco, Coastal (nowhere near the coast—in
Independence, Kansas), E-Z Food Shop (which doesn’t appear to be related to EZ Mart), and Texaco. Since returning to Iowa, my gas
log has gotten quite dull; it mostly refers to Casey’s. My car got anywhere from 36 to 47 miles per gallon this summer, which I certainly
can’t complain about. From all the times I bought gas, you can see just how many miles I drove—just wandering around to New
Orleans or the Coast or whatever. [I had fun buying at all the different places, and sometimes even today when I travel I try to
vary the places I buy gas. That’s actually a bit less common than it was then, since these days I often use scrip cards (which
support the school) to pay for the gas I buy, and they’re only available in limited brands.]
I headed up highway 30 to Carroll and Jefferson and then took some side roads to Fort Dodge. There I got on highway 169,
which was much more familiar here than in Oklahoma, and headed back home.
There was major flooding in the farmland around Algona when I left, and down by St. Joe everything was still flooded now. A
lot of crops had never been planted; I don't know when I've seen more grazing land in Iowa.
It was late afternoon when I got back into town. … I must say it was reassuring to see … familiar sights. I drove around
Algona a bit—out past St. Cecelia's, where mass was just getting out, and then out by Garrigan. It seemed as if I had been gone an
eternity, and it was reassuring to see that Algona was pretty much the same. As I went around I ran into … two of my students, who
were out riding bikes. They waved and shouted a friendly greeting—a bit different than the rude treatment I had while I was exploring
Hattiesburg.
I went on home … and called Paul and Margaret on the phone. Between their stories of Spain and mine of Mississippi, we
talked far into the evening. I had enjoyed the summer, but it was definitely good to be home.

Summer, 1992 (The Sequel)
A full year has passed since I received my master’s degree from the University of Southern Mississippi. I decided, while lazing
around this summer, that for the journal of my travel adventures to be complete, I should include a chapter on the summer of 1992.
Here’s a bit of a summary.

Saturday, May 30, 1992
Algona, Iowa – Sikeston, Missouri
This was a weird winter in Iowa, and we missed a lot of days of school due to snow. To keep things so we would finish at a
reasonable time, the faculty decided to make up the last of the snow days today—on a Saturday. Because I had to be in Mississippi
tomorrow afternoon, I arranged with Fr. Feierfeil to give my finals early, turn in my grades, and thus be excused from this Saturday
make-up day. I felt both smug and guilty as I set off down the road around 6:00, knowing my co-workers would still be in school later in
the day.
I drove down Highway 169 south of Algona. Around Humboldt I passed a car driven by Norm …, Garrigan's new librarian. …
After hearing of my experiences in Mississippi, he decided to give the USM summer program a try himself. It was good to know that this
summer there would be a face from home amid all the strangers in Hattiesburg.
At Ft. Dodge I turned eastward onto highway 20, and then I went south again on Interstate 35 near Iowa Falls. I stopped for
gas in Ankeny and then continued onward to Des Moines. I picked up Interstate 80 and kept on driving eastward to Iowa City. There I
turned southward on highway 218 to head for my old hometown of Mt. Pleasant.
I stopped for lunch in Mount Pleasant. They had just opened a new McDonalds (long overdue in a growing little city), and they
hadn't even finished paving the parking lot yet. I was most unimpressed with the new McD's. Fast food places tend to be pretty generic,
but this took things to the extreme. A lot of hamburger places today are decorating their buildings in a theme décor. For example, the
Hardees in Mt. Pleasant takes off on the fact that Mt. P. is the “iris city” and has the whole place decorated with irises. There are
beautiful Tiffany-style windows and lamps with irises on the glass, and the tables all have flower vases on them. The other obvious
theme that someone could have followed is steam engines and the like—drawing on the Midwest Old Settlers and Threshers Reunion,
the hot tourist drawing card in southeast Iowa. McDonald's passed on any kind of décor, though. All you see is blue and yellow
plastic—everywhere. The place is huge, yet it came across as crowded, and the people who worked there seemed mechanical. I'm
sure McD's will prosper, but the next time I'm down in Mt. Pleasant, I'll go elsewhere.

I was struck as I always am when I go to Mt. Pleasant at how much the place has grown since I left. All the new factories
(most notably the big Wal-Mart distribution center) have brought in thousands of new jobs, and there’s a whole new strip of motels,
restaurants, and stores along highway 218 where nothing existed a decade ago. The plan now calls for Mt. P. to be at the intersection
of two major four-lane highways very soon, and the businesses are already gearing up to serve that traffic. The Avenue of the Saints
(which will end up in Mason City and provides a shortcut from the Twin Cities to St. Louis) will pass just east of Mt. Pleasant, and the
Southeastern Expressway (which will provide a four-lane connection from Des Moines to Ottumwa and Burlington) will go just north of
town—where that new business strip is. [They actually changed re-routed things slightly to make the two highways run together
past Mt. Pleasant, saving a ton of money.] The four-lanes are long overdue, and if the past is any predictor, Mt. P. will come out
ahead whatever the plans are.
[Through most of the ‘90s Mt. Pleasant was the center of construction for the two highways, so a ton of money was
pumped into the area (which, coincidentally or not, was the home of the DOT chief and would be the home of Iowa’s governor
when the project was finished). Avenue of the Saints is now completely finished in Iowa (and almost done in Missouri), and
the Southeast Connector is completed except for a bypass around Fairfield. These days Mt. Pleasant almost seems like a
Southern city, with a historic core and then a completely re-located business area miles to the east by the bypass.]
I headed east on Highway 34 from Mt. Pleasant, a route that took me back to high school, when I drove down to Burlington I
don't know how many times. I paid my dime (that's still the toll), and crossed the Mississippi on the ancient Burlington bridge. They're
building a new bridge, which will carry the new expressway across the river, but it wasn't due to open until 1993. (Since I'm writing this
in '93, I can say that I think it didn't open on schedule. When all the flooding hit the Mississippi, I’m pretty sure it was the old Burlington
bridge that ended up closing. [The new bridge is both beautiful and easy to drive on. However, I’m revising this in 2008, just
after floods similar to those in ’93. The new bridge—like almost every other Mississippi crossing between Iowa and Illinois—
was closed by this year’s flooding.]
Highway 34 decays to a well-worn cement track in Illinois, but I made my way across it to Galesburg. There I got on Interstate
74, which I followed eastward (or southward—the signs keep changing in that respect, and in fact it’s southeast). The signs all point
toward Indianapolis (with mileages several hundred miles away), and I passed Peoria and Bloomington before turning southward at
Champaign. There I picked up I-57 to head southward toward Memphis.
I-57 is one of the dullest roads in America, and I joined everybody else as I shot down it at breakneck speed. I had recently
acquired a radar detector (a gift from a friend …), and I figured it might as well get a workout. As it turned out, there was virtually no
traffic and absolutely no police—which surprised me on a weekend. It might be, though, that they all racked up overtime over Memorial
Day and were thus off this weekend. I must add that, while I was definitely exceeding the speed limit (by 5 to 10 mph—figure it out), I
was also definitely driving with the flow of traffic.
I stopped for gas somewhere in Illinois, but I couldn’t remember where if you paid me. If I really cared, I’d go to my car and
look it up in my gas log, but there’s really no point in that now, is there. I kept driving southward until the corn fields turned to forest and
I entered the “Little Egypt” area of southern Illinois.
It was getting late when I reached Cairo (KAY-row), clear at the southern tip of Illinois, where the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers
meet. Two years ago, on my first trip to Dixie, I had stopped at a Dairy Queen in Cairo, where I bought a pecan praline blizzard—a
flavor that doesn't seem to be available anywhere else. It was suppertime (actually well past suppertime), so I pulled off at Exit 1 and
stopped at Dairy Queen to eat. I had some disgusting Mexican food and some cold coffee that was full of sediment. They still had those
pecan praline blizzards, though, and that made for a terrific meal. [In general FOOD at Dairy Queen is awful, but their ice cream is
quite good.]
I re-crossed the Mississippi into Missouri, and I stopped at a pitiful Sunoco station in Charleston for gas. Gas is cheap in
Missouri, and I wanted to take advantage of that fact. Then I went onward a few more miles to Sikeston, the chief business center of
southern Missouri’s bootheel region. I had reserved a motel room at the Super 8 in Sikeston. It was getting late (around nine) when I
reached there, but my room was waiting for me. I settled in and slept reasonably well. I found out later that Norm (who had taken a
completely different route, crossing Missouri on two-lanes) had stayed in Cape Girardeau last night. Cape Girardeau is about 30 miles
north of Sikeston, and he reached there about the same time I pulled in for the night. [The most direct route from Algona to the
bootheel is via Avenue of the Saints and I-55. That’s also probably the quickest, but it has the problem of going right straight
through metro St. Louis. It’s interesting that both of us avoided that option. On a weekend St. Louis might not have been too
bad to drive in, but it’s a headache even when traffic is good.]

Sunday, May 31, 1992
Sikeston, Missouri – Hattiesburg, Mississippi
I got up early this morning and headed straight down I-55, which intersects the road I took yesterday in Sikeston. There was
construction in southern Missouri, but the traffic was light so it was no problem. Before long I crossed into Arkansas. I stopped for
breakfast in Osceola, Arkansas. It was a lovely McDonalds full of pleasant people—with some of the slowest service I've seen
anywhere. [Welcome to the South!] Nearly half an hour later I was again on the road.

It's much less than a hundred miles across this hunk of Arkansas, and before long I crossed the Mississippi one more time,
entering Memphis Tennessee. I-55 had some serious construction in Memphis. Fortunately it was still early Sunday morning, and with
light traffic I had no problems. I found out later that Norm (who was just a bit behind me) slowed to a crawl all through Memphis.
I said before that I-57 in Illinois was boring. So is absolutely every four-lane in Mississippi. (The only exception I can think of
is the almost mountainous section of I-20 between Jackson and Vicksburg.) I was on auto-pilot driving this morning, which probably
wasn't wise on a road I'd never driven before. Fortunately, traffic remained light, and I had no problems getting to Jackson.
It's always good to know your way around a city. Having been to Jackson several times last summer, I knew how to avoid a
bunch of awkward intersections that traffic is supposed to take to get from I-55 to the Hattiesburg interchange. [You merge from the
left and exit almost immediately to the right, cutting across four lanes of traffic.] Instead of battling a mess of spaghetti, I took
the Jackson beltway west of the city and came back east on I-20--which has an easy exit for Hattiesburg.
The final leg of the trip was to follow U.S. 49, an ancient four-lane tunnel through the forest between Jackson and Hattiesburg.
I made it to USM around 1:00pm, but I still felt like I was driving for hours after that.
I walked into the lobby of Wilber Hall (the same high-rise dorm I was in the previous summer) and was delighted to see many
of the same faces I remembered from before. I quickly found some old friends, and we chatted and got caught up as we checked in.
Then I went to my room (#316, the same as last year), unpacked my stuff, and got moved in.
There was one big change at the dorm from last summer. They had installed a new security system, so now it was harder to
get into the building. I used to frequently come and go via a fire escape, which was closer to the buildings where my classes were than
either of the two main doors. With the new system the fire doors were always locked and alarmed. You had to enter at a main door, and
then there were special precautions. They gave you a special card with a magnetic strip on it. You had to swipe the card through a
reader and enter a four-digit code to gain admission. The system mostly worked, but it had its flaws—especially when you were trying
to lug baskets back and forth from the laundromat. Whenever that was a problem, though, there was usually someone going out who
was more than willing to hold the door for you. That may defeat the purpose of the system, but it worked. I wondered about the need for
this extra security, and during the summer I found nothing that made me feel any less safe than I was before—if anything the area
seemed safer. (Norm tells me, however, that that changed in 1993. Apparently they had a big wave of crime, and he really appreciated
the security system in his second year down at USM.)
[I gather from former students of mine that almost every college dorm has a similar security set-up these days. At a
minimum they use something similar to hotel key cards to gain access to the building. The students all feel pretty much the
same as me about the need for security. What crimes do occur in dorms tend to happen either from people who are already
there or people who were invited in. My bet is that such systems are mostly ways for the colleges to cover their behinds and
avoid law suits.]
Norm showed up about the time I finished unpacking. He was upset at check-in to learn that, due to a mistake, he had been
assigned to a double room. This was the first of many goof-ups that were to plague Norm. He decided he could live with a roommate
(especially since it was cheaper that way, so he took what they gave him.
After Norm got settled, we went to register. This was all routine to me (having done all of it before), but the endless
bureaucracy that USM does so well really floored Norm. I learned quickly that everyone in Hattiesburg is polite, but whatever you need
done is never the job of the person you are asking. It's your job to learn whose job it is and make sure you do the right things in the
right order to get everything done. [I always imagined myself in the Soviet Union when dealing with Southern-style bureaucracy;
it’s really almost exactly the same. There’s probably a lot less run-around today, since they almost certainly do the bulk of
registration on-line.]
Everything seemed to go wrong for Norm. There was confusion as to exactly what program he was being enrolled in. Classes
he had been told he could take were not being offered that summer. They had his address incorrect. The financial people goofed up his
money numerous times. Without his finances in order, they wouldn't let him register, and without a complete registration, the financial
aid people wanted to ignore him. It was also clear that Norm didn't care much for Mississippi. The South certainly has its quirks (as
you've no doubt read in these pages before), and virtually all of them seemed to rub Norm the wrong way.
[It’s amusing to me that after graduating from USM Norm would end up leaving Iowa and moving to Florida, where he
still lives to this day. Florida isn’t Mississippi, but it is still very much the South. My bet is Norm … is still complaining about
those same Southern peculiarities today.]
In some ways it was fun to show Norm the ropes. I've never really been in that position before [nor really have I been since
then], and I enjoyed it. Eventually we got the confusion down to a tolerable level, and it was time for the year to begin.
[Norm would go back to Mississippi the following summer, and I gather things would go much more smoothly for him
then. He was definitely not as big a fan of the SPGE program as I was, but he did manage to get a master’s degree in library
science both quickly and cheaply—which was the whole point of his going there.]

Summer Term (June 1 – August 2, 1992)
On the whole I liked this summer in Hattiesburg much better than the previous year—and I didn't dislike things then. First, I
knew what was expected and what was going on now, which always helps. I also had lots of friends I had met last year, and I met a
number of new friends this summer a swell. Finally, I enjoyed having Norm down in Hattiesburg. We often ate lunch and dinner
together, and one of us could always call the other if we were looking for something to do at night or on weekends. Things went more
smoothly overall, and in general I just enjoyed things more.
Overall things were very similar to last year, so I'll avoid rambling on forever about all the details of daily life this time. I will
highlight what was unique about this particular summer, however.
I will mention the classes I took. First there was "Topics in Algebra" with Dr. Gary Walls. This was basically a continuation of
the "Number Theory" course I took the previous summer. In fact, we used the exact same book—which helped save a bit of money.
The class met Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 8:00am. Dr. Walls lectured straight through for an hour and a half, and we learned a
lot every day. Like "Number Theory", it was one of the hardest classes I've ever taken in my life. We had big assignments due every
week, and I was always spending my spare time (mostly Tuesdays and Thursdays) trying and trying to get everything to work out. The
"Topics" tests were extremely difficult. In fact, I got the worst grade I've ever gotten in my life on one of the chapter tests (57%--which
by his unique grading scale worked out to be in the C-/D+ range). I worked my behind off, however, and in the end I got the "A" I
deserved.
My other major math class was "Graph Theory", taught by Dr. Porter Webster. It met Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at
10:00. When I started the first day of class, I thought I was in over my head. The terminology didn't make any sense, and the book
might as well have been written in a foreign language. Before long, though, I realized that the book was basically irrelevant to the
course, and if I just paid attention in class, I understood things perfectly. There were both graduates and undergrads in the class, with a
wide variety of ability. I think that helped, because Dr. Webster made it appear as if he had to talk down to the undergrads. I definitely
reaped the benefits of that. There were quizzes everyday in that class, and three major tests. When everything was said and done, I
ended up with 100%.
[While Graph Theory was not at all what I thought it would be, it was one of the few college courses I’ve actually used
in my high school teaching. Graph theory has nothing to do with what most people think of as graphs. It’s neither statistical
graphs (bar graphs, circle graphs, etc.) nor function analysis (graphing lines and other shapes from equations). The topic is
also called “network theory”, and it’s one of the fastest-growing areas of mathematics. It involves analyzing the connections
between different things, and it comes up in lots of different fields (computer science, electrical engineering, etc.) that people
study these days. I teach it in my Continuous and Discrete Mathematics course at the high school, and what I teach is almost
an exact re-hash of what I learned at USM.]
There was also a "class" (quotation marks intentional) called "Math for Inservice Secondary Teachers II". This was just a
continuation of a course I took in '91. You've already read about the dull ramblings of "Dr. Sominex"; nothing has changed. The course
met at 10:00 on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and boy was it boring.
I had two education courses, both of which met at night. Monday nights I had "The Secondary School" (or something to that
effect) with Dr. Becky Owens, another prof I had studied under in '91. This was basically a curriculum development course, and (mostly
because it was a relatively small group) we had some interesting discussions contrasting the trends in different parts of the country.
It's interesting that we did curriculum development in "Secondary School", but the course called "Basic Course in Curriculum
Development" included very little curriculum in it. It was pretty much the same as the "Schools in American Society" course I took as an
undergrad at UNI. We traced the history of education and looked at a variety of current problems (especially legal issues—the class
was designed mostly for administrators). Curriculum was mostly a side issue, although it was the subject of the main paper I had to
complete for graduation. The class met Tuesday nights with Dr. Johnny Purvis, a man who spoke with that hesitant Southern accent
that makes you think of Jimmy Carter (and kind of looked like [a much younger version of] him too). He had grown up as poor white
trash in Baton Rouge, educated himself on a football scholarship, and raised himself to the point where today he is president of the
school board in Oak Grove, a prestigious suburb of Hattiesburg. [The Oak Grove School District is a classic example of a “white
flight” school.] I think what I respected most about him is that when we wrote things for assignments, he actually read them—he read
and remembered every word. [He wrote very specific comments on the assignments, and he’d refer to them details in them in
class discussions. Other professors would return assignments with nothing but a letter grade or with comments so general
they could apply to pretty much anything.]
Entertainment was similar to last year. My two best friends from before were also back to finish up their master's degrees.
They include Sandra … (who I had visited in Florida at Easter and who was in the process of moving to Hawaii) and Roy … (originally
from Arkansas and now teaching at an Armed Forces school in Germany). We socialized with one another frequently. The first
weekend at school a group of other friends joined us to see the movie "Patriot Games" (about IRA terrorism) [and one of the few
dramatic films I’ve actually enjoyed]. Like last summer, we attended two dinner theatre productions at a Bible college across town.
This summer they presented "The Apple Tree", a spoof on the story of Adam and Eve that was perfectly tame but seemed a bit risqué
for the Baptists and "Encore", a musical journey across America. Various groups of us also attended three delightful shows as part of
the USM Summer Theatre. We also visited New Orleans together, and one weekend Sandra and I made a trip up to Jackson,
Vicksburg, and the Delta.

LEFT: David Burrow (sadly thinner than he is today) posing by a cotton wagon
RIGHT: Sandra Springstun posing with the Mississippi River bridge in the background
(Both pictures taken near Vicksburg, Mississippi)
We also spent quite a bit of time at Cuco's, a Mexican restaurant and bar near the USM campus. If you read the account from
last summer, you'll recall our favorite bartender, Scot Galante, a young married student from Florida. At the end of the summer in '91,
we said a rousing good-bye to Scott, and he wrote out a coupon offering us a free round of drinks when we returned to Hattiesburg, but
only if we offered to pay in nickels. I had been saving the coupon and a bunch of nickels ever since. When Sandra, Roy, and I walked
into Cuco's, Scott recognized us immediately. When we actually presented the coupon and the nickels, not only did we get a free round
of drinks, but a whole evening of food and drink on the house. Scott had been promoted to bar manager, and he was exercising his
authority. We ended up leaving all those nickels as a tip—they added up to more than the appropriate amount.
Always being plagued with a touch of the "wanderlust" [actually I think “blessed” might be a better word than “plagued”],
I certainly didn't stay put in Hattiesburg all summer. I went somewhere almost every weekend, as well as some afternoons. I visited all
the same places I had gone before (notably New Orleans, Jackson, and especially the Gulf Coast down by Gulfport) as well as some
new terrain. One of the most interesting trips was one where I just set out driving with no particular destination. As I drove
northeastward, I decided to head toward what I had heard described as the "redneck hills" of Alabama. Two gentlemen in my education
classes (Bobbie and Connie—only in the South is Connie a man’s name [and even there Connie joked about getting junk mail
addressed to “Ms.”]) came from the town of Berry, a little bit of nothing carved out of the forest north of Tuscaloosa.
I went up to Columbus, Mississippi, and crossed into Alabama on state route 96. Just crossing the border, it was clear this was
a different part of America (than Mississippi, even). A large number of people live in clearings just carved out of the woods. [Mind you,
I could describe my sister’s home in rural Iowa with those words, but it seems the norm in Alabama.] They have shacks or
mobile homes without any utilities. Along the road (about every five miles) they have pull-offs that look like roadside parks. In reality
they're service centers for the residents. They have faucets where you can get water, as well as huge dumpsters (that all seemed to be
full) for trash. I saw set-ups like this in Newfoundland, but it's the first time I'd ever seen anything like it in America.
Eventually I came to the town of Fayette (FYE-it, which sounds almost like a swear word when people pronounce it
[actually—strike the “almost”; it really does sound like a swear word]), the main business center of the area. The town has a
downtown area that is dumpy beyond belief (it looks as if nothing has changed there, save stores closing, in fifty years). Then I went out
to the business strip, which consists of a tiny little Wal-Mart (smaller than many Pamida stores in Iowa [and likely since abandoned—
there’s been quite a lot of controversy about Wal-Mart closing rural stores in the South (their traditional base) in favor of big
regional supercenters]), a Shop-N-Sav, a handful of convenience stores, and an auto dealer—everything on the strip was also dirty
and in disrepair. The only nice thing in Fayette was the community college (I think it was called Northwest Alabama Technical Institute),
which is dripping with government grant money. Connie, a science teacher, is officially employed by the community college through a
tech-prep agreement (pretty much the same kind of thing as Jeanne Wunder, our health teacher at Garrigan), and as such he makes
about twice what Bobbie, the P.E. teacher and football coach in Berry, earns.
After exploring the beautiful sites of Fayette, I headed eastward toward Berry [the pronunciation of which rhymes with
“furry”]. It was hard to find, as road signs tend to be non-existent (or vandalized to death) in Alabama. Eventually I got there, though,
and I found it much more pleasant than Fayette. Berry reminded me of Bancroft or Armstrong—certainly a small town, but with business
appropriate to its size. It was obviously dirt poor, but things were kept reasonably clean. It is also in a hilly (almost mountainous) setting
[it would be in the foothills of the Appalachians, which I never think of going that far south—but they do], which makes it an
attractive town.
I drove out to the school, which Bobbie and Connie had described in terms that made it sound positively dreadful. I didn't go
in, of course, but outside it didn't seem so bad. It's a turn-of-the-century brick building, not unlike so many small-town schools in the
Midwest. The school served K-12, which you can tell from the combination of playground equipment and regulation-sized athletic fields
outside. It wasn't much different from the Andrew school where John teaches, although from what I hear their money problems are
worse than Iowa's.

Connie and Bobbie were probably with their families in Alabama this weekend. However, since I hadn't told them I was
coming, I wasn't going to stop in uninvited. So, after my sightseeing, I drove southward towards Tuscaloosa. There too I didn’t visit
people I could have. We have cousins in Tuscaloosa, but as far as I can tell Steve is the only person who ever sees them. I don’t think
I’d recognize them in a crowd [or even face to face].
I headed back toward Mississippi, stopping for gas at a convenience store in Knoxville, Alabama. That was quite an
experience. Imagine a combination liquor store and gun shop, that just happens to sell gas on the side. Alabama is truly a different kind
of place. [It remains to this day probably the strangest place I’ve ever bought gas.]
Among my other adventures I pretty much went anywhere there was to go in Mississippi and Louisiana. Above all I spent
countless afternoons on the beach down in Gulfport, which is to my mind unquestionably one of the nicest resort areas in America—
largely because while it's a resort, it's remarkably unspoiled.

A crowded weekend on the beach at Ship Island, south of Gulfport, Mississippi
Toward the middle of the summer I seemed to be shuttling back and forth to airports all the time. It wasn't I who was going
anywhere, but I was the taxi-driver for friends. Over the Fourth of July weekend, for instance, Sandra met her sister for a weekend of
fun in Las Vegas. I drove her down to New Orleans to catch her flight. That was certainly no problem, and I went out exploring the
Louisiana swampland afterward. The problem came when she flew back home. Sandra was scheduled to get into New Orleans
around 11:30 Sunday night. Knowing traffic is often bottlenecked by the airport in New Orleans, I left Hattiesburg around 8:00. Traffic
flowed smoothly, and I got to the airport ten-ish. The extra time was probably okay; I spent some time forcing myself to study for one of
my ed classes. Unfortunately Sandra’s flight was late, and it was after midnight when she actually got in—and 12:30 by the time we
were out of the parking ramp. The airport is clear at the west end of New Orleans, and Hattiesburg is a hundred miles east of the city,
so we had quite a drive back. To top things off, I had class at 8:00 Monday morning. I did drive incredibly fast getting home (even
faster than I mentioned before in Illinois, but still not particularly different than the few other cars on I-59), but even so it was a very
short night.
Later in the summer, Norm flew back to Iowa for his sister's wedding. He flew out of Jackson, an airport that calls itself
"international", even though you can't fly anywhere outside the country from there. You can tell they have pretensions, though. It's an
enormous airport—the kind with the double-level road directing cars to arrivals and departures. Only two airlines fly into Jackson, thoug
(Northwest and Delta), and there are fewer flights out of there each day than there are from Mason City. [That’s no longer true,

particular since now only Northwest flies into Mason City] What’s more, the only places you can fly to are Dallas and Atlanta
(although there is one flight daily from Jackson to Hattiesburg). [It strikes me as odd that with Northwest as one of their airlines,
you couldn’t fly to Memphis, their main southern hub. Presumably whatever their feeder airline worked primarily out of
Dallas.] You can’t even fly from Jackson to New Orleans! Someone obviously wasted a lot of money on an airport on the theory that
"if you build it, they will come"—they didn't.
*****
I got some good news from school over the summer. To my immense surprise, Fr. Feierfeil had nominated me for Iowa
Teacher of the Year. I had no clue this honor was coming until one day the forms came to my mailbox down in Hattiesburg. And what
forms! Page after page of prying questions about my personal history, my philosophy of education, and my opinions on every issue
that might conceivably affect teachers. I spent a lot of time with my computer drafting answers to those questions. (If you haven’t read
it elsewhere—in the end I didn’t win [I seriously doubt a private school teacher has ever won the award, which is sponsored in
part by the NEA], but I was a finalist and finished third in the state. … I guess it’s the story of my life to be Miss Congeniality.)
The computer also got quite a work-out typing endless papers for my education classes [some of which were basically just
re-statements of the questions I’d answered for the Teacher of the Year application]. My master's program did not involve a
thesis, but it did involve a fifty-page paper (you explain the difference). [Basically the difference is that a thesis involves original
research, while this paper involved compiling information that already existed.] I had recently assumed the position of Gifted and
Talented Coordinator at Garrigan, and I wanted to do some work in that area anyhow, so for my major paper I basically developed the
curriculum for our new independent study course. It's not exactly original; I borrowed ideas from Margaret's school in Cresco and
especially from Steve Brosnan's independent art course…. All the USM people seemed to like it, though—I ended up with a perfect
score.
Other huge "crank out the B.S." assignment included developing a complete curriculum guide for a 7-12 secondary system.
This was one of those “group” projects where one person (me) ended up doing most of the work. It's convenient that Iowa requires
schools to have on file pretty much everything that was required for this assignment. I called Gene Meister at Garrigan, and he sent
down copies of all the work we did a few years back. All I had to do was re-write it in a uniform system. [I think that same curriculum
is what we officially still use, and it’s done nothing but sit on the shelf for twenty years.]
There were endless other writing assignments, too—mostly reactions to various journal articles. That was good preparation,
though, for the climax of the summer—COMPS. I took my master's comps on Saturday, July 11, at 8:30am. All of us in Curriculum and
Instruction crammed into a science classroom that had broken air conditioning (although they tried to fix it while we worked). We had
four hours to write on five questions.
According to the people in charge, over a third of those who take comps on any given occasion fail. That was really hard for
me to believe. I got the impression that anyone with half a brain and a reasonable amount of writing ability should be able to pass.
Ahead of time they give you nine possible questions. Of those seven are actually on the test, and you select five of those for your
essays. Your answers are supposed to include both facts and personal insights, the latter of which leaves the door wide open for a pile
of good old-fashioned B.S. They score each question on a scale of 1-5, and you have to average at least "3" overall to pass. I averaged
"5", and everyone I know managed to pass. I wonder if the one-third failure rate they cite isn't just given to scare people.
If you're interested, here's what I wrote on:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Describe a standard method of curriculum design (something we studied in several classes), and react to it.
Trace the history and development of your subject area (if you've taken a history of math course, as I have,
that's easy).
Describe and react to various methods of curriculum modification for above and below average learners
(what was my paper about?).
Describe he major types of educational research and the conclusions that can be drawn from each type (we
had an entire course in this).
Describe and react to any national standards that have been proposed for your subject area (the Standards
issued by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics are the model for every other subject area).

The biggest problem with comps was simply writing so much by longhand. You don't realize just how dependent you are on
computers until you have to write at length with a pencil. My wrist was completely numb when I finished, and I could certainly
sympathize with those who suffer from carpal tunnel syndrome. [I understand from people who have been through grad school
more recently that these days people do comps on computer. You bring your laptop into a proctored room and submit the
answers on a flash drive as a Word document.]
Getting comps out of the way was a major relief, and the rest of the summer went by rather quickly. Finally it was time for
things to draw to a close.

Finals Week: August 3 – 9, 1993
Things came to a weird sort of close this week. Most of my friends left early in the week, while I stayed around for graduation.
That meant a series of somewhat emotional farewells and the strange experience of being in a dorm that was virtually empty.
Monday night I had my "final" in Dr. Owens’ secondary schools class. I use the quotation marks here, because she gave us a
series of take-home questions (which I seriously doubt she ever actually graded). We went over to her home for a cocktail party where
we turned in our exams. The party was about as thrilling as most cocktail parties are (which is to say not at all), but visiting her home
was interesting. Dr. Owens, who is single (divorced I think), lives in the Oak Grove section on the west side of Hattiesburg. An Oak
Grove address is synonymous with elegance. Her home was set in a wooded lot on one of those little circles to nowhere that one finds
in suburbs all over America. Inside it was more home than I could ever imagine one person ever using [though an awful lot of single
people live in such places these days]. She has a very formal living room with blue and white leather furniture and lace accessories.
There are also two separate "sitting rooms" that are somewhat more casual, but meticulously cared for—at least when we were there.
The kitchen was enormous and stocked with every appliance known to man. There were also three bedrooms (each with a distinctive
décor) and an office (with beautiful oak woodwork).
The conversation at the party was intriguing, if just a bit scary. They talked mostly about gang violence, which has apparently
become a serious problem all over the South. People told horror stories about incidents at the shopping malls in Jackson and Biloxi.
Apparently there is a certain gang that has an initiation rite where they have to cut off a finger from some person. Several people (in
different conversations) told of people who would go out to their cars in the parking lots by the Jackson malls. People would hide under
the cars and jump the shoppers as they opened the car doors. Then they would cut off a finger, often stealing jewelry in the process. I
think this especially bothered me because these were malls I had gone to several times just to kill an afternoon doing some shopping. I
never felt unsafe in those malls; I wondered if I should have.
[The “finger” story is an urban legend. It even appears on Snopes, a well-known website that looks into and
discredits numerous such stories. The exact same story has been attributed to malls all over the South, but there are no
police or hospital records or news reports to back any of them up. That’s not to say that gang violence in general isn’t a
problem, only that this particular story was fiction.]
Apparently there have been attacks on people who stop their cars on highways. Writing this a year later, what they described
sounds a lot like what happened to James Jordan, Michael Jordan's father, when he was killed after pulling off a road in South Carolina.
Again, I had never given a second thought to driving around the area—almost always alone. Thank God, nothing ever happened to me,
but the conversation made me wonder.
[It’s certainly possible the rear-end accident I encountered in New Orleans might have been an attempt to make me
stop and then engage some sort of attack. I was smart enough to know it wasn’t wise to stop in an unfamiliar and obviously
bad neighborhood. I’ve always had pretty good “street smarts”, which were mostly honed in junior high in an effort to avoid
having people bully me. Knock on wood—so far that’s kept me safe pretty much everywhere I’ve traveled. Hopefully the
same will remain true in any future adventures I might have.]
Several people had had incidents of gang violence in their schools. One woman taught in a tiny little town called Phoba
(pronounced FEE-bee), Mississippi. The woman was white, and she described Phoba (population 511) as an all-Black community in
northeastern Mississippi, between Tupelo and Starkville (pronounced STORK-ul). In her words, there's nothing in Phoba but a textile
mill (where they crank out athletic socks). There's a school, too, and they had five shootings and countless stabbings there during the
past year. She said the gangs argue over the rights to drug distribution, which come into town from Starkville, where Mississippi State
University is located. I kept trying to imagine this kind of thing in a place like Whittemore (which is about the same size as Phoba). I'm
sure they have drugs there, but there's no way I could envision violence like she described.
I soon got enough of that up-beat conversation, and I made an excuse to leave early. Sandra was leaving Monday night
(driving to San Francisco, where she would then leave for her new home in Hawaii), and I met her one last time at Cuco's. She's a
fascinating lady, and I wish her the best in the islands. …
Tuesday was the big test day for me. I had tests in my Algebra class (8:00), my Inservice Math class (11:00), and my
Curriculum class (5:30pm). None of them was easy, but they all went smoothly, and I did well. Margaret had arranged her vacation so
she could be in Hattiesburg for my graduation, and she arrived this evening. She and her friend Vicki Cline were staying at the Motel 6.
I went out there after my Curriculum test, and we went out driving on a little city tour. It’s interesting to be able to show people around.
Wednesday I had my last final—an 8am test in Graph Theory. I finished early (with 100%, I might add), and headed out to join
Margaret at the Motel 6. We had a late breakfast at the Waffle House next door to the Motel 6 and then went out exploring the area.
We spent pretty much all day Wednesday and Thursday visiting many of the tourist attractions in the area—the Gulf Coast (including
Ship Island and the Stennis Space Center), Natchez, Vicksburg, and Jackson. I've described all these things elsewhere, so there's no
need to repeat things now. I will say that if you happen to be traveling to that area, Hattiesburg makes an excellent base for sightseeing.

Friday
was
my
graduation day. We didn't really
go anywhere (except around
Hattiesburg) that day. I finished
packing things in my room, got
my cap and gown from the rental
shop at the bookstore, and
posed
for
the
requisite
photographs. Master's gowns are
an amusing sight, with big boxy
arms and brightly colored hoods
(mine was a light blue, for
education). Around 5:30 we went
over to the Bernard Reed
Coliseum for the ceremony.
Commencement
actually began at 6:30.
We
graduates were seated on the
floor at the beginning, with
friends and relatives in the
stands of the coliseum. There
was an endless processional
[though not as long as the one
at
my
nephew
Tim’s
graduation, where hundreds of
B.A. candidates streamed in],
Scene before commencement at Reed Coliseum – USM
as pretty much the entire faculty
marched in attired in their academic garb. We had an invocation (which is interesting and probably of questionable legality at a statesupported school) and then a welcome from the university president. The commencement address was a rambling series of
recollections by the head of the Southern Association (the local accrediting agency, analogous to NCA in the Midwest). Then came the
conferring of degrees. They began with doctoral candidates, and the thirty-three of them alone seemed to take forever. Then they did
the master's degrees, and there were hundreds of us. I received the degree of Master of Education, with highest honors. Then they got
around to the bachelor's degrees. There were more of them than master's, but comparatively not that many. The undergrad programs
mostly follow the academic year, while the graduate programs at USM are mostly summer programs. After passing out all the degrees,
President Lucas wished us well.
You know how they say, "It ain't over till the fat lady sings." Well, she did. Miss Kimberley Michele Davis, Associate Professor
of Music sang the rousing strains of "Alma Mater":
We sing to tee our Alma Mater,
U.S.M., thy praises be:
Southern Mem-ries we shall cherish,
Loyalty we pledge to thee;
Spacious skies and land of sunshine
Verdant trees and shelt’ring walls,
Now our hearts lift ever to thee,
As we praise thy hallow’d halls.
Doesn’t that just get you in the heart? … or perhaps in other parts of the body? There was a religious benediction, and then a grand
recessional. I apparently exited much more easily than Margaret and Vicki, getting to the car well before them.
[I must mention a completely unrelated topic on the side. For the past three years I’ve gone to Rosenblatt Stadium in
Omaha several times to see my former student Brad Nelson play AAA baseball. At the end of all the Omaha Royals games,
the announcer says, “… But wait, it ain’t over until the fat lady sings!” At that point a man in drag with lots of rubber padding
climbs on top of the dugout and screeches a verse of some song. It’s a really unfortunate tradition, and I’ve been made a
point of leaving early on occasion to avoid having to see it.]

Margaret Sullivan and Vicki Cline
LEFT: Taking shelter during a rainstorm (Margaret is literally wringing out
her skirt) at the entrance to the Louisiana Swamp
Audubon Zoo, New Orleans
RIGHT: Being served on the balcony of the Royal Café
(The waiter holds a hurricane drink.)
We planned to go to an elegant restaurant for dinner, but others appeared to have the same idea. The place we had in mind
was packed. We went instead to Pizza Hut, and we had a pleasant, if rather late, dinner.
I had already checked out of my dorm (which was easier this year than last, mostly because I had a better R.A.) and into the
Motel 6. Saturday Margaret, Vicki, and I went to New Orleans for the day. We saw all the vital sites, rode the streetcar, and all. I finally
got my graduation dinner in the form of lunch at New Orleans' Royal Café, which is still probably my favorite restaurant anywhere.
[One of the most memorable parts of that particular trip to New Orleans is depicted in the picture on the left above.
While we were at the zoo, it began to absolutely pour—one of the typical late-afternoon storms that happens pretty much daily
in the tropics. We got thoroughly soaked before taking shelter at the entrance to the Louisiana Swamp, one of the zoo’s best
known features. At the entrance (a re-created fisherman’s shack) a recording of a Cajun “good ole boy” played repeatedly in
English and badly pronounced New Orleans French. The beginning is: “Welcome to the Louisiana Swamp. Bienvenus aux
Cyprieres Louisiennes.” We must have heard that recording twenty times or more as we waited for the rain to let up. Years
later, when Margaret and I went back in New Orleans at Christmas, we approached the swamp. Before we even entered the
two of us together started reciting that recording, complete with the nasal Cajun accent of the French: bee-ANN-vuh-NEW oh
sip-ree-AIR loo-ee-zee-ANN. We burst out laughing hearing each other say it and were amused to hear that familiar voice
when we reached the entrance. For good or bad, though, when we visited again after Hurricane Katrina, the welcome
recording was no longer playing.]
There was confusion when I got back to the motel; they had locked me out of my room. Somehow their records got goofed up,
and they thought I hadn't paid my bill (it was on credit card). So they "pinned" the door, locking me out and my luggage in. It was late at
night when we returned from New Orleans, and I must confess that I was frankly quite rude when I woke up the manager and argued
about the situation. It took a lot of time, but eventually they cleared everything up. (They also screwed up the credit card billing on my
room, but eventually that got cleared up too.) [This is one of the reasons I now always carefully look at the forms when I check
into a hotel.]

Sunday, August 10, 1992
Hattiesburg, Mississippi – Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Sunday we left Hattiesburg for good. We headed west to beautiful Bogalusa, Louisiana, which I saw in a book described as
"America's worst small city". (The same book listed Hattiesburg sixth among the best small cities in America, so I wouldn't get too
excited about any claim it made.) Parts of Bogalusa are quite nice, but overall it is rather a dump. From Hattiesburg people go there to
buy liquor and tobacco, which are taxed at a much lower rate in Louisiana than in Mississippi. [A lot of south Mississippians also
license their cars in Louisiana, which they can do by just maintaining a Bogalusa post office box address. Mississippi has
astronomical car registration fees (like twenty times what I pay for my plates in Iowa), so even after paying the postal service
they come out ahead with the lower fees in Louisiana. I saw a feature on Omaha TV recently about Nebraskans who license
their cars in Iowa for exactly the same reason. Post office boxes don’t work for Iowa DOT addresses, so they instead put the

cars in the name of friends or relatives in Council Bluffs.] I bought gas at a convenience store in Bogalusa, and we set off west
again.
We paused again at the Audubon Historic Park near St. Francisvile. This is a plantation where Audubon stayed and did much
of his painting. I wrote about it after my first trip southward—in 1990—and it hasn’t changed much since then. It's still quite interesting.
Our destination tonight was Baton Rouge, which to my mind deserves the title of America's worst city. [I’d definitely rank
Bogalusa ahead of it.] We entered Baton Rouge from the north, heading down the Mississippi past miles and miles of chemical plans.
There are few things uglier than a refinery, and when you see the stuff they spew into the air and imagine all the toxics that end up in
the river, you realize what a high price we pay for our modern lifestyle.
Having said that, I must confess that the part of Baton Rouge we stayed in was mostly pleasant. We stayed at a Quality Inn at
the very east edge of the city, in a new suburban development. The motel was quite nice, and we had a delicious Italian dinner at a nice
restaurant down the street. Margaret needed to do laundry, and she was pleased that there were facilities (i.e.: one machine that was
constantly busy) on one of the balconies of the motel.
We did get a reminder, though, that this was one of America's poorest cities. Because the washer was so busy, Margaret was
doing laundry well into the evening. After it got late, we went up to the balcony to check on things one more time. We were shocked to
find a homeless family camped out by the vending machines under the balcony. There were two parents and two children, and they
were obviously planning on staying at the motel (but not in a room) for the night. As we walked by the mother hushed her children and
huddled them close together. I tried not to stare at them, but it was hard not to. They had two trash bags that I assume contained
everything they owned. After all the violence I read about in Baton Rouge the last time I stayed there, I'd imagine this suburban motel
might be a comparatively safe place for homeless people, but it's certainly sad that they have to stay there.

Monday, August 11, 1992
Baton Rouge, Louisiana – Houston, Texas
[I’m intrigued reading this that August 11 was a Monday. I’m planning on being away from home on August 11,
2008—which, by coincidence, is also a Monday.]
I got up relatively early this morning, and the homeless family was gone when I went out. We had an interesting breakfast at
the motel bar—definitely more of a bar than a restaurant. Then we set off westward from Baton Rouge. We crossed the Atchafalaya
Swamp on a 40-mile-long causeway that runs between Baton Rouge and Lafayette (LAUGH-fee-YET). I had been through this area
before when I first came southward, and this time we just kept driving.
I pulled off the road at Jennings, Louisiana [which happens to be quite near the town of Iowa] to get gas, food, and money.
It turned out to be quite a lengthy stop. Gas was easy; I pulled into a Diamond Shamrock convenience store and filled up with no
problem. Money was another matter. I drove around and around, trying to find a cash machine. I saw bank after bank, but no one had
an automatic teller. Finally, on some obscure side street, I found a drive-through cash machine at the Jefferson Davis Savings Bank. It
took my card, and I pulled out a hundred dollars richer (or poorer, depending on your point of view). I then stopped at a Mr. Chef
restaurant for some lunch, and I ended up waiting in line for nearly fifteen minutes before I got a sandwich and onion rings. To make
things worse, just as I was pulling back onto I-10, I saw a shopping center with a cash machine—right off the interstate.
We drove westward toward Lake Charles, which prides itself on being the "chemical capital of America"—a rather dubious
honor, if you ask me. It was a mess to drive through, but I must say it seems like a pleasant little city. From there it was a short drive on
to the Texas border. We were driving in two cars (Margaret and Vicki in one; I and all my stuff in another), and we agreed to catch up
with each other at the Texas welcome center just across the border.
Texas is a big state. Never let anyone tell you otherwise. It's huge, and they're proud of it. Just after you cross the border,
there's a distance sign:
Orange.….........3 miles
Beaumont.......26 miles
El Paso....…..881 miles
I can't imagine driving all 881 of those miles out to El Paso; it's even worse when you think that once you get past San
Antonio, you've still got 550 more miles to go—with pretty much nothing between there and El Paso.
Fortunately we weren't going to El Paso. Our destination was Houston, or more precisely Clear Lake, Texas, home of NASA's
Johnson Space Center [which is technically in Houston, but you have to go through Clear Lake to get there]. We got very good
directions from the welcome center and set off on our way.
You realize just how cheap land must be in Texas when you see just how far Houston sprawls. The city has no less than three
beltways, each further out than the other. On Interstate 10, the six-lane begins around Exit 806, and it doesn't end until Exit 740. The
area stretches out even more north to south. [At that, Houston’s sprawl is quite a bit less than the “North Texas Metroplex”
around Dallas.]

We drove through some scruffy suburbs until we got to Exit 781, which is "Beltway 8", officially named (but never called) the
Sam Houston Parkway. This is the second of the three beltways. It's a six-lane highway that keeps switching between toll and free and
limited and non-limited access. We went south for about ten miles on the beltway until we came to Interstate 45, the "Houston-Gulf
Freeway" which connects Houston and Galveston. While those two cities are technically separate, it's solid suburb for the 35 miles
between them. It was rush hour when we got to I-45, and it was totally packed. The locals probably thought that it was good that traffic
moved quite quickly; for me driving fast on a busy interstate is downright scary—it was worse than Minneapolis (which is just about my
least favorite place to drive). [I’ve learned to deal with Minneapolis, but I still don’t like driving there. If I’m going to the Twin
Cities these days, I invariably take I-35E (the lesser traveled highway that leads to St. Paul up to the Mall of America/airport
area, where I park my car and take the train to downtown Minneapolis.]
We drove south for about twelve miles to Exit 25, where we got off at Highway 1 and the town of Webster. This is the classic
suburban strip. There's a major mall (with nothing much in it), a K-Mart and attached stores, a host of convenience stores, several
restaurants and bars (although, rather oddly, very little fast food), and some motels. We snuck through a crack next to the K-Mart
parking lot to enter the Motel 6, our destination for the night.
This was not your typical Motel 6. It had obviously been some other kind of motel before, and Motel 6 bought it out. [That’s
really quite unusual. Virtually all Motel 6’s are owned by the company rather than franchised, and the vast majority were
constructed new as Motel 6’s decades ago.] We had big rooms, with lots of extra furniture you don't normally find in cheap motels.
It was also the only Motel 6 I've ever been to that had tubs as well as showers. [Their new properties (those built after about 1995)
do have tubs.] It charged those typically low Motel 6 prices, though, and that was the point.
We had supper at a Waffle House next to the motel (that chain is everywhere in the South), did some shopping at K-Mart, and
turned in relatively early.

Tuesday, August 12, 1992
NASA
We started out today with breakfast at the same Waffle House—it is a twenty-four hour place. [That’s actually one of the
nicest things about having Waffle House absolutely everywhere in the South. You can always get food at any hour of the day
or night. They serve both their breakfast and dinner menus at all times, so you’ve always got a choice of what to eat.]
Then we set off down highway 1 toward NASA. When we got there and parked, Vicki phoned a former student of hers who
now worked there. [This being 1992, we had to find a pay phone for her to make the call. The cell phone age was still well in
the future.] She arranged for him to meet us later in the day and give us a private tour including things we couldn't otherwise see.
1992 was the right year to visit NASA. They were just putting the finishing touches on a new space theme park across the
street, and when it was completed tourists wouldn't be able to tour the actual facilities. We did see the real thing, and with Vicki's
connections we saw even more than the typical tourists.
The Johnson Space Center is located on what used to be an auxiliary campus of Rice University. The government rents the
land and buildings from Rice, but today all the square, white 60ish buildings look more like a community college than anything else. The
grounds are beautifully landscaped, with lovely trees, gardens, ponds, and fountains all over the place. Near the visitors' parking area
they have what is called "Rocket Park", with displays of various rockets used in the history of space exploration. There's a really nice
visitors' center, with interesting and informative exhibits, as well as rather dull films.

I think the highlight of the visit for me was
Mission Control. While we were told this would be
eliminated when the theme park was open, we were
among the last tourists who actually got to tour the
actual Mission Control headquarters. It's interesting that
the place has been declared a National Historic Site, so
it has to be preserved the way it looked when we first
went to the moon. They still have those bulky green
computer consoles that were state-of-the-art in the
sixties. They've been re-fited with truly state-of-the-art
workings (mostly manufactured abroad), but they've
kept the external appearance the same. [We got to
actually walk through the room and see those
historic consoles up close, which really was cool.]
We also went to the laboratory building where
they have moon rocks on display. I think the building
intrigued me almost as much as the moon rocks. It, too,
looked like it hadn't changed in thirty years. It reminded
me of the lab buildings my father used to work in when I
was a kid.
We had lunch at a cafeteria on the NASA
campus, and eventually we met up with Vicki's student
and his wife. They seemed delighted to see all of us,
although they'd never met anyone but Vicki before.
They gave us special passes that we clipped to our
clothes that would admit us to areas that would
otherwise be off limits. I must say it's kind of fun walking
through those doors that have special code numbers to
unlock and just opening up a rope and going right into
the roped-off area. I can't say we saw a whole lot in the

Rocket Park – Johnson Space Center
Houston, Texas
the private areas that was really all that interesting. It was basically just a bunch of people working. I suppose if I were a Russian spy I
might have found their work interesting, but as it was I was more impressed by just being allowed to go into all the "top secret" places.
NASA employs thousands of people. I
wondered at first how they could keep so busy at
times when there weren't missions in progress, but
that question did get answered as we went around
on the private tour. A big part of the Houston facility
is designing and improving space equipment.
Vicki's student is an engineer who works in
plastics, designing things to be used in space.
(That's a gross over-simplification of his job, and
he'd probably be annoyed by the description—but
that's the way my dumb mind understood it.) Other
people keep track of all those hundreds of
communications satellites that are up there all the
time. Still others are planning future space
missions or going over the reams of data collected
every minute from past space missions. I must say
pretty much everyone we saw seemed to be
working hard; it's not like there was a lot of
government money being wasted.

Media communications facilities at NASA

Vicki's friend left us at the far end of the NASA campus. As we were walking back toward the visitors' center, we noticed an
interesting sight. In the back of one of the lab buildings is what looks like a small mobile home park, with a bunch of satellite dishes at
the side. What it is in reality is the place all the network news people do their work whenever something important happens here. Three
trailers are labeled for the three big networks, and there are others that I assume print journalists and other reporters use. There's a
scruffy little bathroom off to the side. It looks like it was built to be temporary, and it's probably been there since the moon landing. I
must say it was amusing to think I might be sitting where Walter Cronkite and Dan Rather once sat.
We had dinner at an elegant ethnic restaurant—a strange combination that was mostly Italian, with Chinese and Mexican
mixed in for good measure. Then we settled into our motel rooms for the night. I watched the news in Spanish (this is Texas, after all),
and then went off to sleep.

Wednesday, August 13, 1992
Houston, Texas – Texarkana, Arkansas
This was mostly a day of driving. I got up early and went out walking. I ended up at a Whataburger restaurant (a big chain in
Texas [it’s based in Corpus Christi]), where I bought a danish and coffee. Eventually Margaret and Vicki got up, and we set off
northward. I followed highway 1 east past NASA again, which was a mistake. The road funnels into a poorly-marked mess near Bay
City, at the east end of the Houston area. I got thoroughly lost (which is unusual for me) and ended up going the wrong way on
Interstate 10. I stopped for breakfast to re-orient myself at a Jack-in-the-Box restaurant. They had sourdough sandwiches, which I had
never seen before. It’s interesting that Hardees has picked up the idea [and later dropped it] since then. They also had breakfast
tacos, which I can’t even imagine.
Eventually I got going the right way. I exited again at beltway 8, but I headed north this time for what seemed like forever, past
mile after mile after mile of endless wood ranch houses and tacky mobile home parks. At every major intersection there was an EZMart or a Stop-N-Go or a Diamond Shamrock, just to let you know something did exist besides houses.
Finally I came to U.S. 59, a four-lane highway that leads northeast from Houston. It's weird that for most of the way it's
basically a four-lane street; that is, there's no median—just four lanes of asphalt side by side. Fortunately there was next to no traffic, so
it wasn't any problem to drive. I drove north to Lufkin, where I went around the city on a beltway that seems to be a perfect circle—it’s
one big endless tight curve. I continued on to Nacodoches [NAG-uh-dosh], where I pulled into another Whataburger for lunch. I kept
right on following highway 59, past Carthage, Longview, and Atlanta, before arriving at our ultimate destination: Texarkana.
What can I say about eastern Texas? Well, there's not much to say. A lot of people would probably say it was boring, but I
liked the mostly open countryside here a lot better than the endless forest tunnels in Mississippi. It's gently rolling hills with a
combination of farmland (lots of soybeans), ranchland, and stretches of forest. The big problem is the humidity. Texas heat is pure hell,
and without air conditioning in my car, I was thoroughly soaked by the time I reached Texarkana.
I drove down State Line Avenue, and when I got to the north end of Texarkana, I turned eastward into Arkansas. Then I pulled
into the same Super 8 I had stayed at last year. I checked into my room, showered and cleaned up (I said I was dripping from the heat
and humidity), and then bought a paper and went out and sat by the pool until Margaret and Vicki showed up.
We had dinner tonight at a lovely Mexican place just across the interstate from our motel. (Across the interstate is trickier than
you think.) It looked like nothing from the outside (hideous pink stucco), but they had some of the best Mexican food I've ever tasted.
[That “don’t judge a book by its cover” idea is pretty typical for Mexican restaurants.] Then we went back to the motel and
settled in for the night.

Thursday, August 14, 1992
Texarkana, Arkansas – Columbia, Missouri
This was an incredibly long day of driving. [Just looking over the origin and destination for the day makes me ponder
how I went so far in a day. It really is a long way from extreme southwest Arkansas to central Missouri, with no good route to
take.]
We got up early, and from the moment we set out across Arkansas, we knew we were in Bill Clinton country. Clinton (who was
a candidate then, but is—of course—now the [former] President) is a native of Hope, Arkansas, and he started out as a lawyer in
Texarkana. Every little town around here is proud of their native son. We saw several billboards that appeared to be put up by local
people (as opposed to campaign committees) supporting Clinton, and the town of Hope proudly proclaimed them on their water tower.
[As I write this revision, I’ll be headed to Chicago next week. I’ll be interested to see if Illinois latches on to its native son,
Barack Obama, the same way Arkansas did.]
We stopped for breakfast at a McDonalds in Arkadelphia, Arkansas. This is hill country (to be honest, pretty much all of
Arkansas is hill country). I-40 is a true work of engineering (although it could use some resurfacing badly), and the town streets go up
and down and curve left and right with no order whatsoever. I mention all this because McDonalds stood out because its parking lot
wasn't level. It just sort of followed the contour of the land, and you parked at very questionable angles.
We drove on to Little Rock, where I stopped for gas at a Road Runner convenience store. I also pulled through a nearby
Whataburger for more coffee (they have five-cent refills with special mugs). Then I drove straight through downtown Little Rock, which
is sort of like a dumpy copy of Cedar Rapids, and headed out on U.S. 67.
Highway 67 is something else again. It's a limited access highway (on the map it’s that same purple color the interstates are),
but my is it awful! It was obviously built decades ago in cement sections. They tarred the joints, but things have settled to where the tar
doesn't seem to do anything. You get a different kind of jolt every time you hit a new section—which is every few feet. There's no
shoulder, and the exits seem to be about 10 feet long. (I’m really glad I didn’t have to make an exit.) There's about 70 miles of this
awful "expressway", and I think all of us were thankful to get onto a curvy, asphalt two-lane after that.

It's heavily settled all along U.S. 67, and it's ugly, dirt-poor housing. I passed mile after mile of ratty mobile homes and tumbledown houses. There's a bit of farmland mixed in between it all, but it's very scruffy. The only thing I remember hearing about this area
was on "60 Minutes" years ago. Apparently one of the biggest toxic waste storage sites in America is located around here, and it's been
leaking out and polluting the water all over the area. It's sad to think, but it always seems to be the poor who suffer with things like that.
You never hear about toxic waste in exclusive suburbs. [While the “exclusive suburb” statement is true, I was interested on
future trips to see the sites of Three Mile Island and Love Canal—neither of which is in a poor area. TMI is quite suburban—
not really exclusive, but definitely nice suburbs. Love Canal is in a very middle class neighborhood of Niagara Falls, which is
actually one of the nicest areas of a very run-down city. It certainly is true, though, that the vast majority of dangerous
facilities are in areas where only the poor might suffer from them.]
I stopped briefly in the town of Hoxie, one of those places that is nothing on the map but goes on forever along the highway.
All I did was pick up some more coffee at a McDonalds. Then I continued northward on good old U.S. 63 (the same highway 63 that
goes through Iowa). With all the curves it seemed to take forever, but eventually I made it into Missouri.
The group of us had arranged to meet at a rest area in West Plains, Missouri. I got there and parked, but it seemed to take the
longest time for Margaret and Vicki to show up. Just as I started to really worry, they arrived. [This is something else that would not
happen in the cell phone age.] It turned out they had stopped for lunch (I think at the same McDonalds I had pulled off at for coffee),
while I had pretty much skipped lunch for the day.
Missouri was our third state for the day (we had to enter Texas to get onto the interstate), but we were nowhere near done with
our travels. We kept on winding through the Ozarks, heading up highway 63 to Rolla (a very strange combination of a dumpy industrial
town and a modern college town) and then on into Jefferson City (which I’ve described in another journal).
The Ozarks are lovely, really. Someday I'd love to go back and spend some time hiking among all those lush rolling hills. [I
did make a trip down to the Ozarks several years later, a trip I don’t think I ever wrote a travelogue about. It poured the whole
time I was there, so I never did get to do much hiking.] Unfortunately, we were trying to make time, and while highway 63 is
probably the most direct route across Missouri, by evening I was starting to curse every curve.
From Jefferson City there were only 30 more miles until we reached the ultimate college town—Columbia, which was our final
destination for the night. We stayed at the Budgetel, a chain designed for business travelers. [The Budgetel chain was renamed
Baymont Inn sometime in the mid ‘90s.] In most locations Budgetel would have been in line with someone else’s budget, not mine.
In Columbia, however, it was right in line with every other motel in the area. The rooms were huge, and they offer such amenities as inroom coffee [an amenity that not long after this pretty much every hotel discovered cost nothing and appeared luxurious].
We had supper tonight at a strange little restaurant near our motel. It was like a cross between your standard steakhouse and
a trendy college-town bar. Whatever it was, the food was good. I must say, though, the service led a lot to be desired.

Friday, August 15, 1992
Columbia, Missouri – Algona, Iowa
Margaret and I parted company today, even though we both went the same basic direction all morning. I left Columbia and
continued northward on highway 63, toward Moberly and Macon, where I stopped to buy gas at a Conoco station that looked as if it
were built in the '30s (and hadn't been renovated since). [That was kind of cool, actually.] It was pleasant to be back in cheap-gas
Missouri, and I paid the bill (at a cash register that looked like the old adding machine my grandfather had), used the hideous restroom
(that looked like it hadn't been cleaned since the '30s) and went on my way.
I drove through Kirksville on the business route. While I'm not sure I ever went through there before, Kirksville brings back
childhood memories for me. The television station in "the heartland of America" is KTVO, Channel 3, with the twin homes of Kirksville
and Ottumwa. Missouri is a border state, and Kirksville, as much as anywhere, marks the end of the south and the beginning of the
Midwest. (I could say that about Columbia or Jeff. City, but then Moberly and Macon are Southern again.) While the natives talk worse
than they do in Mississippi, Kirksville looks like a Midwestern town. The only thing that gives away its border location is the typically
Southern "square" at the center of town—a feature you'll find in every town in southern Iowa, too. It's hard to say what makes Kirksville
look the way it does, but I think the main thing is that it's a well kept, clean community. I never really thought of it in such terms before,
but neat lawns and proper gardens really are a trademark of the Midwest. So is building maintenance. When things wear out in he
Midwest, we either fix them or tear them down. When we tear them down, we dispose of the rubble. The South, by contrast, is a land of
scraggly yards, peeling paint, broken signs, and unfinished construction projects. [The previous statements do, of course idealize
the Midwest. It’s not like we don’t have more than our share of scraggly trash-filled yards here, too. On the whole, though,
things do look better than the South—and there’s certainly more civic pride here.]
Another thing—talk all you want about "Southern hospitality". If you ask me, the cradle of friendliness is right here in midAmerica. I stopped at a Hardees in Kirksville, and the woman at the counter was friendly—not sappy or artificial—just honestly nice. In
the South service people are at best either indifferent or sarcastic. At worst they are downright gruff, as if serving you were a big
imposition on them. Part of that comes from the fact that many of the service workers in the Midwest are teenagers or old people who
want to do those jobs; in the South pretty much all the service sector is staffed by working-aged adults who have to do those jobs. I
think a lot of it really does have to do with the culture, though.

[Having traveled more broadly since, I’d honestly rank the Northeast ahead of the Midwest in friendliness. My sister
will disagree vehemently with that statement, but I’ve found places like New York and New Jersey to be extremely friendly to
visitors. I’d still rank the South at the bottom, though the mountain states would be close behind. I’ve also tended to find
that most places that get a lot of tourists tends to be less friendly toward them. In resort areas, just getting away from where
the guidebooks say you should go will almost always guarantee better service—and lower prices.]
As I kept on driving, I couldn't help but notice that I myself was in a much better mood today than I was yesterday. That said,
let me give Missouri its due. It is without question one of the most beautiful states in America. [That’s absolutely true. There are few
places anywhere that have the variety of scenery that Missouri offers. There’s not much you’d call “spectacular”, but almost
everything is beautiful.] It's no place for fast, frantic driving (My day once said "the whole durn state is hills!"), but it's really lovely. I
grew up in southern Iowa, which looks a lot like much of Missouri. (In fact, northern Iowans joke that southern Iowa should be given to
Missouri—it would improve the intelligence of both states, they say.) While in Mt. Pleasant we certainly made “hick” jokes about
Missourians, the jokes I hear today really don’t insult me much. I felt very much at home as I was driving through the rolling hills this
morning. I think the combination of tidy fields, lined with little patches of forest or fast-flowing streams, and knit by country roads that no
one would expect to go straight, is really breathtaking.
It was late morning when I crossed into Iowa. I kept driving up U.S. 63 to Bloomfield and Ottumwa, where I stopped briefly at
a Target store to get some things I needed for school (which was just around the corner). Then I drove northward to Oskaloosa.
I stopped at Paul & Nancy's, where I lied and told them I'd already had lunch. (Actually, I pretty much skipped lunch today.)
After a brief visit, I headed on northward to Grinnell, Marshalltown, Ames, Fort Dodge, and Humboldt. After one last stop for gas, I
made the last leg of my journey home. … From there I pretty much got back into school work. It was a whirlwind summer, and the start
of another whirlwind year.
[If someone had suggested when I was growing up that I might go to college in Mississippi, I’d have told them they
were crazy. Even when I vacationed there in 1990, I couldn’t really imagine spending a long period of time there. After two
summers in Hattiesburg, though, I came to know Mississippi—not quite like a native, but pretty well. I still will notice the
weather there on national maps (which, except when there’s a hurricane, doesn’t change much), and my ears perk up when I
hear news from the Gulf Coast region. I’m still no Southerner, but spending that time at USM definitely expanded my
horizons. Some people laugh when I say I have a degree from Southern Miss, but I’m proud of the degree and the time I spent
in Hattiesburg.]

